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This week Sally, a young friend called to say
the Lord had been showing her the number 757
several times, and finally she asked Him, what
is going on Lord, why do I keep seeing that
number ? And He took her to that page in her
bible, which was ISAIAH 34. She had been
getting this a month ago, and didn’t understand
why.
Isaiah 34 NKJV
Judgment on the Nations
Come near, you nations, to hear; And heed, you
people! Let the earth hear, and all that is in it,
The world and all things that come forth from
it. 2 For the indignation of the LORD is against
all nations, And His fury against all their
armies; He has utterly destroyed them, He has
given them over to the slaughter. 3 Also their
slain shall be thrown out; Their stench shall
rise from their corpses, And the mountains shall
be melted with their blood. 4 All the host of
heaven shall be dissolved, And the heavens shall
be rolled up like a scroll; All their host shall fall
down As the leaf falls from the vine, And as
fruit falling from a fig tree.
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[ Rev 6:13-14 AMP And the stars of the
sky dropped to the earth like a fig tree
shedding its unripe fruit out of season
when shaken by a strong wind. [Isa 34:4.] 14
And the sky rolled up like a scroll and vanished,
and every mountain and island was dislodged
from its place. 5 "For My sword shall be
bathed in heaven; Indeed it shall come down on
Edom, And on the people of My curse, for
judgment.
[ Obad 8 AMP Will not I in that day, says the
Lord, destroy the wise men out of Edom
and [men of] understanding out of Mount Esau
[Idumea, a mountainous region]?
In the amplified it says - Edom [the
descendants of Esau], ]
6 The sword of the LORD is filled with blood,
It is made overflowing with fatness, with the
blood of lambs and goats, with the fat of the
kidneys of rams. For the LORD has a sacrifice
in Bozrah, and a great slaughter in the land of
Edom. 7 The wild oxen shall come down with
them, and the young bulls with the mighty bulls;
Their land shall be soaked with blood, and their
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dust saturated with fatness." 8 For it is the
day of the LORD's vengeance, the year of
recompense for the cause of Zion. 9 Its
streams shall be turned into pitch, and its dust
into brimstone; Its land shall become burning
pitch. 10 It shall not be quenched night or day
;Its smoke shall ascend forever. From
generation to generation it shall lie waste; No
one shall pass through it forever and ever.
[ Rev 19:3 AMP And again they shouted,
Hallelujah (praise the Lord)! The smoke of her
[burning] shall continue to ascend forever and
ever (through the eternities of the
eternities). ]
11 But the pelican and the porcupine shall
possess it, also the owl and the raven shall
dwell in it. And He shall stretch out over it
The line of confusion and the stones of
emptiness. 12 They shall call its nobles to the
kingdom, But none shall be there, and all its
princes shall be nothing. 13 And thorns shall
come up in its palaces, Nettles and brambles in
its fortresses; It shall be a habitation of
jackals, A courtyard for ostriches. 14 The wild
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beasts of the desert shall also meet with the
jackals, And the wild goat shall bleat to its
companion; Also the night creature shall rest
there, And find for herself a place of rest.
15 There the arrow snake shall make her nest
and lay eggs and hatch, and gather them under
her shadow; There also shall the hawks be
gathered, Every one with her mate. 16 'Search
from the book of the LORD, and read: Not one
of these shall fail;
Not one shall lack her mate. For My mouth has
commanded it, and His Spirit has gathered
them. 17 He has cast the lot for them, And
His hand has divided it among them with a
measuring line. They shall possess it forever;
From generation to generation they shall dwell in
it."
The Lord spoke:
“Sons and daughters, I also have a washing to
do in the world. So keep your eyes upon ME,
as you see everything written unfold before
your eyes ! Do not be afraid of the terror that
stalks at night or the pestilence at noonday, for
I AM WITH YOU. I am your exceedingly great
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Reward ! You will not ever be alone. ARISE
from all the fear and anxiety that the enemy
has tried to keep you in, and WORSHIP ME in
the beauty of holiness, offer a sacrifice of
praise if you have nothing else. THANK ME, and
PRAISE ME even for all the pain and lack,
whatever you lack, I can make up for.
Whatever pain or affliction you have, I WILL
HEAL. Have you not heard…
Isa 33:20-24 NKJV Look upon Zion, the city
of our appointed feasts; Your eyes will see
Jerusalem, a quiet home, A tabernacle that will
not be taken down; Not one of its stakes will
ever be removed, Nor will any of its cords be
broken. 21 But there the majestic LORD will be
for us A place of broad rivers and streams, In
which no galley with oars will sail, Nor majestic
ships pass by 22 (For the LORD is our Judge,
The LORD is our Lawgiver, The LORD is our
King; He will save us); 23 Your tackle is loosed,
They could not strengthen their mast, They
could not spread the sail. Then the prey of
great plunder is divided; The lame take the
prey. 24 And the inhabitant will not say, "I am
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sick"; The people who dwell in it will be forgiven
their iniquity.
I AM the ultimate HEALER of your soul ! There
is nothing that I cannot do. There is nothing I
WILL not do for My bride. Timing beloveds is
everything. I am removing all the dross, all the
doubts, all the competition, all the bitterness,
and complaining, that you will walk in My perfect
will. Do not be angry with Me beloveds for
correcting you. You will be more than joyful at
what I do in the coming days, and you will
forget all your hardship. Remember how
Jeremiah was alone and afflicted !
Lam 3:5-13 NIV
5 He has besieged me and surrounded me with
bitterness and hardship . 6 He has made me
dwell in darkness like those long dead. 7 He
has walled me in so I cannot escape; he has
weighed me down with chains. 8 Even when I
call out or cry for help, he shuts out my
prayer. 9 He has barred my way with blocks of
stone; he has made my paths crooked. 10 Like
a bear lying in wait, like a lion in hiding, 11 he
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dragged me from the path and mangled me and
left me without help. 12 He drew his bow and
made me the target for his arrows. 13 He
pierced my heart gone and all that I had hoped
from the LORD."
19 I remember my affliction and my wandering,
the bitterness and the gall. 20 I well remember
them, and my soul is downcast within me. 21
Yet this I call to mind and therefore I have
hope: 22 Because of the LORD's great love we
are not consumed, for his compassions never
fail. 23 They are new every morning; great is
your faithfulness. 24 I say to myself, "The
LORD is my portion; therefore I will wait for
him." 25 The LORD is good to those whose
hope is in him, to the one who seeks him; 26 it
is good to wait quietly for the salvation of the
LORD.
Some of you have felt abandoned and washed
up, and pushed aside. But it is not I Who have
pushed you out. It is not I who have forgotten
you. I have never forgotten you. You are
inscribed on the palm of My hand. You are
remembered. You are prayed over hour to
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hour. You are watched and guarded over
carefully, though you may feel that isn’t so. I
have fashioned you and I have taught you
through all the warfare, and built courage and
forebearance, that you may teach it to those
who are going to need it GREATLY in the days
ahead. I hear Your sacrifices of thanksgiving
and praise, and worship. Even when you are too
weak to dance, or too discouraged to muster a
raised hand. I KNOW all the pain and sorrow
you have been through, and I am the
MASTERBUILDER. I AM the GREAT I AM. I
will RESTORE. For I have called you a
RESTORER of streets to dwell in. I have called
you to give beauty for ashes, to preach the
acceptable year of the LORD.
I call you to MY CHEST right now, to SEEK MY
FACE NOW ! SEEK ME NOW in the quiet
place. IT IS NOT WASTED TIME TO BE
ALONE AND QUIET WITH ME !
IT IS VITAL NOW.
COME ! COME away with Me, and I will show
you great and marvelous things you do not
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know. I will show you things you never dreamed
of. I will speak, but you must come. STOP
being busy, and come with me in the time you do
have, putting away TV, and all that distracts
you, as much as you can. Keep ME on your mind.
Keep My WORD on your mind. Ask of ME, and I
will show you all you need to know. The doors
WILL open if you will but TRUST ME. Be
alert, be on guard, for the enemy seeks to
destroy whom He can. Plead the blood over
those you love. Seek ME while I may be found.
For the days are at hand when men will try to
keep you from ME, and when they will persecute
anyone who really KNOWS Me. Hide My WORD
in your hearts.
You will see startling changes in the weeks and
days ahead. Do not be dismayed, for I am FOR
you, and I will KEEP you in the palm of My
hand. Come away from the contamination of the
world, and that which is of the world in the
harlot church. Come away from the
moneychangers and merchants in My church,
from the greedy, and avaricious, from the
perversion and Nicolaitan spirits. Come out of
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her beloveds, and seek MY FACE. Keep in
fellowship with other true believers, but come
out of the harlot, and do not share in her
iniquities.
Rev 17:16 NKJV And the ten horns which you
saw on the beast, these will hate the harlot ,
make her desolate and naked, eat her flesh and
burn her with fire.
Know that My judgments are in the earth NOW,
and people WILL learn
righteousness ! There will be judgment in many
and various places, but I AM JUST in all My
judgments, for I desire that all would come to
ME, and repent of their wickedness and be
saved. I do not delight in judgments. But I can
no longer stand by for all the atrocities that
come up to my ears every hour, and moment of
the day, of starving children, and violence that
exceeds even what Noah saw ! I will not hold
back My judgments any longer for I have a
contention with the nations. Know that I love
mankind, and at the same time I bring
judgment, I will render GREAT MERCY for
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anyone who comes to ME ! Anyone who calls on
the name of the Lord WILL be saved!"

Strategic Implementation
Jan 8th, 2008
Scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
“Did I not give strategies to My armies in the
Old testament ? Did I also not instruct My
apostles and disciples in the New Testament ?
Did they not WAIT on Me before doing anything
? They fasted and prayed to get instructions
for what to do. They waited on the prophets
to get instructions from above ! They did not
have a “think tank” to strategize in the worldly
way. They walked in the Spirit and not
according to the flesh.
Isa 8:9-16 NIV Raise the war cry, you
nations, and be shattered! Listen, all you
distant lands. Prepare for battle, and be
shattered! Prepare for battle, and be
shattered! 10 Devise your strategy , but it will
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be thwarted; propose your plan, but it will not
stand, for God is with us. 11 The LORD spoke
to me with his strong hand upon me, warning me
not to follow the way of this people. He said:
12 "Do not call conspiracy everything that these
people call conspiracy; do not fear what they
fear, and do not dread it. 13 The LORD
Almighty is the one you are to regard as holy
,he is the one you are to fear, he is the one
you are to dread, 14 and he will be a
sanctuary; but for both houses of Israel he will
be a stone that causes men to stumble and a
rock that makes them fall. And for the people
of Jerusalem he will be a trap and a snare. 15
Many of them will stumble; they will fall and be
broken, they will be snared and captured." 16
Bind up the testimony and seal up the law among
my disciples.
Isa 36:4-7 NIV The field commander said to
them, "Tell Hezekiah, "'This is what the great
king, the king of Assyria, says: On what are
you basing this confidence of yours? 5 You say
you have strategy and military strength — but
you speak only empty words. On whom are you
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depending, that you rebel against me? 6 Look
now, you are depending on Egypt, that
splintered reed of a staff, which pierces a
man's hand and wounds him if he leans on it!
Such is Pharaoh king of Egypt to all who depend
on him. 7 And if you say to me, "We are
depending on the LORD our God" — isn't he the
one whose high places and altars Hezekiah
removed, saying to Judah and Jerusalem, "You
must worship before this altar"?
I am to be your fear ! I am to be your Dread !
I AM the HOLY ONE OF ISRAEL ! I have ALL
power and authority, and I am Your Master !
Do not rely on the wisdom of man, of self
sufficiency ! I am getting you to the place of
TOTAL DEPENDENCY on ME, because it is
VITAL for you in this hour. Tremblings are
coming, and the earth will shake more and more
as the day of My coming approaches. I said
earthquakes in various places ! I said that
men’s hearts would faint from fear because of
the things coming upon the earth. But I have
strategies to reveal to you, for how to deal with
the enemy. I have all you need to take
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authority. YOU must know My Word and use
My WORD as a SWORD !
Eph 6:11-17 AMP Put on God's whole armor
[the armor of a heavy-armed soldier which God
supplies], that you may be able successfully to
stand up against [all] the strategies and the
deceits of the devil. 12 For we are not
wrestling with flesh and blood [contending only
with physical opponents], but against the
despotisms, against the powers, against [the
master spirits who are] the world rulers of this
present darkness, against the spirit forces of
wickedness in the heavenly (supernatural)
sphere. 13 Therefore put on God's complete
armor, that you may be able to resist and stand
your ground on the evil day [of danger], and,
having done all [the crisis demands], to stand
[firmly in your place].
14 Stand therefore [hold your ground], having
tightened the belt of truth around your loins
and having put on the breastplate of integrity
and of moral rectitude and right standing with
God, 15 And having shod your feet in
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preparation [to face the enemy with the firmfooted stability, the promptness, and the
readiness produced by the good news] of the
Gospel of peace. [Isa 52:7.] 16 Lift up over all
the [covering] shield of saving faith, upon which
you can quench all the flaming missiles of the
wicked [one]. 17 And take the helmet of
salvation and the sword that the Spirit wields,
which is the Word of God.
STAND FIRM beloveds on the foundation of My
WORD, and My words to you ! Do not veer off
into doubt and frustrations out of impatience
and weariness ! I tell you that I have not
ignored your prayers and your heart’s desires !
I may delay and I may allow the desert to do
it’s work in your heart, but I am not
DEFICIENT, nor apathetic to your needs ! I AM
WITH YOU !
Wait on ME. For the one who waits on Me will
have their strength renewed !
Those who wait on Me, will know overcoming
power. The Light is approaching and I will make
the Son to shine upon you and bring forth His
will for you ! Do not grow weary and
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discouraged. THROW OFF the shackles of
deception and heaviness that the enemy keeps
trying to get you into. Throw off the spirit of
defeatism ! STAND, and again I say STAND
and see the salvation of the LORD !
Have some chutzpah beloveds ! My Spirit of
Might gives you that ! So ask for the Spirit of
Might to fill you, and the Spirit of the Fear of
the Lord to invade your being, and your
household ! DECLARE I AM WITH YOU ! For I
AM over you , and under you, and at your right
and at your left, and behind you. I am filling
you more and more as you spend time with ME.
Keep seeking and I will keep filling. Speak for I
am listening all the time ! Put away all
complaining and finger pointing. Put away all the
useless speaking, and speak what I say !”
Chutzpah - In Hebrew, chutzpah is used
indignantly, to describe someone who has overstepped the boundaries of accepted behavior
with no shame. But in Yiddish and English,
chutzpah has developed ambivalent and even
positive connotations. Chutzpah can be used to
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express admiration for non-conformist but gutsy
audacity.
The Day of Your Visitation
Jan 14th, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
scribe; Priscilla Van Sutphin
tearsofthefather@att.net
For many of you who’ve submitted yourselves to
My crushings, this is the hour of your
visitation. Many of you have cried out to
suffer for My names sake that you would
SHARE in My glory. You have asked for your
pride to be broken and asked me to have My
way with you, that you would be MORE LIKE
ME. Beloved, I don’t forget those kind of
prayers. But sometimes when I answer them,
you forget that you prayed them. You forget
that this is what it was all about. Have your
way with ME YOU SAID. I am only answering
your prayers beloveds. And believe Me when I
say that those who have submitted themselves
thusly to the Cross, will indeed be visited in this
hour with My GLORY. I will not disdain your
sacrifice of love for Me.
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I know that many are not quite there yet, but
they will be. Pray for your brethren to bend to
MY WILL in their lives, that they too will
endure the day of My visitation upon them. For
I am not willing that any would perish. And I
tell you that many will perish for their
wickedness. Many have only given mental ascent
to the throne of God, and not really prepared
their hearts, and have not really submitted
their lives. But I will use circumstances to
humble them. I will have MY way in all that I
do.
You have asked for My glory and My glory I will
pour out. I AM in the whirlwind, and I am in
the Consuming Fire. I am with you, and I will
turn up the heat of My fire that many more will
submit and bend themselves to MY WILL. PRAY
for those who have bruised you beloveds. Pray
for those who have disdained you and shut you
out. Pray for those who have taken from you
and stolen from you. LOVE your enemies, PRAY
for those who spitefully have used you. FOR I
WOULD have a church that moves in LOVE and
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kindness even towards those they do not
understand. Pray for their souls that they would
be forgiven what they have done. Pray they will
get revelation before it is too late.
The hour is LATE. It is the eleventh hour.
I am about to pour out on those who have been
hidden in the shadows and saved for this hour.
Many are not even walking with me. Many are
your sons and daughters who have been duped
into lies of the enemy. But know that when I
get through, they will serve Me with ALL THEIR
MIGHT ! They will begin to understand the
things they have been through and why. They
will understand COST of discipleship as no other
generation. I am whittling away at a generation
that has been deceived, and I am forming them
into who I want them to be, despite what they
have believed. They will be CHANGED in a
moment.
If any man be in Christ, he is a new creation.
It will be with them like that ! As I touch them,
they will become NEW. They will never be the
same. All it takes is a touch. SO NOW PRAY
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FOR ME TO TOUCH THEM !!! Pray for their
eyes to open and their ears to open. Pray for
the eyes of their understanding to be
illuminated by My glory ! For I AM DOING A
NEW THING. I AM INVADING THE
CAMPUSES THIS YEAR. I WILL invade the
hearts of youth, and young adults. I WILL, I
WILL, I WILL CHANGE THIS GENERATION
and you will see amazing transformations.
I will break the chains the enemy has put on
them. I will do it in startling ways. I WILL
SPEAK TO THEM and show them the way
everlasting ! Put on garments of LOVE beloveds
for they are love starved. They’ve had the
things of the world thrown at them, they’ve had
idolatry to entertainment, but they need LOVE
more than any other generation has. Ask ME,
and I will show you how to love the unloveable.
It is only by MY GRACE and MY WISDOM that
they will be transformed.
John 13:34-35 NKJV A new commandment I
give to you, that you love one another ; as I
have loved you, that you also love one
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another . 35 By this all will know that you are
My disciples, if you have love for one another."

Paraklesis
Jan 16th, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
NT:3874 paraklesis (par-ak'-lay-sis); from
NT:3870; imploration, hortation, solace: KJV comfort, consolation, exhortation, intreaty.
NT:3870 parakaleo (par-ak-al-eh'-o); from
NT:3844 and NT:2564; to call near, i.e.
invite, invoke (by imploration, hortation or
consolation): KJV - beseech, call
for, (be of good) comfort, desire, (give) exhort
(-ation), intreat, pray.
Hortation: dictionary - (n.) The act of
exhorting, inciting, or giving advice;
exhortation.
Exhortation: 1. The act or an instance of
exhorting.
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2. A speech or discourse that encourages,
incites, or earnestly advises.
Or communication intended to urge or persuade
the recipients to take some action
NT:3844 para (par-ah'); a primary preposition;
properly, near; i.e. (with genitive case) from
beside (literally or figuratively), (with dative
case) at (or in) the vicinity of (objectively or
subjectively), (with accusative case) to the
proximity with (local [especially beyond or
opposed to] or causal [on account of]: KJV above, against, among, at, before, by, contrary
to, friend, from, give [such things as they],
that [she] had, his, in, more than, nigh unto,
(out) of, past, save, side ... by, in the sight
of, than, [therefore-], with. In compounds it
retains the same variety of application.
NT:2564 kaleo (kal-eh'-o); akin to the base of
NT:2753; to "call" (properly, aloud, but used in
a variety of applications, dir. or otherwise):
KJV - bid, call (forth), (whose, whose sur-)
name (was [called]).
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1 Cor 14:3 NKJV But he who prophesies speaks
edification and exhortation and comfort to men.
When I googled this word I found an
organization [catholic] called by this name that
were “boylovers” meaning having affection and
attraction to young boys, but supposedly NOT
interested in molesting them. But they treat the
issue as if it is normal. Then I found a really
neat article on the expanse of this word in the
Greek on believer.com and how it can mean more
than just exhort, but implore, and beseech, call
along side. And when correction is something
the Lord gives you to do, that is something you
need. You need HIS SPIRIT to lead you so you
can do it IN THE SPIRIT. We have all failed at
doing this no doubt 100% of the time.
I rememembered one incident when I went to
visit Judy Curmi up in Washington where we
went to the home of someone who had invited us
to speak about the Lord and things of
revelatory nature. We found out from listening
to this man, and his friend, that he believed
that ALL things would be redeemed, including
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satan and the demons. It was all so bizarre and
contrary to the scripture. When we prayed he
insisted we women wear a covering on our heads.
That was hard enough for this person, but then
when he began to speak of this apostasy, I
found the HOLY SPIRIT prompting me to talk to
him, but it was with such a broken heart. As
His words came out, it was IMPLORING him to
come along side as that word means the TRUTH
of the Holy Spirit.
I couldn’t stop weeping as I spoke gently to him.
I felt like my heart would break. G_d was
urging him to seek Him more and to ask for any
removal of deception. THIS is paraklesis. It is
not done with superior attitude, but with
HUMILITY, as the scripture says, to correct
others with realization that we too could be
subject to deception if we judge others. It is
done in tenderness of heart, with the Lord’s
heart. Now I’m not saying I can do this all the
time. I’m not successful yet in walking in the
Spirit 100% of the time, and I know it was
totally HIM, not me speaking. It was HIS heart
for that man I was feeling, not my own heart.
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If it was my own, I might of called down fire
from heaven. All flesh is grass.
Then I asked the Lord what else HE might want
to say about this word.
“ When you see the failure of men and women
as the days ensue, I urge you beloveds to pray
and to use the scriptures with tenderness, not
with arrogance and pride. The PROUD has to
boast in his knowledge. But the meek and
humble heart knows that apart from ME, you
could be in that same place of error – that YOU
too could be blinded by the enemy if it were not
for MY GRACE sustaining you. Failure is one
path to HUMILITY and learning dependency on
ME alone. I made Myself of NO REPUTATION,
yet in this hour, many are only concerned for
how great a reputation they have with men
rather than with ME. They yearn for
recognition and fame, power and money. Such is
the KINGDOM OF SELF.
Which Kingdom will you embrace beloveds ? For
I was gentle and lowly of heart. I was not
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eager to crush men under My feet, and I AM
THE SON OF GOD. I had all right and all
power to do so. But I came not to condemn the
world as many of you do daily. I came to save
them. I came to show them what the Father is
like. Many of you must take on MY CROSS, not
just My promises. I URGE you to seek the
fellowship of My sufferings that you might also
share in MY GLORY which I will release to those
who have suffered the loss of all things for the
sake of the Kingdom.
When My disciples entered into the glory, they
left everything to follow ME. They did not
HOLD ON TO THEIR LIVES. They abandoned
their lives. They were obedient to MY WILL in
their lives. The CROSS is the narrow way. The
CROSS is the only way to MY LIFE in you.
Many today have abandoned the cross and My
glory for the glory of this world which is ever
fading more and more. They have lost their
way, like blind sheep walking the wide road of
destruction. But I am INTENT on turning as
many away from this blindness and death as I
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can. I am NOT WILLING that any one of MY
OWN would perish. I am PATIENT beloveds.
I AM KIND. I AM not weary of those who are
Mine. Nor am I going to give up on the LOST
like you do so easily. When you watch the
news you are constantly assaulted with violence.
But do you pray for those you see ? Are you as
concerned for their souls as I am ? IF YOU
ASK, I will give you this gift of intercession. I
will even lead some of you to go to those on the
news to heal them, to do miracles in their lives.
YOU are to TAKE THE LAND for the KINGDOM
I AM ESTABLISHING. You are NOT to cower
in a corner saying “ woe is me, we are undone”.
STAND UP BELOVEDS and EMBRACE THE
CROSS and know the BLOOD is crying out.
The blood of the martyrs is crying out daily ! In
many other nations there is a holocaust going on
already. There is an assault on MY KINGDOM
that will eventually end in HARVEST. For the
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN SUFFERS VIOLENCE,
but the VIOLENT TAKE IT BY FORCE ! I am
calling you to ARISE and SHINE for your
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LIGHT has come, and the glory of the Lord will
arise upon you. MY GLORY will be seen upon
you. But you must ARISE and take My WORD
and use it as a SWORD against the violence in
the land, against the enemy of your souls.
You must understand HOW MUCH I LOVE
MANKIND. You need to know that MY LOVE is
not limited by your opinions of others. MY LOVE
is UNCONDITIONAL. MY LOVE IS
EVERLASTING ! It endures FOREVER and
EVER!!!!!
MY LOVE NEVER FAILS.
MY LOVE NEVER FAILS.
MY LOVE NEVER FAILS.
I DO NOT GIVE UP ON YOU. I DON’T GIVE
UP ON YOUR CHILDREN. I DON’T GIVE UP
ON ANYONE UNLESS THEY HAVE IN THEIR
HEART UTTERLY REJECTED ME FOREVER. I
ALONE KNOW WHO THOSE ARE WHO ARE
REPROBATE IN HEART. YOU DON’T ! ANYONE
WHO IS TRULY MINE I WILL NOT GIVE UP
ON.
Yes, the enemy succeeds in some areas of the
WAR OF KINGDOMS.
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He takes out many mighty warriors in the
battle, but he will take less and less the more
and more you PRAY for those who are running in
the wrong direction, and who have gone AWOL,
and who have lost hope. RETURN to the
STRONGHOLD, you prisoners of hope I said.
YOU are the LINK to many returning. But the
one who does this must CARE and not be
apathetic and dismiss people just because you
are disgusted with their sins.
Many of you easily give up before the battle is
won. I am INCREASING YOUR ENDURANCE ! I
am increasing YOUR VISION of MY PURPOSES
in others. I will INCREASE the TRUTH if you
will CLING to the TRUTH ! DESIRE TRUTH in
your inner parts. DESIRE TRUTH above all lies.
Put away all suspicion and the fruits of
witchcraft control. GIVE them to me. Bring
their needs to ME. I will give you wisdom how to
pray to make a difference.
Many have prayed for years for loved ones and
wondered WHY LORD ? Why haven’t You
answered ? It’s not that I haven’t answered. I
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am with you always. I hear you ALWAYS. It
has to do with WILL power of the individual,
and with MY TIMING in their lives. Some have
been kept hidden like weapons in an arsenal,
until the day they are needed. NOW is the time
to PRAY for your loved ones to return to their
STRONGHOLD of HOPE. WATCH NOW, how I
will dispatch My angels of truth as you pray for
them. BELIEVE for answers NOW. For the
SON is rising with healing in His wings !”
James 5:19-20 NKJV
Bring Back the Erring
One
Brethren, if anyone among you wanders from
the truth, and someone turns him back, 20 let
him know that he who turns a sinner from the
error of his way will save a soul from death and
cover a multitude of sins.
2 Tim 4:2-5 NIV
Preach the Word; be
prepared in season and out of season; correct ,
rebuke and encourage-with great patience and
careful instruction. 3 For the time will come
when men will not put up with sound doctrine.
Instead, to suit their own desires, they will
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gather around them a great number of teachers
to say what their itching ears want to hear. 4
They will turn their ears away from the truth
and turn aside to myths. 5 But you, keep your
head in all situations, endure hardship, do the
work of an evangelist, discharge all the duties
of your ministry.
1 Tim 6:3-5 NKJV
Error and Greed
If anyone teaches otherwise and does not
consent to wholesome words, even the words of
our Lord Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine
which accords with godliness, 4 he is proud,
knowing nothing, but is obsessed with disputes
and arguments over words, from which come
envy, strife, reviling, evil suspicions, 5 useless
wranglings of men of corrupt minds and
destitute of the truth, who suppose that
godliness is a means of gain. From such
withdraw yourself.
1 Tim 6:20-21 NKJV Guard the Faith
O Timothy! Guard what was committed to your
trust, avoiding the profane and idle babblings
and contradictions of what is falsely called
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knowledge — 21 by professing it some have
strayed concerning the faith.
2 Tim 2:14-19 NKJV
Approved and
Disapproved Workers
Remind them of these things, charging them
before the Lord not to strive about words to no
profit, to the ruin of the hearers. 15 Be
diligent to present yourself approved to God, a
worker who does not need to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth. 16 But shun
profane and idle babblings, for they will
increase to more ungodliness. 17 And their
message will spread like cancer. Hymenaeus and
Philetus are of this sort, 18 who have strayed
concerning the truth, saying that the
resurrection is already past; and they overthrow
the faith of some. 19 Nevertheless the solid
foundation of God stands, having this seal: "The
Lord knows those who are His," and, "Let
everyone who names the name of Christ depart
from iniquity."
2 Tim 2:23-26 NKJV But avoid foolish and
ignorant disputes, knowing that they generate
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strife. 24 And a servant of the Lord must not
quarrel but be gentle to all, able to teach,
patient, 25 in humility correcting those who are
in opposition, if God perhaps will grant them
repentance, so that they may know the truth,
26 and that they may come to their senses and
escape the snare of the devil, having been taken
captive by him to do his will.
Titus 1:8-11 NKJV holding fast the faithful
word as he has been taught, that he may be
able, by sound doctrine, both to exhort and
convict those who contradict.
The Elders' Task
For there are many insubordinate, both idle
talkers and deceivers, especially those of the
circumcision, 11 whose mouths must be stopped,
who subvert whole households, teaching things
which they ought not, for the sake of dishonest
gain.
Titus 3:2-7 NKJV to speak evil of no one, to
be peaceable, gentle, showing all humility to all
men. 3 For we ourselves were also once foolish,
disobedient, deceived, serving various lusts and
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pleasures, living in malice and envy, hateful and
hating one another. 4 But when the kindness and
the love of God our Savior toward man
appeared, 5 not by works of righteousness
which we have done, but according to His mercy
He saved us, through the washing of
regeneration and renewing of the Holy Spirit, 6
whom He poured out on us abundantly through
Jesus Christ our Savior, 7 that having been
justified by His grace we should become heirs
according to the hope of eternal life.
Titus 3:9-11 NKJV Avoid Dissension
But avoid foolish disputes, genealogies,
contentions, and strivings about the law; for
they are unprofitable and useless. 10 Reject a
divisive man after the first and second
admonition, 11 knowing that such a person is
warped and sinning, being self-condemned.
James 3:13-18 NKJV Heavenly Versus Demonic
Wisdom
Who is wise and understanding among you? Let
him show by good conduct that his works are
done in the meekness of wisdom. 14 But if you
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have bitter envy and self-seeking in your
hearts, do not boast and lie against the truth.
15 This wisdom does not descend from above,
but is earthly, sensual, demonic. 16 For where
envy and self-seeking exist, confusion and every
evil thing are there. 17 But the wisdom that is
from above is first pure, then peaceable,
gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good
fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy.
18 Now the fruit of righteousness is sown in
peace by those who make peace.

In all these scriptures for exhortation or
comfort the word Paraklesis is used:
Strongs 3874
Acts 13:14-15 NKJV And after the reading of
the Law and the Prophets, the rulers of the
synagogue sent to them, saying, "Men and
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brethren, if you have any word of exhortation
for the people, say on."
Rom 12:8 NKJV he who exhorts, in
exhortation ; he who gives, with liberality; he
who leads, with diligence; he who shows mercy,
with cheerfulness.
2 Cor 8:17-18 NKJV For he not only accepted
the exhortation , but being more diligent, he
went to you of his own accord.
1 Thess 2:3 NKJV For our exhortation did not
come from error or uncleanness, nor was it in
deceit.
1 Tim 4:13-15 NKJV Till I come, give attention
to reading, to exhortation , to doctrine. 14 Do
not neglect the gift that is in you, which was
given to you by prophecy with the laying on of
the hands of the eldership. 15 Meditate on
these things; give yourself entirely to them,
that your progress may be evident to all.
Heb 12:5-6 NKJV And you have forgotten the
exhortation which speaks to you as to sons:
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"My son, do not despise the chastening of the
LORD,Nor be discouraged when you are rebuked
by Him; 6 For whom the LORD loves He
chastens,And scourges every son whom He
receives."
Heb 13:22-23 NKJV And I appeal to you,
brethren, bear with the word of exhortation ,
for I have written to you in few words. 23 Know
that our brother Timothy has been set free,
with whom I shall see you if he comes shortly.
Acts 9:31 KJV Then had the churches rest
throughout all Judaea and Galilee and Samaria,
and were edified; and walking in the fear of the
Lord, and in the comfort of the Holy Ghost,
were multiplied.
Rom 15:4 KJV For whatsoever things were
written aforetime were written for our learning,
that we through patience and comfort of the
scriptures might have hope.
2 Cor 1:3-4 KJV Blessed be God, even the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of
mercies, and the God of all comfort ; 4 Who
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comforteth us in all our tribulation, that we may
be able to comfort them which are in any
trouble, by the comfort wherewith we ourselves
are comforted of God.
2 Cor 2:7 KJV So that contrariwise ye ought
rather to forgive him, and comfort him, lest
perhaps such a one should be swallowed up with
overmuch sorrow.
2 Cor 7:4 KJV Great is my boldness of speech
toward you, great is my glorying of you: I am
filled with comfort , I am exceeding joyful in all
our tribulation.
2 Cor 7:13 KJV Therefore we were comforted
in your comfort : yea, and exceedingly the more
joyed we for the joy of Titus, because his spirit
was refreshed by you all.
2 Cor 13:11 KJV Finally, brethren, farewell. Be
perfect, be of good comfort , be of one mind,
live in peace; and the God of love and peace
shall be with you.
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Eph 6:22 KJV Whom I have sent unto you for
the same purpose, that ye might know our
affairs, and that he might comfort your hearts.
Phil 2:1 KJV If there be therefore any
consolation in Christ, if any comfort of love, if
any fellowship of the Spirit, if any bowels and
mercies,
Phil 2:19 KJV But I trust in the Lord Jesus to
send Timotheus shortly unto you, that I also
may be of good comfort , when I know your
state.
Col 4:8 KJV Whom I have sent unto you for the
same purpose, that he might know your estate,
and comfort your hearts;
1 Thess 3:2-3 KJV And sent Timotheus, our
brother, and minister of God, and our
fellowlabourer in the gospel of Christ, to
establish you, and to comfort you concerning
your faith: 3 That no man should be moved by
these afflictions: for yourselves know that we
are appointed thereunto.
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1 Thess 4:18 KJV Wherefore comfort one
another with these words.
1 Thess 5:11-14 KJV Wherefore comfort
yourselves together, and edify one another,
even as also ye do. 12 And we beseech you,
brethren, to know them which labour among you,
and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you;
13 And to esteem them very highly in love for
their work's sake. And be at peace among
yourselves. 14 Now we exhort you, brethren,
warn them that are unruly, comfort the
feebleminded, support the weak, be patient
toward all men.
2 Thess 2:16-17 KJV Now our Lord Jesus
Christ himself, and God, even our Father, which
hath loved us, and hath given us everlasting
consolation and good hope through grace,17
Comfort your hearts, and stablish you in every
good word and work
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Dirigible
Jan 22nd, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
dirigible - a steerable self-propelled aircraft
Dirigibles, or motor-driven lighter-than-air
craft that can be flown against the wind and
steered, were first constructed in America by
Caesar Spiegler.
I was asking the Lord if He would speak on all
that’s going on, and I got the word DIRIGIBLE.
[ more from encyclopedia below ]
I felt the Lord speaking:
“There are many in this nation who remember
days of lack and tough times. There are many
who have seen through hard times enough to be
helpful in this hour. This nation will I yet have
mercy on, and I call her a dirigible, not a
sunken ship. The nation who clings to ME will
have favor. This nation has strayed far from
Me, but there are enough of you in this nation
who have laid down your hearts and lives in
prayer and fasting, and speaking forth
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proclamations, and who have spoken up. The
winds have come, but if you cling to ME, you
will be like a dirigible flown against the winds of
adversity and I WILL see you through.
The times are tenuous, and there will be much
turmoil THROUGHOUT the WORLD. I will still
perform My words to you, for I have a good
plan for those who have clung to ME. I have a
good plan for the many yet who WILL COME
through a great harvesting of souls. Be content
with the things that you do have and be ready
to give an answer for the HOPE that lies within
you, no matter what the circumstances. SPEAK
LIFE to the dead bones ! SPEAK LIFE to your
unsaved relatives. SPEAK MY WILL in
circumstances and speak My WORD to ward off
the fear of the enemy, and all his
intimidations. Ask Me to put a guard at the
door of your mouth that you would not complain,
to heal your heart of anything that would make
you do so.
Perilous times only mean that you will see MY
GLORY manifesting more often in situations as
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you STAND in FAITH. There is a little faith
on earth in this hour. There is ENOUGH to
move mountains. So speak to the mountains.
Speak to the winds and storms. BELIEVE in My
goodness towards you. STAND beloveds and do
not fold. Do not give in to discouragement and
hopelessness. Know that the hour is close at
hand for My coming. Despite all the atrocities
they will dredge up, and the onslaught of the
enemy, I will perfect My bride and GLORIFY
HER WITH MY LOVE AND POWER. Much of
what you see will break your hearts, but I am
greater than your heart. Cast all your cares ON
ME. I AM MIGHTY in power and awesome in
My wonders.
There is nothing I will cannot get you through.
Many will see martyrdom, but not till I SAY.
Nothing can thwart the call I have on your
lives. There will be much animosity against you
in the coming days as men give all manner of
reasons to hate you. The harlot church will
hate the remnant as I pour out My glory on
her. The beast will hate the harlot, and destroy
her to fulfill My will. These things I have told
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you of long ago. The scriptures have prepared
you, and you know where you are in time if you
read them. Some of you are called to save one
person. Some of you are called to save 10, or
20, or 50 or 100. Some are called to save
thousands or millions. But I have assigned each
of you a commission in this life. For some it’s
your family. For some it’s your neighborhood.
For some it’s a nation. For some of you it is
just to love ME with all of your heart and soul
and to worship ME. For some it is to pray and
to have a life like Anna of prayer and fasting.
It is enough to do this.
Cast off any selfish ambition and be willing to
do what I want you to do. For I will use every
one of you in the harvest to come. Live what
you read and you will be of great effect. For
the world is LOOKING at you. They are
watching how you react in various situations.
They are looking for LOVE. They are looking
for what is REAL. LOVE your enemies. Be good
to those who hate you. Pray for those who
spitefully use you. Know that wickedness is on
the rise, and chaos and bedlam, are arising with
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the antichrist spirit in the earth. Lawlessness
is abounding. But MY LOVE abounds even
MORE. MY GRACE abounds even MORE !
Fly in the face of the wind, like an eagle in
flight !
Follow My lead!”
Some more on Dirigible from encyclopedia…
Dirigibles, or motor-driven lighter-than-air
craft that can be flown against the wind and
steered, were first constructed in America by
Caesar Spiegler. His first dirigible made its
maiden flight 3 July 1878, with the great
American balloonist John Wise as its pilot.
Thomas Scott Baldwin built the first dirigible
for the government; it was 96 feet long and had
a 20-horsepower engine built by Glenn H.
Curtiss. Called the SC-1, it made its first
flight at Fort Myer, Virginia, in August 1908.
When the United States entered World War I,
the U.S. Navy ordered sixteen dirigibles of the
nonrigid type. Developed from a British model
the Royal Navy used for antisubmarine patrols,
U.S. Navy personnel who had been positioned in
England used the English nickname for the
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nonrigid airship—"blimp"—and the term
subsequently came into common usage in the
United States. By the end of the war the navy
had twenty "B-type" blimps (77,000–84,000
cubic feet; single engine) and ten "C-type"
blimps (182,000 cubic feet; twin engine). In
1919 the navy airship C-5 failed in its attempt
to fly across the Atlantic, but nevertheless set
a 1,177-mile nonstop distance record between
Montauk, New York, and Saint John's,
Newfoundland, where it was destroyed in an
accident.

Scarborough Affair
Jan 31st, 2008
Scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
The Lord spoke to me Scarborough Affair. As
I read the words I began to weep.
Scarborough Fair/Canticle (3:10)
P. Simon/A. Garfunkel, 1966
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Are you going to Scarborough Fair? Parsley,
sage, rosemary, and thyme
Remember me to one who lives there She once
was a true love of mine Tell her to make me a
cambric shirt
(On the side of a hill in the
deep forest green) Parsley, sage, rosemary, and
thyme
(Tracing a sparrow on snow-crested
ground) Without no seams nor needlework
(Blankets and bedclothes the child of the
mountain) Then she'll be a true love of mine
(Sleeps unaware of the clarion call)
Tell her to find me an acre of land
(On the
side of a hill, a sprinkling of leaves) Parsley,
sage, rosemary, and thyme (Washed is the
ground with so many tears) Between the salt
water and the sea strand (A soldier cleans and
polishes a gun)
Then she'll be a true love of mine
Tell her to reap it in a sickle of leather (War
bellows, blazing in scarlet battalions) Parsley,
sage, rosemary, and thyme
(Generals order
their soldiers to kill) And to gather it all in a
bunch of heather (And to fight for a cause
they have long ago forgotten) Then she'll be a
true love of mine
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Are you going to Scarborough Fair? Parsley,
sage, rosemary, and thyme
Remember me to one who lives there. She once
was a true love of mine
Scarborough Fair - Song on which the above is
based…
Are you going to Scarborough Fair? Parsley,
sage, rosemary and thyme
Remember me to one who lives there For once
she was a true love of mine. Have her make me
a cambric shirt Parsley, sage, rosemary and
thyme without a seam or fine needle work And
then she'll be a true love of mine.
Have her wash it in yonder dry well Parsley,
sage, rosemary and thyme
Where ne'er a drop of water e'er fell And then
she'll be a true love of mine.
Have her find me an acre of land Parsley, sage,
rosemary and thyme
Between the sea and over the sand And then
she'll be a true love of mine.
Plow the land with the horn of a lamb Parsley,
sage, rosemary and thyme
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Then sow some seeds from north of the dam
And then she'll be a true love of mine.
If she tells me she can't, I'll reply Parsley,
sage, rosemary and thyme
Let me know that at least she will try And then
she'll be a true love of mine.
Love imposes impossible tasks Parsley, sage,
rosemary and thyme
Though not more than any heart asks And I
must know she's a true love of mine.
Dear, when thou has finished thy task Parsley,
sage, rosemary and thyme
Come to me, my hand for to ask For thou then
art a true love of mine.
-Traditional (date unknown)
The Lord began then to speak as I asked Him
what He wanted to say about this:
“I am looking for My true love ! I am looking for
her to come to ME, and to return to her first
love. I am asking her to don new garments,
new clothes that are washed in the Blood of the
Lamb. I’m asking her to invite ME into her
heart more deeply, that she could drink of the
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water and wine, that she could drink of the
wine on the lees I’ve prepared for her. I am
asking her to come back to the place of
INTIMACY with Me, and to leave behind the
busyness of this world.
Love however with Me is not IMPOSSIBLE,
though with many human beings your experience
has been different, My love NEVER FAILS. My
LOVE, is never-ending and SURE. It is only
when you are filled to the full with THIS LOVE
of MINE, that you can attain true love with
others, accepting them as they are.
I am asking many to come back to their FIRST
LOVE for ME, that they would return and truly
“fight for a cause they have long ago forgotten”
IT IS MY KINGDOM that has been forgotten.
People are so busy building their own kingdoms,
they have forgotten that My Son was one to
leave the 99 and GO OUT and find the one that
was lost. They have forgotten that this is truly
a BATTLE – that soldiers get wounded in
BATTLE.
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They have forgotten many of the principles I
first taught them. So I’m sounding a clarion
call to RETURN to YOUR LORD and KING.
REPENT and be saved because many of you have
strayed so far as to be on sinking sand. You’ve
followed after ‘other lovers’ – giving in to
idolatry to men and women in the church and in
the world instead of putting ME first.
Like a camel in the desert going in circles, they
run after man, run after this conference, and
that conference, hoping to get more, hoping to
find something that can be found ONLY IN ME.
EXALTING MEN over time with ME. It’s not
wrong to go to conferences. It is wrong to find
all your hope in them instead of time with ME.
When will you turn from your adulteries oh
man ? When will you let go of THIS WORLD
and put ME first in your lives ?
You say you love me. You sing you love me, but
MY HEART ACHES FOR COMMUNION WITH
YOU. MY HEART WANTS TO BE ONE WITH
YOU. DOES A HUSBAND SHARE HIS BED
WITH ANOTHER MAN? DOES A WIFE SHARE
HER BED WITH ANOTHER WOMAN? Why
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then do you seek out other lovers, other
‘saviors’? I AM your only true SAVIOR. LEAN
ON ME BELOVEDS. For I tell you that if you
continue in this idolatry and not wanting the
fullness of the truth, you will be found wanting
and in lack in the days to come. I AM YOUR
EXCEEDINGLY GREAT REWARD.
I AM!”
Ezek 44:28-30 NKJV "It shall be, in regard to
their inheritance, that I am their inheritance.
You shall give them no possession in Israel, for
I am their possession. 29 They shall eat the
grain offering, the sin offering, and the
trespass offering; every dedicated thing in
Israel shall be theirs. 30 The best of all
firstfruits of any kind, and every sacrifice of
any kind from all your sacrifices, shall be the
priest's; also you shall give to the priest the
first of your ground meal, to cause a blessing to
rest on your house.
Rev 1:4-6 NKJV Greeting the Seven Churches
John, to the seven churches which are in Asia:
Grace to you and peace from Him who is and
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who was and who is to come, and from the
seven Spirits who are before His throne, 5 and
from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness, the
firstborn from the dead, and the ruler over the
kings of the earth.
To Him who loved us and washed us from our
sins in His own blood, 6 and has made us kings
and priests to His God and Father, to Him be
glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen.
1 Peter 1:13-16 NKJV Living Before God Our
Father
Therefore gird up the loins of your mind, be
sober, and rest your hope fully upon the grace
that is to be brought to you at the revelation of
Jesus Christ; 14 as obedient children, not
conforming yourselves to the former lusts, as in
your ignorance; 15 but as He who called you is
holy, you also be holy in all your conduct, 16
because it is written, "Be holy, for I am holy."
1 Peter 2:9-10 NKJV But you are a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,
His own special people, that you may proclaim
the praises of Him who called you out of
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darkness into His marvelous light; 10 who once
were not a people but are now the people of
God, who had not obtained mercy but now have
obtained mercy.

Indictments
Feb 3rd, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
tearsofthefather@sbcglobal.net
Indictment: Law. A written statement
charging a party with the commission of a crime
or other offense, drawn up by a prosecuting
attorney and found and presented by a grand
jury.
Mark 3:2-4 AMP And [the Pharisees] kept
watching Jesus [closely] to see whether He
would cure him on the Sabbath, so that they
might get a charge to bring against Him
[formally]. 3 And He said to the man who had
the withered hand, Get up [and stand here] in
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the midst. 4 And He said to them, is it lawful
and right on the Sabbath to do good or to do
evil, to save life or to take it? But they kept
silence.
John 8:6-7 AMP This they said to try (test)
Him, hoping they might find a charge on which
to accuse Him. But Jesus stooped down and
wrote on the ground with His finger. 7 However,
when they persisted with their question, He
raised Himself up and said, Let him who is
without sin among you be the first to throw a
stone at her.
Gal 5:22-23 AMP But the fruit of the [Holy]
Spirit [the work which His presence within
accomplishes] is love, joy (gladness), peace,
patience (an even temper, forbearance),
kindness, goodness (benevolence), faithfulness,
23 Gentleness (meekness, humility), self-control
(self-restraint, continence). Against such things
there is no law [that can bring a charge].
Rom 8:33 AMP Who shall bring any charge
against God's elect [when it is] God Who
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justifies [that is, Who puts us in right relation
to Himself? Who shall come forward and accuse
or impeach those whom God has chosen? Will
God, Who acquits us?]
Who will bring an indictment against God’s
elect ? Every soul that chooses LIFE, that
chooses My SON, and wants to walk like HIM,
talk like HIM, have His character and love, is
precious unto ME. How can a house stand that
is divided against itself ? It is SO important
that you in this hour take anyone you are
struggling with to ME. Ask ME what is going on.
Ask ME if they are right or wrong. Ask ME for
TRUTH in your inner man, that you may discern
good from evil. For there is an apostasy from
the pit of hell that has gone out and made my
grace into lasciviousness, and greed, perversion
and adultery. The wicked lead and the leaders
oppress without any shame or conviction. Rulership by oligarchy and domination in My TRUE
church will END. I TELL YOU THAT MY
CHURCH founded on the right foundation that is
CHRIST JESUS will stand. All else is sinking
sand.
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Either you believe My Word, and My
commandments, or you don’t. There is no middle
ground of unsanctified mercy where people go on
and on in wickedness, with contempt and seared
consciences from unadulterated PRIDE. Pride
corrupts. MONEY corrupts. SIN is SIN. My
Son had to die for ALL sin. You cannot excuse
the wicked, and expect me to bless you. Yet if
the wicked TURNS from his wicked ways, and
repents and walks with ME, then you too must
forgive him and treat him as a brother. There
are many who call themselves “Christians” but
they are wolves in sheep’s clothing who’d sooner
kill you than deny themselves anything.
Ex 23:6-8 Keep yourself far from a false
matter; do not kill the innocent and righteous.
For I will not justify the wicked. 8 And you
shall take no bribe, for a bribe blinds the
discerning and perverts the words of the
righteous. NKJV
John 12:24-25 NKJV Most assuredly, I say
to you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the
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ground and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies,
it produces much grain. 25 He who loves his
life will lose it, and he who hates his life in this
world will keep it for eternal life.
Your life is to be hidden in ME. YOUR LIFE IS
TO BE HIDDEN IN ME. I am the I AM. I AM
the Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the
End. I know the end from the beginning better
than you do. So I tell you, that you need only
come to ME to learn the TRUTH on any
manner. You have believed great lies in America
from the enemy, and now you are filled with all
kinds of uncleanness and perversity from the top
to the bottom, the whole fish STINKS. But I
have a plan that goes beyond any plan of MEN.
My plan stands. I have written it for you and I
will bring MORE and MORE understanding of the
times as you study the SCROLL.
I will REVEAL MY SECRETS to My own. But
darkness will fill more and more the blind and
wicked who choose death over My life. Torment
will come and cause many to go insane who
refuse to lay down their lives. You cannot hold
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on to your life and gain life. You must turn it
over to ME, to be HIDDEN IN ME. DEATH to
self is not an option. It is a requirement so
that you can be raised with Christ. Unless the
seed falls to the ground and dies, it cannot
bring forth fruit. Do you want GLORY ? Then
lay down your life and you will find it. Obey ME
and you will find LIFE. GLORY is coming that is
uncomparable to anything you are familiar with.
I am URGING you to come to ME. COME into
MY ARMS and learn of ME.
Many of you are going through loss and you
don’t understand. Yet for years and years,
many overseas have had to suffer and go
through much lack. You have been pampered
and prospered because I BLESSED YOU for
bowing to ME.
But now your land is filled with
unrighteousness and lack has come upon you
because the land is filled with GREED and
IDOLATRY TO MAMMON. Unless you care for
the needs of others, unless you are moved to
care for your brother and sister, you will not
survive all that is to come. Many will die
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martyrs in this hour. ARE YOU READY
BELOVED WESTERN CHURCH ?
Have you laid down your life at the CROSS ?
HAVE YOU ? Or do you still CLING to your
THINGS, to your RIGHTS, to what YOU WANT
over what I WANT ? I am weighing and I am
measuring and I have found many wanting. So I
am stripping and I am uprooting and I am
changing, and I am testing, for unless you lay
down your life, you will not save it.
I AM LOVE, and he that abides in ME, abides
in love, and loves his brother and sister. IF you
bring an indictment against a true brother or
sister, what do you expect ME to do ? If you
pray for them, I will move My hand. But if you
accuse them with the Accuser of the Brethren,
then you are under indictment yourself. Judge
not lest you be judged. YOU are NOT the
JUDGE. At the same time if you call good evil
and evil good, are you not in delusion and lacking
in discernment ? For I am not double minded.
I AM JUST. I AM THE DIVINE JUSTICE.
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What is common knowledge is not gossip, but to
rip and slander another brother or sister will
cost you MUCH.
My righteousness is perfect and that of any
man is nothing but filthy rags, save for the
blood of MY SON. NO indictment stands when
sins is confessed to ME. YOU cannot hold
accountable My sons and daughters for things
they have repented of long ago. Would you like
your former attitudes and sins held against
you ? Then why do you bring up what is under
the blood. YOU don’t understand the length
,depth , breadth & width of MY LOVE !
I’ve told you LOVE ONE ANOTHER as I have
loved you, BY THIS all men will know you belong
to me. But many of you judge people without
even knowing them and what they have been
through. I judge in righteousness. I judge
knowing every detail of that person’s life, what
they’ve been through and what they are going
through, and where they are going. I know if
they will repent or not. I KNOW what their
HEART attitudes are. And if you ASK ME, I
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can show you the same. But you MUST COME
TO ME.
Isa 5:20-21 NKJV Woe to those who call evil
good, and good evil; Who put darkness for light,
and light for darkness; Who put bitter for
sweet, and sweet for bitter! 21 Woe to those
who are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in
their own sight!
Matt 7:1-6 CJB “Don’t judge, so that you
won’t be judged. 2 For the way you judge
others is how you will be judged — the measure
with which you measure out will be used to
measure to you. 3 Why do you see the splinter
in your brother’s eye but not notice the log in
your own eye? 4 How can you say to your
brother, ‘Let me take the splinter out of your
eye,’ when you have the log in your own eye? 5
You hypocrite! First, take the log out of your
own eye; then you will see clearly, so that you
can remove the splinter from your brother’s eye!
6 “Don’t give to dogs what is holy, and don’t
throw your pearls to the pigs. If you do, they
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may trample them under their feet, then turn
and attack you.

Ezek 3:18-21 GENEVA BIBLE
18 When I shall say unto the wicked, Thou
shalt surely die, and thou givest not him
warning, nor speakest to admonish the wicked of
his wicked way, that he may live, the same
wicked man shall die in his iniquity: but his blood
will I require at thine hand.
19 Yet, if thou warn the wicked, and he turn
not from his wickedness, nor from his wicked
way, he shall die in his iniquity, but thou hast
delivered thy soul.
20 Likewise if a righteous man turn from his
righteousness, and commit iniquity, I will lay a
stumbling block before him and he shall die,
because thou hast not given him warning, he
shall die in his sin, and his righteous deeds,
which he hath done, shall not be remembered:
but his blood will I require at thine hand.
21 Nevertheless, if thou admonish that
righteous man, that the righteous sin not, and
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that he doth not sin, he shall live because he is
admonished: also thou hast delivered thy soul.
Many who are called by My name do nothing but
criticize others, judge others, and ridicule
them, then they have the nerve to come to ME
and expect me to side with them, when they
NEVER CAME TO ME, for true discernment and
wisdom for how to respond to that other
person. This is true from the pulpit to the
sheep pen. DO NOT walk according to your own
flesh, but walk according to My SPIRIT. Do
not yield to the pride of life, and try to
rationalize your own opinions before Me either.
For the only opinion that matters is My opinion,
FOR I AM TRUTH.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER beloveds ! Love and take
off all garments of bitterness and hypocrisy !
Take off all garments of criticism and
accusation. Come before me in the beauty of
HOLINESS, and inquire of ME. WORSHIP ME,
and I will give you keys to know what is truth
from a lie. Flurries of lies have gone forth to
deceive the masses, and keep you in darkness
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from the TRUTH. ASK ME to OPEN YOUR
EYES TO THE TRUTH. ASK OF ME, and I will
give you Wisdom, Understanding and Knowledge
that you have not. For I am the OMNIPOTENT
ONE. I AM the ALL KNOWING ONE. Lay
down all presumption and sit at My feet and
learn of ME, for I am gentle and lowly of
heart. I am meek, and My humility will then
become YOUR humility, as you cast all your
cares upon ME. SEEK TRUTH and live.”
Ps 25:5 Lead me in thy truth, and teach me:
for thou art the God of my salvation; on thee
do I wait all the day. KJV
Ps 51:6 KJV Behold, thou desirest truth in the
inward parts: and in the hidden part thou shalt
make me to know wisdom.
2 Peter 2:10-14 THE MESSAGE
Predators on the Prowl
10 God is especially incensed against these
"teachers" who live by lust, addicted to a filthy
existence. They despise interference from true
authority, preferring to indulge in self-rule.
Insolent egotists, they don't hesitate to speak
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evil against the most splendid of creatures. 11
Even angels, their superiors in every way,
wouldn't think of throwing their weight around
like that, trying to slander others before God.
12 These people are nothing but brute beasts,
born in the wild, predators on the prowl. In the
very act of bringing down others with their
ignorant blasphemies, they themselves will be
brought down, losers in the end. 13 Their evil
will boomerang on them. They're so despicable
and addicted to pleasure that they indulge in
wild parties, carousing in broad daylight. 14
They're obsessed with adultery, compulsive in
sin, seducing every vulnerable soul they come
upon. Their specialty is greed, and they're
experts at it. Dead souls!
Crank it up !
Feb 6th, 2007
tearsofthefather@att.net
I heard the Lord say “crank it up”. What
Lord ?
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Crank up the prayers, crank up the
declarations. Crank up the FAITH in MY ability
to over come all the trials and troubles of this
world. SPEAK FORTH LIFE into the darkness.
SPEAK LIFE that is in MY WORD. SPEAK LIFE
that is inherent in My WORD. MY WORD IS
LIFE to your bones & healing to your body and
soul.
You have the ability to speak life or death.
SPEAK LIFE. Speak life to the dead dry bones
of My church. Speak life to the lost. Speak
LIFE to everyone around you, to the news
stories you see on the TV. Speak MY judgment
to the darkness. Ask and it shall be given to
you ! ASK ! BELIEVE that what you speak will
BE.
BELIEVE and do not back off. KEEP declaring.
STAND and keep STANDING.
Priscilla Van Sutphin

Derelict in Duty
Feb 8th, 2008
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© Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
1 left or deserted, as by the owner or
guardian; abandoned: a derelict ship.
2 neglectful of duty; delinquent; negligent.
See Ezekiel 34
Word of the Lord:
“ Because you have abandoned ME, the Hope of
all Glory, many of you will be abandoned due to
being derelict in your duties to ME. I’ve told
you to seek FIRST the Kingdom of God and His
righteousness, and all these things will be added
unto you. But many of you have long ago
abandoned your devotion to Me, and replaced it
with ministry, family, things of this world,
selfish ambition and yes, even deliberate sins of
the pride of life, and the lust of the flesh and
this world. YOUR HOPE IS TO BE IN ME.
YOU are to be HIDDEN in ME. But you have
gone a whoring to other gods of this world.
Gods of Egypt, in this day and age, and gods of
Freemasonry, even Satan himself, gods of the
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new age and self, worshipping trees, and idols
of wood, metal and concrete, and the all time
favorite idol of MONEY.
Isa 66:3 AMP [The acts of the hypocrite's
worship are as abominable to God as if they
were offered to idols.] He who kills an ox [then]
will be as guilty as if he slew and sacrificed a
man; he who sacrifices a lamb or a kid, as if he
broke a dog's neck and sacrificed him; he who
offers a cereal offering, as if he offered
swine's blood; he who burns incense [to God], as
if he blessed an idol. [Such people] have chosen
their own ways, and they delight in their
abominations;
Money comes before everything for many even
in the church that is called by My name.
-EVEN in the churches who call themselves
REVIVAL churches.
-EVEN in the churches who prophesy, who heal
the sick and cast out demons.
Only now they do it for MONEY. Many have
sold out to mammon. A deliverance for $1000.
A series of teaching for only $400. But is this
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what I’ve called you to oh man ? Is this the
life I called you to ? Did I only call you to
greed ? Did I say you should rule by
oligarchy ? You see, I had the idea that I
SHOULD BE PREEMINENT IN MY CHURCH. I
had the idea that I as KING OF KINGS and
LORD of LORDS should rule and reign over MY
PEOPLE. Peter said “Silver and gold I do not
have, but what I have I give FREELY !”
[Oligarchy (Greek Ὀλιγαρχία, Oligarkhía) is a
form of government where political power
effectively rests with a small elite segment of
society (whether distinguished by wealth, family
or military powers). The word oligarchy is from
the Greek words for "few" (ὀλίγον óligon) and
"rule" (ἄρχω arkho). Compare with autocracy
(rule by one person) and democracy (power in
the people).]
I have longed to take you into My arms and
show you truth, but you would not come. You
are too busy with all your ministry details. You
are too busy with your fame and fortune. You
are too busy, just too busy. Too busy to have
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time for GOD ALMIGHTY, the RULER of the
UNIVERSE !
HA !
Have you not known, have you not heard ? The
Lord looks down from heaven upon the sons of
men, and He looks for the one with a contrite
and humble heart ! He looks for the one who
bends to HIS will. He looks upon the lowly and
lifts up the lowly and sets them among kings.
The last will be first and the first will be last.
If you thought you could build a kingdom for
yourself that would never end. You are now at
an impass. For I have removed your candlestick
oh hireling of the flock. I NOW will blow and
blow and blow on My garden and she will KNOW
that I AM LORD.
Your lordship over anything will be removed, and
those who you disdained will replace you. Those
you murdered emotionally and spiritually with
your greed and self centeredness will now arise
and take your place. For low the winds are
blowing and the eyes of MY SHEEP will be
opened to the TRUTH. They will desire truth.
And all who desire truth will be saved. All who
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bend to ME, will be saved. But those who bend
to man and HIS WAYS over MY WAYS, will not
be left standing.
For I am anointing the lowly ones with a new
anointing. This is the anointing they have been
waiting for.
[ Even as He said this…I started groaning in the
spirit, as if He is birthing something NEW ]
Isa 66:7 AMP Before [Zion] travailed, she gave
birth; before her pain came upon her, she was
delivered of a male child.
For I have spoken for many years of this day,
of this NEW THING I will do. BEHOLD, NOW
I stand at the door and knock. He who opens to
ME, He who is willing to bow down at MY feet
and worship ME, will arise with NEW LIFE.
NEW LIFE in ME will make all things new around
you and IN YOU.
NEW LIFE, RESURRECTION LIFE will bring
LIFE, HEALTH, WEALTH, PROSPERITY OF
SOUL, and COMMISSIONING, for the lost are
calling. The sea of peoples are calling out to
ME, begging ME for LIFE. Begging to know
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truth. The weak, the lame, the poor and
outcast cry out, and I am going to answer the
cries of their hearts.
I WILL ARISE, for the sake of MY HEART. I
will arise and lay the enemy waste.
Will you arise from your slumber and sleep ?
Will you arise and see that I AM hungry for
HARVEST ? YES, I know the hearts who are
one with ME. I KNOW the longing for MORE OF
ME. I KNOW those who have suffered for MY
name’s sake. And NOW, I WILL ARISE and
make My name known among the sons of men.
Extinguish all doubt in your hearts beloved
Bride, for I AM the remedy for all that is
wrong in the church and in the world. So many
just long for escape. But I LONG FOR SOULS
and to see souls SET FREE. I am clothing you
with fine linen My bride ! I am refurvishing your
closet. I have new robes for you to wear. I
have new garments with which I want you to
minister MY LOVE, MY JOY, MY PEACE, MY
KINDNESS with. I have many MANTLES of
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GRACE to clothe you with beloveds. There is
NO LACK from MY PERSPECTIVE.
So cast off all doubt and condemnation. Cast
aside all UNBELIEF. For I will utterly
ASTOUND YOU, with what I do. Who has
heard such a thing ? Shall a nation be saved in
a day ? Who has heard the report ? Nations
will come to the brightness of your rising. Will
I bring to birth and not deliver ? I have told
you and told you that I am bringing forth a
NEW THING in your now, and NOW it will
spring forth. I will show signs and wonders in
the earth and in the heavens, in mankind and
remove all leaven. YOU will see a new church
arise from the ashes of the old which will be
destroyed. In order to build a new foundation,
the building must be brought down to the ground
and rebuilt from bottom up. STAND and see the
salvation of the LORD for His people ! ARISE
AND SHINE FOR YOUR LIGHT HAS COME !
THE GLORY OF THE LORD IS RISING UPON
YOU ! ”
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Isa 60:3 AMP And nations shall come to your
light, and kings to the brightness of your rising.
[Isa 2:2,3; Jer 3:17.]
Isa 60:8-9 AMP Who are these who fly like a
cloud, and like doves to their windows? 9 Surely
the isles and distant coastlands shall wait for
and expect Me; and the ships of Tarshish [shall
come] first, to bring your sons from afar, their
silver and gold with them, for the name of the
Lord your God, for the Holy One of Israel,
because He has beautified and glorified you.
Isa 66:9 AMP Shall I bring to the [moment
of] birth and not cause to bring forth? says the
Lord. Shall I Who causes to bring forth shut
the womb? says your God.
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
Upstream Ministries
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice
Feb. 10th, 2008
via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
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I was awakened early, and I heard the Lord say
“ The Sorcerer’s Apprentice”
This title used for Disney’s film & music
Fantasia was taken from:
Wikipedia says “Der Zauberlehrling - Goethe's
poem is a ballad in fourteen stanzas. The story
proceeds as described above up to where the
floor begins to flood. Not knowing how to
control the enchanted broomstick, the
apprentice splits it in two with an axe, only for
each of the pieces to take up a pail and
continue fetching water, now at twice the
speed. When all seems lost, the old sorcerer
returns, quickly breaks the spell and saves the
day. The poem finishes with the old sorcerer's
statement that powerful spirits should only be
called by the master himself. Interestingly, the
question of the sorcerer's anger with his
apprentice, which appears in both Philopseudes
and Fantasia, does not appear in Der
Zauberlehrling.
Der Zauberlehrling is extremely well-known in
the German-speaking world. The lines in which
the apprentice implores the returning sorcerer
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to help him with the mess he has created have
turned into a cliché, especially the line Die
Geister, die ich rief ("The spirits that I
called"), a garbled version of one of Goethe's
lines, which is often used to describe a situation
where somebody summons help or uses allies
that he cannot control, especially in politics.”
“The Sorcerer's Apprentice is the English name
of Goethe's poem Der Zauberlehrling (1797).
The name also refers to Paul Dukas's L'apprenti
sorcier symphonic poem of 1897 which was
inspired by Goethe's poem. Goethe, in turn, had
got the idea from Lucian's story of
Philopseudes.
Philopseudes (Greek for "Lovers of lies") is a
short frame story by Lucian, written c. YouAD
150. The narrator, Tychiades, is visiting the
house of a sick and elderly friend, Eucrates,
where he has an argument about the reality of
the supernatural. Several internal narrators
then tell him various tales, intended to convince
him that supernatural phenomena are real. Each
story in turn is either rebutted or ridiculed by
Tychiades. Eventually Eucrates recounts a tale
extremely similar to Goethe's Zauberlehrling,
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which had supposedly happened to him in his
youth. While the similarities are so great as to
make it obvious that Lucian was Goethe's
inspiration, there are several small differences:
·

The sorcerer is instead an Egyptian mystic,
a priest of Isis called Pancrates;

· Eucrates is not an apprentice, but a
companion who eavesdrops on Pancrates casting
his spell; and
·

Although a broom is listed as one of the
items that can be animated by the spell,
Eucrates actually uses a pestle. (Pancrates also
sometimes used the bar of a door.)
However perhaps the most important difference
is the moral of the story. In Der Zauberlehrling
and in Fantasia, it is generally presumed that
the story embodies some maxim or moral, and
that it is something along the lines of "don't
start what you can't finish" or "don't meddle
with things you don't understand". In
Philopseudes, however, the intention is to
ridicule tall tales.”
Then I also found this interesting tidbit: IT was
on some weird site:
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“http://www.sorcerers-apprentice.co.uk/ it’s in
the U.K. The name of the site is The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice. The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice is the ORIGINAL occult supplier in
Europe when hardly any other occult shop
existed. It carries genuine Occult Paraphernalia,
Rare Ingredients and Psychic Equipment which
are unique and unobtainable elsewhere, and has
been doing so for over 31 years. Need a Ouija
board? It’s got it. How about an exorcism? Got
it. Hexing and unhexing charms, magical oils,
parchments, magical inks, you name it, it has it.
I have not seen such a complete selection of
material outside of Diagon Alley. Plus you don’t
have to go through the Leaky Cauldron to get
there, either. So if you know of a budding
young wizard or warlock, this is the site for
them. It a completely legitimate site, one that
can be educational as well as entertaining. The
Warp-o-Meter gives this site a 9.5.”
WE NEED TO PRAY AGAINST THIS PLACE
Then found this on Cutting Edge Christian site:
“In 1933, a funny looking man with a moustache
swayed enough Germans so that he was first
elected, and then allowed to rise, to the post of
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absolute dictatorship -- Adolf Hitler. But, he
was the most popular man in Germany, and
remained so until just before Germany collapsed
under allied firepower in 1945. At the very
beginning, in 1933, certain White Magic
Occultists recognized that Hitler was
demonically possessed, and that he was a
practitioner of the Black Magick Arts. Their
vigorous attempts to warn people absolutely fell
on deaf ears. Nobody believed him, and many of
those who refused to believe died in Hitler's
Holocaust. If only more people had believed the
warnings that Hitler had a dark, black, demonic
side. Now, in 1998, we are issuing the same
type of warnings about Bill and Hilary Clinton.
Listen carefully to our proofs…
http://www.cuttingedge.org/News/n1224.cfm
http://edcone.typepad.com/wordup/2008/01/sat
anic-soviet.html
If even white magic people tried to warn
people...how much MORE should the church be
discerning, yet so many are asleep or not
wanting to hear anything bad about what is
going on...that was why I put this in. Even
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those who think their “white magic” is good
thought Hitler was bad. So SHOULDN”T THE
CHURCH HAVE MORE DISCERNMENT NOW?
Also there is the issue of Freemasonry vows
that have to do with SORCERY especially at
higher levels.
I’ve found the Lord always has something to
teach you. And I wondered at what He might
say about all this. When researching, you run
into some interesting information that is
sometimes useful for prayer, even if not
applicable to the word at hand.
I heard:
“You’ve heard it said, “Here today, gone
tomorrow !” These things however do not
happen by chance. Change comes on the wings
of THE WIND of all Winds. I AM the ultimate
Ruler of Heaven and earth, and whatever the
saints pray for I listen to. However, MY WILL
is above all, and My understanding and wisdom
are perfect. I know the end from the
beginning. Some seek to change prophecy even
with their prayers, and some just don’t
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understand yet how big I AM. Some presume
and assume without really hearing “MY TAKE” on
what is going on. I told you in My Word, what
is about to ensue. I warned the apostles in the
beginning as a warning to you, that these things
will play out again. In the end, I have the
victory of all victories. I AM the Supreme
Ruler and I AM the Source of all knowledge, all
wisdom, all understanding, all counsel and might.
Rev 15:2-4 NKJV And I saw something like a
sea of glass mingled with fire, and those who
have the victory over the beast, over his image
and over his mark and over the number of his
name, standing on the sea of glass, having harps
of God. 3 They sing the song of Moses, the
servant of God, and the song of the Lamb,
saying:
"Great and marvelous are Your works, Lord God
Almighty! Just and true are Your ways, O King
of the saints! 4 Who shall not fear You, O
Lord, and glorify Your name?
For You alone are holy. For all nations shall
come and worship before You,
For Your judgments have been manifested."
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When I first made man and woman, I gave them
dominion over all things, the plants of the earth
for food, and the beasts of the earth. But
there is another ruler on earth, the “lord of the
flies”, the teller of lies, the prince of the air,
as he is called. He seeks to supercede My
Word, and even My throne again in his
delusion. He has created an ever greater
delusion for mankind of unbelief in any form of
religion that exalts Me, and desires that all men
worship him. The religion that he seeks to
affirm is one in which there is no holiness,
therefore” no power thereof”.
But I SAID, every knee will bow, and every
tongue will confess that JESUS CHRIST is
LORD. I said, that dominion will be given to
the SAINTS of GOD.
Joel 3:14 NKJV Multitudes, multitudes in the
valley of decision!
For the day of the Lord is near in the valley of
decision.
Dan 7:25-27 AMP
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25 And he shall speak words against the Most
High [God] and shall wear out the saints of the
Most High and think to change the time [of
sacred feasts and holy days] and the law; and
the saints shall be given into his hand for a
time, two times, and half a time [three and
one-half years]. [Rev 13:1-6.]
26 But the judgment shall be set [by the court
of the Most High], and they shall take away his
dominion to consume it [gradually] and to
destroy it [suddenly] in the end.
27 And the kingdom and the dominion and the
greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heavens shall be given to the people of the
saints of the Most High; His kingdom is an
everlasting kingdom, and all the dominions shall
serve and obey Him.
Phil 2:10-13 AMP
That in (at) the name of
Jesus every knee should (must) bow, in heaven
and on earth and under the earth, 11 And every
tongue [frankly and openly] confess and
acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the
glory of God the Father.
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12 Therefore, my dear ones, as you have
always obeyed [my suggestions], so now, not
only [with the enthusiasm you would show] in my
presence but much more because I am absent,
work out (cultivate, carry out to the goal, and
fully complete) your own salvation { deliverance –
pris } with reverence and awe and trembling
(self-distrust, with serious caution, tenderness
of conscience, watchfulness against temptation,
timidly shrinking from whatever might offend
God and discredit the name of Christ).
13 [Not in your own strength] for it is God Who
is all the while effectually at work in you
[energizing and creating in you the power and
desire], both to will and to work for His good
pleasure and satisfaction and delight.
Satan desires to strip mankind of all belief in an
all-powerful, all-knowing God. He plans to
subvert all to bowing to him by discrediting the
sacrifice of My Son. He has been doing it since
His resurrection, sowing tares into the lives of
My beloved ones.
You can see the signs of the times. You can see
that even in high places of government, mankind
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is resorting to witchcraft & sorcery &
divination, because they think that I AM
POWERLESS to do what THEY WANT. It is
not that I am powerless, it is that they want
what they want for THEIR PURPOSES, and not
Mine.
Man wants to be blessed, but he is not willing to
bow to the ONE Who is the Author of blessing
and faith. Many leaders presume that I will not
do anything about their adulteries, but I was
only waiting for the cup to be filled. It is now
spilling over and you will see more groanings of
the earth, more judgments, and more confusion
because as man seeks to build his own towers,
they will fall. Everything that belongs to the
systems of men will fall. Every agency of man,
every tradition of men, everything that is
STRANGE FIRE, and IDOLATROUS will fall. It
will be of NO USE against MY POWER.
YOU are the conduits of MY POWER. Do you
not understand yet, oh church, that I INHABIT
the praises of My people. PRAISE is the
weapon of the hour of power ! PRAISE ME,
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PRAISE the LORD all you his saints. For HE IS
COMING IN GLORY, and every eye will see
HIM. THEY will first see Him in YOU. YOU
are my vessels of glory. YOU, oh church, are
who I work through to DEMONSTRATE My love
and power.
It is a time of CONSECRATION – set apartness
to ME, that I can fill you, and fill you with My
Spirit. I will never stop filling you. As a
conduit, you only give out what I fill you with.
It is not YOURS to give, it is MINE. So I AM
THE ONE DESERVING of all GLORY. Just like
electricity runs through a wire, I manifest
through you MY power.
And what is coming is very electrifying ! ha !
What is coming will be VERY startling to all. I
am entreating you to come to ME, set yourself
apart. Come out of Babylon, and all it’s
distractions, and all the religious ways and come
to ME. I AM YOUR EXCEEDINGLY GREAT
GLORY. I AM THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE.
Are you willing to leave everything now, and
follow ME ? Nothing in this world is worth losing
ME for. Your things will all be of no use in the
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coming judgments, compared to the knowing of
ME, and My ways. I tell you that ALL that can
be shaken will be shaken. SEEK ME FIRST, and
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS, and all these things will
be added to you I said.
Do NOT WORRY ! DO NOT FRET ! I AM
WITH YOU. I SURROUND YOU. I AM WITH
YOU. I AM IN YOU. I WILL NEVER leave you
nor forsake you.
You are called to have dominion over ALL the
power of the evil one through JESUS CHRIST
MY SON. You are IN HIM, therefore as you
listen to what MY Holy Spirit
Tells you and do it, you know that I AM WITH
YOU and will uphold you with My righteous right
hand ! NOTHING will be impossible for you.
To the LORD alone belong escapes from death it
says in My word. So if I AM IN YOU, and I
have said, I will never leave you nor forsake
you, then nothing can happen to you until I
SAY. Have confidence in YOUR POSITION IN
CHRIST JESUS.
HAVE MORE CONFIDENCE IN MY ability to
save you, than your ability to save yourself.
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FOR I AM YOUR INHERITANCE. I AM WITH
YOU FOREVER.
Evil sorcerers, and witches will continue to
grow, but they too must bow the knee in the
end. The antichrist spirit continues to grow.
But it must bow to you, not you to it !!!! YOU
HAVE BEEN GIVEN POWER AND
AUTHORITY ! USE IT. Proclaim MY WORD.
PROCLAIM MY PROMISES. WALK IN FAITH,
not in doubt and suspicion. EVERY knee must
bow. I will always be at the side of My BRIDE !
TELL all that has come against you that it
MUST BOW to ME. RISE up from all the
depression, and circumstances around you and
see what I SEE. Ask me and I will show you
great and marvelous things you do not know !
ASK beloveds! For I am desiring to show you
many things you have not seen, then I will show
YOU OFF to the world !!! HO !
For even those who have been your enemies will
bow as I pour out My Spirit on the earth to
harvest mankind. I have a STUNNING
VICTORY in mind. I finish what I start !
BELIEVE and RECEIVE !”
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Corruptability
Feb 11th, 2008
scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
tearsofthefather@att.net www.upstreamca.org
Acts 20:30 AMP Even from among your own
selves men will come to the front who, by saying
perverse (distorted and corrupt) things, will
endeavor to draw away the disciples after them
[to their own party].
1 Cor 15:33 AMP Do not be so deceived and
misled! Evil companionships (communion,
associations) corrupt and deprave good manners
and morals and character.
“ I came to give you life and life abundantly.
Abundant life does not mean abundant
sinfulness. MY LIFE in you produces
HOLINESS. For without holiness, no one will
see God I’ve said. The corruptability of man is
a simple thing to see these days. So many are
led astray by mammon – self and money. I
want to pour out glory. I want to see the Bride
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arrayed and bedecked with glory, more than she
wants it. But My glory will KILL the corrupt.
It will lay waste the liars, just like Ananias and
Sapphira. It is My own will that none should
perish. So once again, I come and plead for
you to draw close to ME My beloved bride, for
I am stripping and cleansing My threshing floor
that you would be able to receive all the glory I
have for you. Root out the little foxes that
spoil the vine. And pray for the ones who are
walking in hypocrisy. Come out of fellowship
with hypocrites and liars.
2 Tim 3:5 AMP For [although] they hold a form
of piety (true religion), they deny and reject
and are strangers to the power of it [their
conduct belies the genuineness of their
profession]. Avoid [all] such people [turn away
from them].
For it is a greater sin as I’ve shown to
PRETEND you are doing right, when you are
really corrupt, compared to being honest about
your own sins. Remember the publican and the
sinner ? I look on the heart, and I see the
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heart issues, the deeper things within you that
make it impossible for you to obey Me. There
is a war going on in your heart and mind. And
there is a war going on in the world for this
generation. I want you to understand the
fullness of MY LOVE that you can be filled to
the full with My glory. But you must FIRST
humble yourselves, and come to ME.
I want to heal those deep hurts in your life and
all the rejection you wear on your shoulder. I
want to take you by the hand, and up in to My
arms and soothe the pain of many past abuses.
But if you strive and fight and kick at the goads
to do so, what can I do ? Then you leave me
no choice but to create circumstances that draw
you to My feet. It would be much easier to
stop striving and to just rest in My arms so I
can speak to you honestly. But your heart needs
to be open to what I have to say. If your
opinion is more important than Mine, then you
won’t receive what I have to say, so why should
I speak to you ?
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I have a lot of corrections to make in heart
attitudes in My beloveds. The heart attitudes
are the face of My church. There is much
corruptability in the face of the church. The
world sees it and runs. But I want them to
come to ME. How will they come if you chase
them away with your disdainment and judging
them as if you are so perfect ? Surely if you
would come to ME, the Author of LIFE and
depend on Me for how to approach the lost, and
how to react when you see immaturity in
believers, then you would have a word in season
that would bring life instead of death to them.
Some churches don’t even care if they have any
lost come to Me. How sad is this when I died
for ALL MANKIND ? Are you perfected in love
? Because perfect love cast down all fear. Ask
yourself, why are you afraid of the people who
are different than you are ? Why do you
disregard the homeless ? Why have you no
heart for those who are poor ? Isn’t it because
you have been their judge and jury ?
Is it not I WHO AM THE ONLY JUDGE ? I
LIFT UP and I bring down. I AM the One Who
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is in control. How do you know oh men or
women who judge the hearts of others, that you
are right about that one whom you have judged
and disdained ? Your pride has blinded you.
Only I KNOW what is in the heart of a man or
woman. Only I KNOW all they have been
through. I ask you oh sons and daughters, to
come to ME, and ask of ME what I THINK. It
would go well for you if you gave up your
bitterness and resentments, your fears and the
pride behind all your control. It would go well
for you if you gave up your SELF PROTECTION
and gave your WHOLE life to ME.
I will not tarry much longer. HOLD ON TO
WHAT IS ETERNAL, for I am coming back for
a spotless BRIDE, not one that is covered with
dung and mud from all she has been wallowing
in. I am coming for My LOVER. I am coming
for the one who sees ME as more important
than all this world offers. Remember Lot’s
wife, how she looked back at all she longed
for ? LOOK UP, KEEP YOURSELF HEAVENLY
MINDED. For I am coming soon, and My
winnowing fork is in My hand, and I will
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thoroughly cleanse My threshing floor. I want
to pour out blessings and glory and honor. So
come away. Come and be with ME, and allow
me to pluck up, and pull out all the thorns in
your flesh that keep you from ME.”
Eph 2:3-5 AMP Among these we as well as you
once lived and conducted ourselves in the
passions of our flesh [our behavior governed by
our corrupt and sensual nature], obeying the
impulses of the flesh and the thoughts of the
mind [our cravings dictated by our senses and
our dark imaginings]. We were then by nature
children of [God's] wrath and heirs of [His]
indignation, like the rest of mankind.
4 But God — so rich is He in His mercy! Because
of and in order to satisfy the great and
wonderful and intense love with which He loved
us,
5 Even when we were dead (slain) by [our own]
shortcomings and trespasses, He made us alive
together in fellowship and in union with Christ;
[He gave us the very life of Christ Himself, the
same new life with which He quickened Him, for]
it is by grace (His favor and mercy which you
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did not deserve) that you are saved ( delivered
from judgment and made partakers of Christ's
salvation).
Eph 4:22-23 AMP Strip yourselves of your
former nature [put off and discard your old
unrenewed self] which characterized your
previous manner of life and becomes corrupt
through lusts and desires that spring from
delusion; 23 And be constantly renewed in the
spirit of your mind [having a fresh mental and
spiritual attitude],
Eph 5:4 AMP Let there be no filthiness
(obscenity, indecency) nor foolish and sinful
(silly and corrupt) talk, nor coarse jesting,
which are not fitting or becoming; but instead
voice your thankfulness [to God]. 5 For be sure
of this: that no person practicing sexual vice or
impurity in thought or in life, or one who is
covetous [who has lustful desire for the
property of others and is greedy for gain] —
for he [in effect] is an idolater — has any
inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God.
AMP
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Titus 1:15 AMP To the pure [in heart and
conscience] all things are pure, but to the
defiled and corrupt and unbelieving nothing is
pure; their very minds and consciences are
defiled and polluted.
Jude 8-11 AMP
Nevertheless in like manner,
these dreamers also corrupt the body, scorn
and reject authority and government, and revile
and libel and scoff at [heavenly] glories (the
glorious ones). 9 But when [even] the
archangel Michael, contending with the devil,
judicially argued (disputed) about the body of
Moses, he dared not [presume to] bring an
abusive condemnation against him, but [simply]
said, The Lord rebuke you! [Zech 3:2.]
10 But these men revile (scoff and sneer at)
anything they do not happen to be acquainted
with and do not understand; and whatever they
do understand physically [that which they know
by mere instinct], like irrational beasts — by
these they corrupt themselves and are
destroyed (perish). 11 Woe to them! For they
have run riotously in the way of Cain, and have
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abandoned themselves for the sake of gain [it
offers them, following] the error of Balaam,
and have perished in rebellion [like that] of
Korah! [Gen 4:3-8; Num 16:1; 22:1-24:25.]

I AM YOUR SHIELD
Feb 14th, 2008 1:35 am
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
“Truth and justice are the pledge of the day. I
am bringing truth, and Justice will prevail
though judgment falls. There will be a turning
of heart for this nation. Turn, Turn, Turn.
Those who came thinking this was their hope
instead of Me, will go back and return to their
nations or other nations as vigilante justice
ensues after disasters. There is only so much I
will turn around. The land is filled with
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violence. Yet I WILL have mercy on this nation
and they will know that I ALONE AM GOD.
ERUPTIONS of love and mercy will spark fires
all across this land. Yes there is severe
judgment coming, but I AM YOUR
PROTECTION. I AM YOUR BANNER, and Your
High TOWER. I will surround you with songs of
deliverance.
I will be your SHIELD! I AM Jehovah Raah,
your Good Shepherd, and I guard MY SHEEP.
The goats I will turn over to judgment and many
will lose their horns. Many will repent and
understanding will come. But many will also
betray the Son of Man, like Esau, they will sell
their inheritance for money, & like Judas, they
will also sell all of you down the river, reporting
you to authorities in exchange for money, in
exchange for favor. So I am tearing you away
from those who would betray you in the end.
I will separate the sheep from the goats. My
angelic hosts stand ready for the consummation
of the ages. There is an increase in warfare as
the darkness gets darker. And there is an
increase of MY LIGHT and GLORY that will
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make you shine like the stars in the heavens.
For I WILL ARISE UPON YOU. And MY
GLORY will be SEEN upon you.
Do not grow weary My beloveds, for I AM at
HAND. I am with you. Arise and shine and let
the glory fall AS YOU PROCLAIM MY TRUTH
TO THE NATIONS. Signs and wonders
automatically follow the preaching of the
gospel. So if you want them REACH OUT TO
OTHERS. It will not come from you being
exclusive and ungiving. It will only COME AS
YOU REACH OUT IN FAITH. You reach out to
others, and I will reach out to you. That is how
it works. Right now you are in the upper room
time. But many of you have already received
what is necessary to reach out. You’ve received
power. But you don’t reach out with it to
others. There is a flow that comes with
reaching out, for as you reach out, then I give
out through you, and then you come back to
ME, and receive MORE, then you reach out
again and again over and over it repeats itself.
But if you are so SELF-CENTERED that you
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only care about yourself alone, then even that
you have received will be taken from you.
I give for a purpose. I give that you can be a
conduit of My grace and love to others. So
reach out, stretch your arms in love and
kindnesses. DEMONSTRATE faith by praying
for the sick and forlorn, for the broken and
hurting. Preaching doesn’t always require verbal
skills. It requires love. I will fill your mouth if
you will stretch out your hands and tell them I
love them, that all they have to do is TURN and
REPENT of all the sin. Disdain is not a fruit of
My kingdom. FEAR is not of Me. PERFECT
LOVE casts down all fear. Self protection is
not needed in the KINGDOM of God, because I
AM YOUR PROTECTOR. And if necessary, I
give you the strength to do whatever I want, or
I provide defenders /messengers to assist you.
So depend on ME for all you need.
I AM IN LOVE WITH YOU MY BRIDE ! There
is nothing I won’t do for you. Ask and you shall
receive, knock and the door will be opened.
Have faith and watch what I will do ! Sons and
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daughters will come from afar. Kings will come
to the brightness of your rising. So open your
heart and let the KING OF GLORY COME IN.
And as I tell you to, reach out and touch whom
I show you to touch. Do not be like the
publican and priest in the story of the Good
Samaritan. Apathy will only bring you apathy
from me. You sow in apathy, you reap in
apathy. You sow in compassion and mercy, you
will reap a harvest of compassion and mercy.
The tsunami of My love is at hand. REST IN
ME, and the knowledge that all I do , I do for
love. ALL I DO, I DO FOR LOVE. If judgment
comes, it is to break apathy and complacency.
It is to draw man back to what is truly
important. It is not to destroy anything but
the wicked. It is not to destroy the just.
Those who fall on the rock will be saved, but
those who refuse will be broken in pieces. Tell
them of My love and mercy before it is too late
beloveds. PRAY, PRAY, PRAY. For the one who
trusts in ME, will be saved in times of famine
and death. The one who trusts in ME, will be
safe from all harm. RESTORE the ancient
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paths. RESTORE the ancient foundation. I am
making you into a RESTORER of the streets to
dwell in, REPAIRERS of the ruined cities.”
Isa 61:2 NKJV A little one shall become a
thousand, and a small one a strong nation. I,
the Lord, will hasten it in its time."

Dromedary Defeat
Feb 15th, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
The dromedary camel (Camelus dromedarius) is a
large even-toed ungulate native to northern
Africa and western Asia. It is often referred
to as the one-humped camel, Arabian camel, or
simply as the "dromedary". It is domesticated;
the world's only population of dromedaries
exhibiting wild behaviour is an introduced feral
population in Australia.
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The camel was an unclean animal, it was
forbidden to be eatten.
Jer 2:23 AMP How can you say, I am not
defiled; I have not gone after the Baals [other
gods]? Look at your way in the valley; know
what you have done. You are a restive young
female camel [in the uncontrollable violence of
her brute passion eagerly] running hither and
thither,
Matt 23:24 AMP You blind guides, filtering out
a gnat and gulping down a camel ! [Lev 27:30;
Mic 6:8.]
“Pages of history are being written now. No
one can keep up with all the changes and turmoil
in the world. I tell My prophets beforehand,
what is happening. I don’t tell them to keep it
to themselves, or to hoard private information.
I tell them in order that they would PRAY. I
tell them that they would WARN and exhort
people. I’m not telling them just so they can
get rich off their predictions either. Many are
turning to psychics and false prophets due to
fear in this hour and hunger to know how
everything they’ve read will be played out.
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I have a plan that keeps getting muddled due to
mixture in prophets who are called by My name.
Many of these are unhealed and thus speaking
things I have not spoken, and saying what
appeals to others, just to get noticed. Do My
people discern rightly ? No, they are so blind to
the truth which has been so diluted, that they
are giving in to con artists, and spiritual
vampires, supporting what does not profit.
Running from one idol to another trying to glean
a little here, and glean a little there. But do
they run to ME ? Do they see what I see ?
I look and I see a classroom of little children
who’ve been so bruised, broken, deceived and
hurt, and mistaught that they don’t know north
from south, or east from west. It’s as if they
are in a daze. Well I’m about to give some
wake up calls to the masses of people asleep
and in a slumberous stupor. I AM
UNCOVERING and I will destroy the wisdom of
those who think themselves wise. I will destroy
the mantles of pride and bring down every lofty
thing that exalts itself against ME. Will you
not tremble at My name ? Will you not tremble
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when I step down ? I will expose, and I will
uncover all pretense and lies.
However many will flee from anyone who
represents ME due to the ensuing persecution
that is coming as I pour out My GLORY. Many
will be jealous and defiant towards ME,
and seek to stop those who move in true power
and authority. You will be glad for what I do in
you, My remnant bride, but be on your guard
against the Judas’s who will betray you with a
kiss. For many will pretend, and long to be part
of power ministry, yet not be willing to pay the
price. I will help you to discern the lamb from
the wolf.
I will show you all who are diametrically opposed
to My holiness.
Archeological finds will bring to light more
confirmation of My Word. Earthquakes in
various places will uncover some amazing finds.
Even as there is an unearthing of ancient ways
and evidence brought forth, will I also unearth
My beauty, and reestablish ancient
foundations. Evidence of both will be seen and
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millions will come and lay their heads on My
chest, as I pour out My love on this
generation. Conviction of hearts will be swift
and transformations INSTANT. Shocking
displays of My glory will capture the attention
of even the most hardened hearts. The division
between light and darkness will grow greater.
My GLORY will be evidenced in your midst as
never before in thousands of years.
As it comes with transforming power, the
powers of darkness will try to crush it and you
will see demonstrations of persecution that will
make your hearts weep and sob for all of the
saints affected. But this will be short lived,
and I will pour out such glory, that judgments
will also be instant. People’s hearts will be
filled with fear at the terror of the LORD of
HOSTS. Revelation is increasing so much in the
earth, that the fear of the LORD will be
magnified in the earth. The fear of man now
prevalent in the true church will be changed.
Visions of heaven and hell will increase and
young and old will be transformed by the
experience of My glory poured out.
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Those that pollute the minds and hearts of My
lambs will receive immediate judgment. Be aware
that there is NO COMPROMISE in heavenly
realms. There is not room for the abominable
and hateful in the realm of heaven. If you hold
on to your pain and bitterness, it will not go well
for you beloveds. Lay them at the cross.
Relinquish all resentment for what you have gone
through, for all that you’ve gone through is
GAIN for the glory of God. All that you’ve
suffered will bring forth GLORY. So why should
you resent that which only magnifies ME in
you ? LAY DOWN YOUR RIGHTS, for you
were bought and paid for with the blood of
JESUS. WHOSE ARE YOU ?
YOU ARE NOT YOUR OWN.
It is not for you to say what you will or will not
do. If it is, then you are still walking in pride
and rebellion. Ask for ME to open your eyes oh
man, oh woman ! For you are in need of eye
salve oh church. You need to see as I see, and
hear as I hear. You have need of MY
WISDOM, and MY UNDERSTANDING. He who
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seeks to save his life will LOSE IT. He who
loses his life will save it. Fall on the ROCK or
the Rock will fall on you and crush you to
pieces. The one who loves Me, OBEYS ME, I
said.
Which way will you go ? Your way or My way ?
Make your choice, for the harvesting and
reaping angels are at hand. Will you be in the
sheep pen, or the goat pen ? It’s up to you.
What is your heart’s desire ? Blessed are you
when men persecute you and say all manner of
evil against you. REJOICE and be glad, for
great is your reward in HEAVEN. The nature
of the camel is being removed from My church.
The stubbornness and the way of going in circles
will be removed. I will have a people who
FOLLOW ME, rather than expecting Me to
follow them.”
[I had received tonight a website that has a
video on indoctrination of children into
perversion: homosexual, bisexual, lesbian
lifestyles. See the video at:
http://www.rescueyourchild.org/Home_Page.html
In satanic circles, like OTO
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Freemasonry,sodomy to a young child is what
instills the “third eye” – again SORCERY.]
"Illumination"
Feb 17th, 2007
via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
"I create and I take time to do a good job in
all that I do. I'm recreating and restoring and
resuscitating My church that has become a heap
of rubble of dry, dead bones in many places.
There are many who are alive and well, but
there are many more who are dead and in need
of NEW LIFE. I am illuminating the darkness.
I am uncovering the darkness and exposing it to
MY LIGHT.
My truth is a great equalizer. It is a great
weapon in your hands. You have underestimated
it's use perhaps, but it is how you fight and as
you declare it and proclaim it openly, without
being shy or ashamed, it will bring LIFE into the
darkness around you. It will separate the
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darkness from the light in the minds and hearts
of many people. It is MY WORD that brings
forth life.
And it is MY WORD that shatters the
darkness. I spoke forth words and it created
new life in the beginning. There is much coming
from the mouths of My servants that only
brings death and destruction. But I WANT to
bring forth SIGNS & WONDERS which come
from preaching the GOOD NEWS.
Jer 23:29-30AMP
29 Is not My word like fire [that consumes all
that cannot endure the test]? says the Lord,
and like a hammer that breaks in pieces the
rock [of most stubborn resistance]? 30
Therefore behold, I am against the [false]
prophets, says the Lord, [I am even now
descending upon them with punishment, these
prophets] who steal My words from one another
[imitating the phrases of the true prophets].

Light a fire in your camp by proclaiming the
WORD. SPEAK TRUTH, and He Who is TRUTH
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will come down. He is the Preeminent One. He
is the Alpha and Omega ! He is the KING OF
KINGS, and the LORD OF LORDS. At Him the
mountains tremble. Will you also not tremble at
My word ? Will you not bend to ME and to My
will ? I tell you that the world WILL BOW.
THEY WILL BOW.
THEY WILL BOW.
Speak what I have spoken. ASK and it will be
given you. Knock and the door will open.
Proclaim a shattering of the darkness, and it
will be shattered. BEGIN to speak the WORD in
agreement with what I SHOW you in it, and it
will bring LIFE into the darkness; MY LIFE.
MY RESURRECTION LIFE. I have given you
weapons of warfare. Now don't be afraid. I
know you have waited a long time to see it. I
know it's taken a while for breakthrough to
come through. NOW IS THE TIME to SPEAK
INTO THE DARKNESS and proclaim what I
SAID would happen. Look at the scriptures in
Daniel, Zechariah, Matthew. What does it
say ? Look at Revelation again. What does it
say ? Are you sovereign or AM I the
SOVEREIGN ONE ?
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What you speak must agree with MY WILL. So
worship, listen, and speak. It's like the stop,
drop and roll game of children in order to save
them from burns. Worship, listen, then
speak ! It could save your life. Take time to
be quiet and LISTEN between the two. Listen
for the still small voice. Don't be in a hurry.
WAIT on me. I am coming with FIRE. I am
going to burn up all that cannot withstand the
test ! MY WORD IS LIKE FIRE. It will
perform what I've given it to perform. It will
NOT return void.
You need to fire missiles into the camp of the
enemy. PROCLAIM VICTORY over the darkness.
Victory over fear, victory over violence that is
around you. Pray for MY PEACE to come down.
Pray for MY LOVE to come down. Pray for MY
PRESENCE to drive out the darkness. I AM
the All Consuming FIRE. I will shatter the
darkness, and upse the applecart of the wicked.
Not all that appears as it seems is truth.
THERE are lies upon lies that have been
swallowed in this nation. But I AM THE GOD
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OF TRUTH, and truth will triumph over the
lies. I will exalt the HUMBLE.
Lay down your life to gain life. Lay it down
beloved. For it is only IN ME that you can have
life. In the world you will have tribulation I've
said. But IN ME, you have life. Only MY LIFE
brings life. Only what I BEGET, brings life.
The birthing is now. So come into your chamber
and be with ME, for I am birthing NEW LIFE in
you. I am with you. I am in you. I am
expanding MY LIFE within you as you yield to
ME your life.
Abrupt changes are on the horizon. Do not get
comfortable with the lies. Do not be intimidated
by the enemy. Do not give in to FEARS.
Remember how Gideon's men were disqualified
due to fear and carnality. CLING TO ME
beloveds. I am not afar off. I am a God close
at hand. I have given you My Spirit and I am
releasing MORE oil, MORE wine. Just come and
drink. I love you beloveds. I will not leave you
comfortless. I Am your Shield. I AM your
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HIGH TOWER ! I AM YOUR INVINCIBLE
ARMY ! "
Hab 3:19 AMP
The Lord God is my Strength,
my personal bravery, and my invincible army; He
makes my feet like hinds' feet and will make me
to walk [not to stand still in terror, but to walk]
and make [spiritual] progress upon my high
places [of trouble, suffering, or responsibility]!

“Exegenesis”
Feb. 20th, 2008
Scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
genesis: the origin or coming into being of
something <the genesis of a new political
movement>
exe: out of : FROM: as a: from
a specified place or source
[So the origins of something.]
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{ I'm aware this word is not in the dictionary,
but found on some blogs of theologians}
“ I’m looking at the exegenesis of hypocrisy in
My church and I see pride. I am looking at the
exegenesis of rebellion in My church and I see
unbroken sin, and undelivered people, unhealed
people. I see the roots of greed and lust for
the things of this world have so pervaded the
church, that I will have to violently throw it
down to root it OUT of the church.”
Jer 6:12-15 NKJV
And their houses shall be
turned over to others, Fields and wives
together; For I will stretch out My hand
Against the inhabitants of the land," says the
Lord.
13 "Because from the least of them even to the
greatest of them, Everyone is given to
covetousness; And from the prophet even to the
priest, Everyone deals falsely. 14 They have
also healed the hurt of My people slightly,
Saying, 'Peace, peace!' When there is no
peace. 15 Were they ashamed when they had
committed abomination? No! They were not at
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all ashamed; Nor did they know how to blush.
Therefore they shall fall among those who fall;
At the time I punish them, They shall be cast
down," says the Lord.
Ezek 34:4 AMP The diseased and weak you
have not strengthened, the sick you have not
healed, the hurt and crippled you have not
bandaged, those gone astray you have not
brought back, the lost you have not sought to
find, but with force and hardhearted harshness
you have ruled them.

“I tell you now My beloveds, that there is such
an abhorrence to letting go of the things of this
world, that it will take a violent “take over” of
MY church by MY SON, to destroy the vermin
that have slithered into the halls of My
church. THE SHAKING I DO will astound many
and they will think it is the devil, not Me. I am
not slack concerning what is written in My
Word. I will utterly destroy the false
foundations in My church and expose the ungodly
and wicked among the sheep. I will remove the
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hirelings, and I will be the true leader of the
flock. I will bring those back that have been
driven out, and scattered on the high hills of
the earth. I will destroy all selfishness and
self-centeredness. I am not a man that I
should lie, nor a son of man that I should
change My mind. I am true to My Word.”
Zech 10:11-12 AMP
11 And [the Lord] will pass through the sea of
distress and affliction [at the head of His
people, as He did at the Red Sea]; and He will
smite down the waves of the sea, and all the
depths of the [river] Nile shall be dried up and
put to shame; and the pride of Assyria shall be
brought down and the scepter or rod [of the
taskmasters of Egypt] shall pass away. 12 And
I will strengthen [Israel] in the Lord, and they
shall walk up and down and glory in His name,
says the Lord.
“Those that have been plunderers will become
the plundered. Those who have tried to
slaughter My prophets with their ungodly
prayers and actions will be chastised. Those
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that have been pretenders to the throne will
pretend no more. ALL will be uncovered as My
glory increases and exposes the TRUTH. Lies
and lies, and more lies that have been told will
be uncovered. There will be the sound of
mourning and weeping, repentance and shame.
There will be sorrow and weeping BECAUSE
THEY TRULY THOUGHT I WOULD DO
NOTHING. They have seen ME, the ALMIGHTY
as impotent and complacent, but they will see
that I have not turned away My eyes from all I
see. They will see that I have only been patient
and hoping they would turn to ME and repent.
Behold I come, and My winnowing fork is in My
hand. I will separate the precious from the
vile. I WILL show that I am not complacent
nor am I apathetic, and I will reward the
humble, and the pride of man will be brought
low to the ground. NO MAN WILL GLORY in
what he has or what he does. He will know to
only give glory to ME for My GRACE.”
Dan 4:34 CJB 34(37) So now I,
N’vukhadnetzar, praise, exalt and honor the
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King of heaven: “‘For all his works are truth,
and his ways are just; and he can humble those
who walk in pride.’”
Zeph 2:3 CJB Seek Adonai, all you humble in
the land, you who exercise his justice;
seek righteousness, seek humility — you might
be hidden on the day of Adonai’s anger.
Isa 57:15 CJB For thus says the High, Exalted
One who lives forever, whose name is Holy:
“I live in the high and holy place but also with
the broken and humble, in order to revive the
spirit of the humble and revive the hearts of
the broken ones.
“I will revive the hearts of the humble and I
will exalt those humble themselves in the great
conviction. But those who refuse My love and
mercy, will be made refuse. I have a
contention with many, and I will set in place a
NEW FOUNDATION that will NOT BE MOVED,
nor broken nor destroyed. Understand that ALL
I DO IS OUT OF MY LOVE FOR YOU. I have
given many chances over and over to many to
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change and to come to ME for what they need,
but they have refused to come. I HONOR
THOSE WHO HONOR ME. I will lift up those
who lift up ME.”
1 Sam 2:30 AMP Therefore the Lord, the God
of Israel, says, I did promise that your house
and that of your father [forefather Aaron]
should go in and out before Me forever. But now
the Lord says, Be it far from Me. For those
who honor Me I will honor, and those who
despise Me shall be lightly esteemed.
Ps 45:11 AMP So will the King desire your
beauty; because He is your Lord, be submissive
and reverence and honor Him.
Prov 26:8 AMP Like he who binds a stone in a
sling, so is he who gives honor to a [selfconfident] fool.
“Rejoice My Beloveds for the day of vindication
is at hand, and all those who are MY enemies
are Your enemies, and I will fight along side you
and for you. I have a great host of angels
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ready to do your bidding, as I lead you. I will
be a fire around you and the glory in your
midst. My fire is coming in a measure you are
unfamiliar with, and I will purify the sons of
Levi, MY PRIESTHOOD of believers. EVERY
CHAIN WILL BREAK that the enemy has bound
you with. All it takes is a humble heart to
receive it. For I have loved you with an
everlasting love, and I will answer the prayers
of the humble. I will pull down the strongholds
and lift up those who are bowed down. I AM
THE LOVER OF YOUR SOUL, and I will
BREATHE MY BREATH OF LIFE UPON YOU.
You will see the travail of your soul and be
satisfied !”
Zech 2:5-13 AMP
5 For I, says the Lord, will be to her a wall of
fire round about, and I will be the glory in the
midst of her. 6 Ho! ho! [Hear and] flee from
the land of the north, says the Lord, and from
the four winds of the heavens, for to them have
I scattered you, says the Lord. 7 Ho! Escape
to Zion, you who dwell with the daughter of
Babylon! 8 For thus said the Lord of hosts,
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after [His] glory had sent me [His messenger]
to the nations who plundered you — for he who
touches you touches the apple or pupil of His
eye: 9 Behold, I will swing my hand over them
and they shall become plunder for those who
served them. Then you shall know (recognize and
understand) that the Lord of hosts has sent me
[His messenger].
10 Sing and rejoice, O Daughter of Zion; for
behold, I come, and I will dwell in the midst of
you, says the Lord. 11 And many nations shall
join themselves to the Lord in that day and
shall be My people. And I will dwell in the midst
of you, and you shall know (recognize and
understand) that the Lord of hosts has sent me
[His messenger] to you. [Isa 2:3; Mic 4:2.]
12 And the Lord shall inherit Judah as His
portion in the holy land and shall again choose
Jerusalem. 13 Be still, all flesh, before the
Lord, for He is aroused and risen from His holy
habitation. [Hab 2:20; Zeph 1:7.]
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Resistance Training
March 5th, 2008 11:11 pm
Via Priscilla van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
Acts 9:5 AMP And Saul said, Who are You,
Lord? And He said, I am Jesus, Whom you are
persecuting. It is dangerous and it will turn out
badly for you to keep kicking against the goad
[to offer vain and perilous resistance].
“Beloveds of Mine, I want you to understand
that the trials you are going through are merely
resistance training and a paring down of any
idolatry to the world, because perilous times are
at hand, and you cannot hold on to the things of
this world. Persecution and very difficult
changes are ahead. So I am doing in you some
resistance training. Just like when you exercise
a muscle, it gets stronger with resistance
training, so when I test your faith, your faith
and determination and persistence GROWS.
If I ask you to give up everything, would that
be too much for you ? Did I not give up
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EVERYTHING for you ? Why is it you think it
strange, when I lead you to lay down something
that has you in it’s hold ? Why is it you think
that trials are too difficult when I’ve said that
I will not test you beyond your ability to
ENDURE ?
Have you not read of the early apostles, and
the RESISTANCE they encountered ?
Do you really believe if you do nothing in the
way of winning souls or teaching My lambs, that
the enemy is the one resisting you ? HA ! I AM
RESISTING SOME OF YOU because you think
I’m unfair. You still have not learned the KEY
OF PRAISE.
You go round and round in circles and still are
wandering in the desert because you resent
people and circumstances and you haven’t
learned to PRAISE IN THE FACE OF
OPPOSITION.
What were Paul and Barnabus doing when I
opened the prison cell door for them ?
THEY WERE IN JAIL. Have you been sent to
jail YET ? Do you know what it is to be beaten
39 times like PAUL ? Do you know what it is to
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be locked in a cell naked like Vietnamese
Christians and starved to death like the Chinese
Christians, or dismembered for your faith ?
Have you had your heads bashed in like the
India Christians, or your homes set on fire like
in Kenya ? Have you been dragged out of your
homes like the settlers in Israel ? You are so
weak in muscle that you complain if you are
rejected ! If you cannot walk with the soldiers,
how will you run with the horses ?
I am speaking clearly and earnestly when I say
that tumultuous times are ahead. Violence &
perversion, barreness & famine are growing in
strength. But I want YOU to OVERCOME. I
want you to walk in MY AUTHORITY and
POWER. Come to ME, and let me heal you of
your wounds and weaknesses. It is NOT a
waste of time to spend time with ME is it ?
AM I truly your FIRST LOVE ?
Will you spend time with ME FIRST and THINK
OF ME FIRST ?
Do you really want to know what LOVE IS ?
I WILL DEMONSTRATE MY LOVE TO YOU IF
YOU WILL LAY ASIDE all idolatry to the things
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of this earth, all worry, all fears. I can
eliminate all this through the outpouring of My
love in you, if you will just come to ME more
often than you go to other lovers to get
comfort.
There isn’t much time left before all unravels.
For there is a great unraveling coming.
Things that have been unseen will become
known, and things that have been hidden will be
seen as they really are, yet many will still go on
in delusion because they have chosen their
adulteries – their idolatries to other things than
to ME. At the same time there will be shocking
waves of fire that apprehend those who are the
faithful remnant, to such a degree it will even
startle you ! THE FIRE OF MY PRESENCE IS
COMING even GREATER than you can imagine to
prepare you for what lies ahead.
I told you I would not leave you HELPLESS ! So
come and spend time with ME. Shut yourself in
and do not just run around seeking ME in
fruitless pursuit through other men and women.
Seek ME in WORSHIP. SEEK ME IN YOUR
PRAYER CLOSET. SEEK ME IN MY WORD.
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MEDITATE ON IT IN YOUR HEART and I will
show you great and marvelous things you know
not.
CAST ALL YOUR CARES ON ME FOR I CARE
FOR YOU !
DEPEND ON ME.
COME TO ME.
LET ME TOUCH YOU.
LET ME HOLD YOU.”
2 Cor 11:23-31 AMP
23 Are they [ministering] servants of Christ
(the Messiah)? I am talking like one beside
himself, [but] I am more, with far more
extensive and abundant labors, with far more
imprisonments, [beaten] with countless stripes,
and frequently [at the point of] death. 24 Five
times I received from [the hands of] the Jews
forty [lashes all] but one; [Deut 25:3.]
25 Three times I have been beaten with rods;
once I was stoned. Three times I have been
aboard a ship wrecked at sea; a [whole] night
and a day I have spent [adrift] on the deep; 26
Many times on journeys, [exposed to] perils
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from rivers, perils from bandits, perils from [my
own] nation, perils from the Gentiles, perils in
the city, perils in the desert places, perils in
the sea, perils from those posing as believers
[but destitute of Christian knowledge and piety];
27 In toil and hardship, watching often [through
sleepless nights], in hunger and thirst,
frequently driven to fasting by want, in cold and
exposure and lack of clothing.
28 And besides those things that are without,
there is the daily [inescapable pressure] of my
care and anxiety for all the churches! 29 Who
is weak, and I do not feel [his] weakness? Who
is made to stumble and fall and have his faith
hurt, and I am not on fire [with sorrow or
indignation]?
30 If I must boast, I will boast of the things
that [show] my infirmity [of the things by which
I am made weak and contemptible in the eyes of
my opponents]. 31 The God and Father of the
Lord Jesus Christ knows, He Who is blessed and
to be praised forevermore, that I do not lie. 32
In Damascus, the city governor acting under
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King Aretas guarded the city of Damascus [on
purpose] to arrest me, 33 And I was [actually]
let down in a [rope] basket or hamper through a
window (a small door) in the wall, and I escaped
through his fingers.

Loyal Followers
March 8th, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
“ Beloveds, I want you to be loyal followers of
ME, that you walk in MY ways, MY character,
MY strength. I want you to have the
discernment to know that you don’t follow after
faulty fruit. That is, you don’t bow down to
the ways of man over MY ways. You don’t
follow after adulterers, idolaters, perversion,
liars, or men who demonstrate the other
kingdom in their lives consistently. “How can we
have right discernment ?” you may ask. I tell
you to study MY WORD. The Word sanctifies
you with it’s truth. I AM TRUTH. MY ways
are higher than your ways.
Do not follow
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after men who want you to be their followers,
more than being MY follower !
Can you not see there is another agenda on the
hearts who want you to serve them, but who do
nothing to serve YOU ? My sheep hear MY
voice, and they follow ME. MY SHEEP HEAR
MY VOICE, and they FOLLOW ME ! I AM
RIGHTEOUSNESS. I AM TRUTH. If you love
the Truth, then you follow after the truth !
You don’t pretend, nor live a lie. If you want
to change, you will come into MY PRESENCE,
and allow me to change you, to do spiritual
surgery to change your life. But will you
come ? Many have come and laid down at My
feet. They have sought and sought after ME, in
times of hardship and rending of their hearts,
they come to ME. I will honor those who honor
ME. If you give all the honor to MEN, then
when the floods come, seek them. Seek your
idols, but don’t seek after ME pretending you
have always sought ME. Humble yourselves and
you will be saved. HONOR ME, and call out to
ME, and you will be saved.
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GRACE, GRACE, GRACE. Abundant grace will
be given to all who are willing to humble
themselves and seek ME. My grace is sufficient
to keep you through any crisis. There is no
crisis on earth where My grace is not
abundantly poured out for all who will call upon
ME. But if your following is after men, and you
know not the sound of MY voice, because you
have sought to hold on to THINGS of this
earth, even in the midst of crisis, if you will
call on ME, I will answer. But if you do not
wish to humble yourself, and if you seek YOUR
OWN WAY, then let your idols save you.
I AM HOLY, and I am not stingy in MY love and
mercy. I am abundant in GRACE towards all who
will humble themselves. Even Hagar in the
desert, found that I AM a GOD of mercy and
grace. I knew her heart was greatly wounded,
and I saw her struggle. And I SEE your
struggles. I am NOT ALOOF to your needs.
How much are you willing to lay down to see the
full truth ? Will you give up your opinions for
the truth ? Will you give up your mindsets of
the world to hear the truth ? Will you give up
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your mindsets taught by men to hear the
truth ? Or will you hold on to the ways things
USED TO BE DONE instead of the NEW
THING I AM BRINGING FORTH ?
The old ways will not be sufficient to bring
about what I am doing NOW. You must lay
down Your OWN IDEA of how I would do
things, and take up MY PLAN for the NOW,
and do what I TELL YOU TO DO. MY GRACE is
SUFFICIENT for you NOW, if you will receive
it ! Do you yet have GRACE for witches and
warlocks, for prostitutes and the unloveable ?
Believe me I have been testing your hearts. I
know who is ready and who is not. I am testing
every hole in your armor, because I want you to
be STRONG SOLDIERS of MY LOVE AND
MERCY AND GRACE.
I do NOT want you to be subdued by slippery
grace, or enabling the wicked. I am teaching
you through all the things you are going through
to be who I WANT you to be…to be like ME. I
want you to STAND STRONG on the WORD,
and to be like your loving Father in heaven, who
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is good to the ignorant, yet just to all who hate
Him. It breaks My heart when I see one of My
children going their OWN way instead of the
way I have chosen for them. I am not weary
of you when you make mistakes. I do not grow
tired of you when you fail. I only want to bring
you back into MY HEART, so that you
understand the TRUTH, and so that you will
walk in it !
You are My beloveds, and I AM yours ! Trust
ME when I say that MY LOVE never dies. MY
LOVE NEVER WANES. My LOVE never
vanishes away like that of man. I AM
STEADFAST and TRUE. I will see you through
everything, no matter how hard or difficult, I
will be at your side in all that happens. Don’t
be afraid. Don’t be afraid.
No matter what the plans of the enemy are, MY
PLANS supercede his plans.
I AM GREATER. Who will you believe ? Cast
off all UNBELIEF. LAY IT AT THE CROSS.
Do NOT hold onto it, for it kills the warrior in
your soul.
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I AM A MIGHTY GOD, and I AM A WARRIOR
KING, and I LIVE IN YOU. You will laugh at
famine, for it will not harm you. You will laugh
at death for it will not come near you till I
SAY. I ALONE HOLD THE KEYS TO DEATH
AND HELL.
Rev 21:6-8 AMP
6 And He [further] said to me, It is done! I am
the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the
End. To the thirsty I [Myself] will give water
without price from the fountain (springs) of the
water of Life. [Isa 55:1.]
7 He who is
victorious shall inherit all these things, and I
will be God to him and he shall be My son. 8
But as for the cowards and the ignoble and the
contemptible and the cravenly lacking in courage
and the cowardly submissive, and as for the
unbelieving and faithless, and as for the
depraved and defiled with abominations, and as
for murderers and the lewd and adulterous and
the practicers of magic arts and the idolaters
(those who give supreme devotion to anyone or
anything other than God) and all liars (those who
knowingly convey untruth by word or deed) —
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[all of these shall have] their part in the lake
that blazes with fire and brimstone. This is the
second death. [Isa 30:33.]

Change of Times
March 13th, 2008
0257 am
Via Priscilla van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
Dan 7:25-27 NKJV He shall speak pompous
words against the Most High, shall persecute
the saints of the Most High, And shall intend to
change times and law. Then the saints shall be
given into his hand for a time and times and
half a time.
26 'But the court shall be seated, and they
shall take away his dominion, to consume and
destroy it forever. 27 Then the kingdom and
dominion, and the greatness of the kingdoms
under the whole heaven, shall be given to the
people, the saints of the Most High. His
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kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and all
dominions shall serve and obey Him.'
Rev 12:12 NKJV Therefore rejoice, O
heavens, and you who dwell in them! Woe to the
inhabitants of the earth and the sea! For the
devil has come down to you, having great wrath,
because he knows that he has a short time."
“Exercising patience beloveds is critical right
now. There is much confusion in the wind, and
much witchcraft seeking it’s ruler-ship over
anyone who moves in control. The enemy wants
to destroy anyone who could be used for My
Kingdom. There is no mercy in his camp. But if
you hide yourself in the shadow of MY WINGS,
then you will surely be safe.
I have much to say to you beloveds, and I need
you to wear patient listening ears. Where is
the scribe ? Where is the wise ? Where is the
prudent ? There is a degree of legalism that
people adhere to that is so destructive to their
health. It is that unless something is written in
the Word, that thing they are disputing must be
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wrong. But many of them do not really study My
Word enough to know the secrets, nor do they
know ME well enough to receive secrets, that
they run like chicken little, to and fro, but they
are not accomplishing much.
To accomplish anything in ME, you must OBEY
ME. You just have to do the last thing I told
you to do, and you will still be on track. But if
you don’t do it, you may be held back. Take
the step of faith beloveds and walk out your
salvation with fear and trembling. I am not a
man that I should lie, nor a son of man that I
should change My mind. Ask and it shall be
given. KNOCK , and the door will open. But you
must come aside and ask, and be sincere.

Jettisoned
March 14th, 2008
Thru Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
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Jettison: To cast overboard or off: a ship
jettisoning wastes; a pilot jettisoning aircraft
fuel. Or Informal. To discard (something) as
unwanted or burdensome: jettisoned the whole
marketing plan.
I heard the still small voice say “jettisoned”. I
feel the Lord is saying…
“There will be a very prompt and sudden
jettisoning of all that is burdening My own ! I
have some things that have held you back that I
want to get rid of. I have a plan to prosper
you and bless you, and to use you to exalt MY
NAME. But before I allow you to receive all
that, I’ve been honing your character till it is
more like Mine. If I pour out all this power and
you are not willing to change your mindsets or
attitudes, then the gift I want to pour out
would be spoiled, so I have been working on you,
purging you, and chiseling the hard places, that
as I come to pour out GLORY, there will be a
commensurate reception of it, rather than a
repelling of what is HOLY.
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I am stripping My bride of all her OLD
CLOTHES, and I am weaving and preparing her
new garments to wear. Though in My eyes she
is wearing a beautiful white dress studded with
gold trim and diamonds. She will appear to be
wearing burlap to the eyes of some. You see, I
do much of My work in hiddenness. I do much
of my developing, just like developing photos, in
a dark room. It takes a while to do this. It
isn’t easy. But what comes forth is more
beautiful and clear. There is much yet to be
done, but I am ESCALATING THE WORK and
you will see the ENEMY JETTISONED
OVERBOARD in your lives and the lives of your
loved ones.
I AM DRAWING THE BACKSLIDDEN AND I
AM DRAWING THE LOST. I AM DRAWING
THE BROKEN AND UNSIGHTLY ONES TO
YOU. SO YOU WILL NEED MUCH MORE OF
MY HOLY SPIRIT TO COPE WITH ALL THE
DARKNESS ON THEM. SOME OF YOU HAVE
NEVER BEEN EXPOSED TO THE HORRID
THINGS MANY HAVE BEEN THROUGH. YOU
DON’T KNOW WHAT IT IS TO BE RAPED AS
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A CHILD, OR CONTINUALLY MOLESTED AS
PUNISHMENT FOR MISBEHAVING. YOU
DON’T KNOW WHAT IT IS TO BE RITUALLY
ABUSED AND THINK THAT GOD IS DEAD OR
UNAVAILABLE. I HAVE MANY VESSELS OF
GOLD coming out of the wilderness, and leaning
on their Beloved. I have much to say to you
about your treatment of them. Many of you
are just beginning your walk in the wilderness,
but those who have been through it will NOW
COME FORTH through this REFINING and will
assume the positions I have held for them from
the beginning of time.
There is much to be done in My church. There
is much arrayed against you from doing it. But
you are about to see SUDDEN REVERSALS in
the lives of those you have given up on, or have
felt desperately hopeless about. I have a
surprise for the enemy. I have a surprise for
those who think they are wise, but are poor,
blind and naked. And I have delightful
surprises for those who have gone through the
dark night of the soul, and much pain and
suffering and have wondered over and over,
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“WHEN LORD WHEN ?”
Isa 33:10-18 AMP
10 Now will I arise, says the Lord. Now will I
lift up Myself; now will I be exalted.
11 You conceive chaff, you bring forth stubble;
your breath is a fire that consumes you. 12 And
the people will be burned as if to lime, like
thorns cut down that are burned in the fire. 13
Hear, you who are far off [says the Lord],
what I have done; and you who are near,
acknowledge My might!
14 The sinners in Zion are afraid; trembling
seizes the godless ones. [They cry] Who among
us can dwell with that devouring fire? Who
among us can dwell with those everlasting
burnings?
15 He who walks righteously and speaks
uprightly, who despises gain from fraud and
from oppression, who shakes his hand free from
the taking of bribes, who stops his ears from
hearing of bloodshed and shuts his eyes to avoid
looking upon evil.
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16 [Such a man] will dwell on the heights; his
place of defense will be the fortresses of
rocks; his bread will be given him; water for
him will be sure.
17 Your eyes will see the King in His beauty;
[your eyes] will behold a land of wide distances
that stretches afar.
Ps 12:5-6 NKJV "For the oppression of the
poor, for the sighing of the needy, Now I will
arise," says the Lord; "I will set him in the
safety for which he yearns." 6 The words of
the Lord are pure words, Like silver tried in a
furnace of earth, Purified seven times.
“ I want you to ARISE also out of any
discouragement and sorrow over all you have
been going through for so long. I want you to
understand the plan I’ve had for the end of the
age. I am opening blind eyes, and I am blessing
the eyes of My PROPHETS with more clarity
and discernment than they have had. I will add
to that SUPERNATURAL FAITH, and a dose of
MIRACLES that will startle the lost and wicked
into salvation. Indeed the sinners in ZION will
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be afraid. Trembling will take hold of those who
have mocked who SUDDENLY find themselves
confronted with the reality of MY KINGDOM
and they will not be able to EXPLAIN IT AWAY
!
ARISE AND SHINE for I AM ARISING UPON
YOU ! BEHOLD YOUR KING IS IN YOUR
MIDST. The LORD WHO IS MIGHTY WILL
DO GREAT THINGS IN YOUR MIDST. YOU
will no longer remember the former things. You
will be catapulted into eternity because heaven
is coming to earth, and nothing will ever be the
same !”
“Friable Ventures”
March 20th
Thru Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
Friable: easily crumbled or pulverized <friable
soil> synonyms see FRAGILE
Venture: transitive verb
1 : to expose to hazard : RISK, GAMBLE
<ventured a buck or two on the race>
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2 : to undertake the risks and dangers of :
BRAVE <ventured the stormy sea>
3 : to offer at the risk of rebuff, rejection, or
censure <venture an opinion>
intransitive verb : to proceed especially in the
face of danger
Ex 33:15-16 NKJV Then he said to Him, "If
Your Presence does not go with us, do not bring
us up from here. 16 For how then will it be
known that Your people and I have found grace
in Your sight, except You go with us? So we
shall be separate, Your people and I, from all
the people who are upon the face of the earth."
“ Sons and daughters, you cannot face the
enemy without ME. Apart from ME, you can do
NOTHING. Any venture you undertake apart
from ME and My will, is a friable
venture ! You can be broken in pieces if you
venture out on your own into unchartered
territory without it being in MY WILL. You
must learn to be DEPENDENT ON ME alone for
all that you do. You must put away all
presumption, all pride, all self assertion, self148

will and self-promotion, self-righteousness.
There is NO LIFE apart from ME. I AM THE
WAY THE TRUTH AND THE LIFE. Without
ME, there is no life to the actions you take.
All must be done IN ME. Walk in the Spirit and
you will succeed in all your ventures. But if you
venture out away from MY WILL. You are on
shaky ground.”
John 15:4-8 AMP
4 Dwell in Me, and I will dwell in you. [Live in
Me, and I will live in you.] Just as no branch
can bear fruit of itself without abiding in (being
vitally united to) the vine, neither can you bear
fruit unless you abide in Me. 5 I am the Vine;
you are the branches. Whoever lives in Me and
I in him bears much (abundant) fruit. However,
apart from Me [cut off from vital union with
Me] you can do nothing.
6 If a person does not dwell in Me, he is thrown
out like a [broken-off] branch, and withers;
such branches are gathered up and thrown into
the fire, and they are burned.
7 If you live in Me [abide vitally united to Me]
and My words remain in you and continue to live
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in your hearts, ask whatever you will, and it
shall be done for you.
8 When you bear (produce) much fruit, My
Father is honored and glorified, and you show
and prove yourselves to be true followers of
Mine.
“ Saul ventured out on his own with his own will
and he died and many with him. Too many ! You
cannot go ahead of ME. SLOW DOWN and get
MY WILL. SLOW DOWN and spend time with
ME, and I will show you what you must know.
You are far too busy many of you with too many
things. Many of you are like horses in the gate
before a race, pushing and wanting to run, but
you don’t even know where you are running to.
You haven’t taken time to really spend time with
Me to find out MY WILL.
There is no LIFE outside of MY WILL.
Doing something just to fill time, just to do
something is not My will. SIT DOWN and rest
in ME, and get My perspective, and My idea for
how to do things. Everything My Son did, He
did out of time spent in prayer to Me,
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communing with ME. You cannot be
presumptuous in this hour or your life could be
cut short before it’s time, just as Saul
disobeyed and went out on his own, it brought
death not only to him, but to his son and all the
soldiers that died that day.
There are NATIONS hanging in the balance,
waiting on your obedience. It is time to GROW
UP beloveds into the strong horses in battle I
WANT YOU TO BE ! You cannot tread down
the enemy without walking according to MY will,
without walking in the SPIRIT. I will be with
you in this end times battle. NOTHING WILL
BE IMPOSSIBLE AS I FIGHT ALONG SIDE OF
MY BRIDE. If I am with you, who can be
against you.
It matters not what the enemy has planned.
There will be many martyred in this hour. But
the blood of the martyrs gives BIRTH to the
establishment of MY KINGDOM.
WHY DO YOU FEAR ? Do you not know that
your home is in heaven ? What is the worst
thing that can happen if you die ? Do you not
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know ? Have you not heard ? The LORD sits in
the heavens and HE laughs at the derision of
His enemies. The enemy tries to intimidate.
Can’t you see that all the intimidation now is
from the evil one.
YES, there are secret plans to annihilate
believers. Yes there are secret plans that are
more horrid than you can imagine. But WHO IS
IN CHARGE ?
Do you not remember how they tried to kill MY
SON in the temples, and how He slipped out
from under them ? Do you not know that many
of you will be translated in times of danger ?
Is there anything that is too hard for ME ?
Cast off all unbelief !
My apostles went through much suffering and
you will go through much suffering if you are a
true disciple. What makes you think you are
better than those who have gone before you ?
What makes you think, oh western church that
everyone else should suffer, but you should
not ? PRIDE! That is what ! I tell you that I
am bringing down the pride of man, and the
arrogance of many in this hour, that MY
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SPIRIT will invade the hearts of the true
believers, and there will be a SUDDEN
escalation of MY POWER, an OUTPOURING
that will wash away the true from the false.
DO NOT HOLD ON TO THE THINGS OF THIS
WORLD, FOR THIS WORLD IS PASSING
AWAY. BUT MY KINGDOM WILL LIVE
FOREVER AND EVER. JUST AS MY LOVE FOR
YOU ENDURES FOREVER AND EVER. I WILL
NOT LEAVE YOU OR FORSAKE YOU ! I WILL
BE WITH YOU UNTIL THE END. CLING TO
ME OH BRIDE OF CHRIST ! DO NOT GIVE IN
TO THE FEAR AND PERVERSION, TO THE
DEPRESSION AND INTIMIDATION OF THE
ENEMY. WORSHIP, WORSHIP, WORSHIP ME
IN THE BEAUTY OF HOLINESS. ESTABLISH
MY KINGDOM BY SPEAKING MY WORD !
DECLARE THE TRUTH. DO NOT SPEAK IN
THE FLESH.
ASK FOR A GUARD TO THE DOOR OF YOUR
HEART, THAT ONLY WHAT IS TRUTH WILL
COME FORTH. For out of the abundance of the
heart the mouth speaks.”
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Extremes
March 24th, 2008
© priscilla van sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
I had been sleeping a while, and then was awake
and couldn’t get back to sleep when I felt the
Lord say
“ Just as there have been extremes of cold in
this winter, there will be extremes of HEAT
coming this summer that will cause equal concern
as the snow and ice have been this last winter.
And just as there are extremes in the weather
patterns, there will be extreme un-coverings,
extreme anointings released, and extreme
changes for many of My people. It is a time of
great extremes. There is exceedingly extreme
sin in the earth, and there will be exceedingly
extreme commitment to Me seen in the realm of
the spirit.
Those who have before been laissez-faire about
commitment will suddenly make extreme
commitment to ME to go for Us and to die for
Us. You will see many more Christians go home
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this year, not only by natural deaths but by unnatural deaths – martyrdom, all over the world.
Just as there have been much persecution in
many places, now you will see extremes of
GLORY break forth in the earth where
martyrdom and brutality towards Christians has
been. Where sin abounds, grace will MORE
abound. There will also be extraordinary
visitations and mercy poured out to those who
have been in bondage. The backslidden and lost
will have the gospel preached to them with a
new level of extreme
Evangelism especially among the youth.
2 Cor 1:5-7 NKJV
5 For as the sufferings of Christ abound in us,
so our consolation also abounds through Christ.
6 Now if we are afflicted, it is for your
consolation and salvation, which is effective for
enduring the same sufferings which we also
suffer. Or if we are comforted, it is for your
consolation and salvation. 7 And our hope for
you is steadfast, because we know that as you
are partakers of the sufferings, so also you will
partake of the consolation.
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As suffering grows, so will LOVE grow towards
one another in the midst of persecution and
famine and violence, the TRUE church will all
the more grow in LOVE and MERCY towards one
another. There are going to be extreme
CONFRONTATIONS on campuses across the
nations. YOUTH ON FIRE for GOD will clash
with false religion and extreme ungodliness, and
wickedness. Though there will be a great
COST, there will be a GREAT HARVEST OF
SOULS across the nations. Youth in the
extremely DARK nations of world will catch a
vision of the LIVING CHRIST that will catapult
them into service and an embracing of the cross
that has not been seen in years and years.
Whether you know it or not THIS nation has
become very dark and sinister in nature, and
you will see extreme deliverances for those who
are the remnant bride also this year.
Destinies that have been hanging in the closet
will be released to those hiding in the sidelines
as a flood of judgments hits the world at
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large. Those who have never been committed in
relationships will have suddenlies thrust upon
them, and there will be extreme devotion in
marriages and relationships that has not been
seen in a long while as well. There has been so
much competition and jealousy in the church,
but you will see a melding of ministries, and
networking based on the Spirit and what HE is
doing to bring parts of the true body together
to minister to the lost and hurting.
However there will be as there has been a
networking of the N.W.O. church, the harlot
church also. She will become more and more
blatant in her hatred of those who cling to
truth and My Word. THERE WILL BE A
DOUBLE PORTION poured out upon the
righteous and even those who have been
complacent, and many will have a powerful
change of heart that catapults them in a new
direction in their lives. So do not disdain those
who have been in a different place, but upon
whom I know pour out My Spirit. For they will
be convicted in areas where they have
COMPROMISED.
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Those that have compromised in the world
through idolatries, such as Wiccans,
Freemasons, Satanists, and Mormons,
Buddhists, J.W.’s will also turn to the TRUTH
as they see demonstrations of POWER and MY
MIGHT, and as they are visited by My Spirit
and receive revelations of My glory. There will
be EXTREME deliverances, and healings and
miracles like you have never seen before. Many
of these will go forth in great power to lay
down their lives for the gospel, just as Paul of
Tarsus did.
Radical commitments will bring radical exchanges
in the nations of east to west and west to east
people are sent to HARVEST the nations. I AM
DETERMINED IN MY HEART you see to have a
BRIDE that is spotless and holy, and radically in
love with ME. Come into your chamber and
spend time with ME, for this is a time of
preparation for what is to come will SUDDENLY
come upon you. Come away, and seek MY
FACE. Get vision for your life, and the
blueprint for it is a time of SUDDENLIES.”
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Acts 1:8 NKJV But you shall receive power
when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and
you shall be witnesses to Me in Jerusalem, and
in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the
earth."
Rev 3:13-21 NKJV "He who has an ear, let
him hear what the Spirit says to the
churches."'
The Lukewarm Church
14 "And to the angel of the church of the
Laodiceans write, 'These things says the Amen,
the Faithful and True Witness, the Beginning of
the creation of God: 15 "I know your works,
that you are neither cold nor hot. I could wish
you were cold or hot. 16 So then, because you
are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will
vomit you out of My mouth. 17 Because you
say,'I am rich, have become wealthy, and have
need of nothing' — and do not know that you
are wretched, miserable, poor, blind, and naked
— 18 I counsel you to buy from Me gold
refined in the fire, that you may be rich; and
white garments, that you may be clothed, that
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the shame of your nakedness may not be
revealed; and anoint your eyes with eye salve,
that you may see. 19 As many as I love, I
rebuke and chasten. Therefore be zealous and
repent. 20 Behold, I stand at the door and
knock. If anyone hears My voice and opens the
door, I will come in to him and dine with him,
and he with Me. 21 To him who overcomes I
will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I
also overcame and sat down with My Father on
His throne.

The Unjust Judge
March 28th, 2008
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
priscilla@etpv.org
Luke 18:1-14 AMP ALSO [Jesus] told them a
parable to the effect that they ought always to
pray and not to turn coward (faint, lose heart,
and give up).
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Faint: NT:1457a egkakeo (eng-kak-eh'-o); The
Textus Receptus has ekkakeo (See NT:1573) in
all New Testament passages: to be afraid, to
become discouraged, to become weary or tired,
to despair, to lose heart, to tire of.
Egkakeo
NT:1573 e)kkake/w ekkakeo (ek-kak-eh'-o) or
egkakeo (eng-kak-eh'-o); from NT:1537 and
NT:2556; to be (bad or) weak, i.e. (by
implication) to fail (in heart): KJV - faint, be
weary.
2 He said, In a certain city there was a judge
who neither reverenced and feared God nor
respected or considered man. 3 And there was
a widow in that city who kept coming to him and
saying, Protect and defend and give me justice
against my adversary.
Reverenced: NT:1788 e)ntre/pw entrepo (entrep'-o); from NT:1722 and the base of
NT:5157; to invert, i.e. (figuratively and
reflexively) in a good sense, to respect; or in a
bad one, to confound: KJV - regard, (give)
reference, shame.
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Adversary: NT:476 antidikos (an-tid'-ee-kos);
from NT:473 and NT:1349; an opponent (in a
lawsuit); specially, Satan (as the arch-enemy):
KJV - adversary.
4 And for a time he would not; but later he
said to himself, Though I have neither
reverence or fear for God nor respect or
consideration for man, 5 Yet because this widow
continues to bother me, I will defend and
protect and avenge her, lest she give me
intolerable annoyance and wear me out by her
continual coming or at the last she come and
rail on me or assault me or strangle me. 6
Then the Lord said, Listen to what the unjust
judge says!
Bother: NT:3930 parecho (par-ekh'-o); from
NT:3844 and NT:2192; to hold near, i.e.
present, afford, exhibit, furnish occasion: KJV
- bring, do, give, keep, minister, offer, shew,
+ trouble.
Luke 18:5 Yet because this widow troubleth me,
I will avenge her, lest by her continual coming
she weary me. KJV
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NT:2873 kopos (kop'-os); from NT:2875; a
cut, i.e. (by analogy) toil (as reducing the
strength), literally or figuratively; by
implication, pains: KJV - labour, + trouble,
weariness.
7 And will not [our just] God defend and
protect and avenge His elect (His chosen ones),
who cry to Him day and night? Will He defer
them and delay help on their behalf? 8 I tell
you, He will defend and protect and avenge
them speedily. However, when the Son of Man
comes, will He find [persistence in] faith on the
earth?
Faith: NT:4102 pi/sti$ pistis (pis'-tis); from
NT:3982; persuasion, i.e. credence; moral
conviction (of religious truth, or the
truthfulness of God or a religious teacher),
especially reliance upon Christ for salvation;
abstractly, constancy in such profession; by
extension, the system of religious (Gospel) truth
itself: KJV - assurance, belief, believe, faith,
fidelity.
The Lord spoke:
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“ I am not an unjust Judge, but a righteous
Judge. So if you truly seek ME and cry out to
ME for justice and vengeance against the enemy
of your soul, will I NOT avenge those who are
Mine ? Of course I WILL ! I am not a man
that I should lie, nor a son of man that I
should change My mind. I AM the Great I AM !
There is nothing that is too hard for ME to do.
Faith is the substance of things HOPED for, the
EVIDENCE of things NOT seen. So many have
turned away from faith, seeing the difficult
things that are coming or focusing on the wrong
things, they have left their First Love and
sought after other comforts. My heart is that
you would know how much I love you and care
for you. Then you can be filled to the full with
My presence. For then I could TRUST you with
more of Me. I want you to know that fullness !
I WANT you to know HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU
and have gone through great lengths to preserve
your life. It is preserved for a PURPOSE. You
are not your own ! You are bought and paid for
with a price.
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My Son paid that price so you could enjoy
fellowship to the fullest with US. So I come to
you and tell you to TURN fully in the face of
adversity, KNOWING that I am your great
reward ! I AM all you need in any situation. I
am MORE THAN ENOUGH. I will fight FOR
you. YES there are things I have allowed to
chisel My character in you, and it is coming
along quite nicely. But there is also a day of
LIBERTY and FREEDOM coming that you cannot
now imagine.
Keep your eyes on ME beloveds, for I love you
immensely, and I am thrilled to be with you.
YOU DELIGHT MY HEART ! I am always and
forever in love with you ! I will fight along side
you and FOR you against your adversary. And
you will see the delight of your heart as I crush
him under My feet.
I WILL SUSTAIN YOU.
I WILL KEEP YOU CLOSE TO MY HEART AS
YOU YIELD TO ME. STAY VERY CLOSE,
CLING TO ME, FOR I AM MERCIFUL TO THE
HUMBLE. BUT WITH THOSE WHO SHOW NO
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MERCY, I WILL BE UNMERCIFUL. TO THOSE
WHO ONLY WANT REVENGE AND JUSTICE,
RECOMPENSE AND RESTITUTION, YOU WILL
FIND YOURSELVES VERY WANTON IN THE
DAYS AHEAD.
The desire for revenge will STEAL from you.
The desire to return evil for evil still wars in
your flesh, but I told you to AVOID this. I told
you to put away your childishness, and fleshly
ways, that I could live in your heart and move
mightily on your behalf. So again I say PUT
AWAY YOUR FLESHLY desires, and yield to the
work I AM DOING in your heart to bring you to
fullness of forgiveness, and I will demonstrate
to you My great and mighty love towards you
and yours. HONOR ME, and I will honor you.
Deny ME, and I will deny you before MY
Father. HOLD ON TO FAITH and trample on
every lie the enemy tries to sell you.
SPEAK MY WORD OF TRUTH. Do not justify
your sins. Do not rationalize your sins. Merely
COME TO ME and confess them, and I will fully
forgive you. BE NOT AFRAID for I am
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standing at the door, knocking. Whomever
opens, I will come and sup with him, and spend
Myself on him/her. Do not be afraid to open
the fullness of your heart to MY heart. Open
up the gates and let the KING of GLORY come
in. Open up the gates of your heart and let
the FULLNESS of MY LOVE explode inside of
you.”

Infusion NOT Confusion
March 31st, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
Isa 54:17 But no weapon that is formed against
you shall prosper, and every tongue that shall
rise against you in judgment you shall show to
be in the wrong. This [peace, righteousness,
security, triumph over opposition] is the
heritage of the servants of the Lord [those in
whom the ideal Servant of the Lord is
reproduced]; this is the righteousness or the
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vindication which they obtain from Me [this is
that which I impart to them as their
justification], says the Lord. AMP
Ex 24:16-17 The glory of the Lord rested on
Mount Sinai, and the cloud covered it for six
days. On the seventh day [God] called to Moses
out of the midst of the cloud. 17 And the
glory of the Lord appeared to the Israelites like
devouring fire on the top of the mountain. AMP
Ex 29:43 There I will meet with the Israelites,
and the Tent of Meeting shall be sanctified by
My glory [the Shekinah, God's visible
presence]. AMP
1 Cor 2:6 Yet when we are among the fullgrown (spiritually mature Christians who are ripe
in understanding), we do impart a [higher]
wisdom (the knowledge of the divine plan
previously hidden); but it is indeed not a wisdom
of this present age or of this world nor of the
leaders and rulers of this age, who are being
brought to nothing and are doomed to pass
away. AMP
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Rev 13:15 And he is permitted [also] to impart
the breath of life into the beast's image, so
that the statue of the beast could actually talk
and cause to be put to death those who would
not bow down and worship the image of the
beast. [Dan 3:5.]
Ps 2:1 WHY DO the nations assemble with
commotion [uproar and confusion of voices], and
why do the people imagine (meditate upon and
devise) an empty scheme? AMP
Isa 41:29 Behold, these [pagan prophets and
priests] are all emptiness (falseness and
futility)! Their works are worthless; their molten
images are empty wind (confusion and waste).
AMP
“ My people, you do not yet really KNOW ME !
You say you know ME, but yet you walk in doubt
and confusion at times, unbelieving of MY
POWER AND GLORY ! I tell you that there is
an INFUSION of MY GLORY coming so that
those who truly pursue Me will no longer walk in
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confusion or dismay ! I HAVE A GOOD PLAN
FOR YOU WHO LOVE ME ! YOU MUST READ
THE WORD, AND FILL YOURSELF WITH
TRUTH. For you have become weak in your
immunity due to a lack of the preaching and
teaching of the WORD. The WORD
strengthens your spiritual immune system, so
that you can FIGHT.
The enemy has tried to keep you from the
WORD and speaking it outloud, declaring it
outloud, so that he can keep you in bondage to
fear and doubt. YOU MUST SHOUT IT OUT if
necessary ! SHOUT TO THE LORD WITH A
VOICE OF TRIUMPH !
YOU DO NOT KNOW WHOM YOU SERVE IF
YOU ARE GIVING IN TO SELF DOUBT AND
DISCOURAGEMENT ! I AM THE MIGHTY ONE
OF ISRAEL ! I AM EL OLAM ! I AM THE
ANCIENT OF DAYS ! I AM ABLE TO
DESTROY YOUR ENEMIES AND SET A TABLE
BEFORE YOU IN THE PRESENCE OF YOUR
ENEMIES ! DO YOU BELIEVE THIS ?
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SPEAK THE TRUTH over all the lies the enemy
is trying to feed you ! I want and INFUSION,
not confusion ! I want you to KNOW ME, to
KNOW MY LOVE so deeply that NOTHING
WILL SWAY YOU. So I am riding on the wings
of the winds, and bringing a TSUNAMI of MY
LOVE that will rage against all fear, that will
rage against all the enemy has done to try to
subdue you and confuse you. I will overpower
the enemy in your life and you will truly KNOW
THAT YOU ARE LOVED. Come away from all
the busyness of life, and spend yourselves on
ME. Worship ME in the beauty of holiness, and
I will increase MY PRESENCE in your life that
you will reflect MY GLORY.
SPEAK My love to your enemies, to the false
prophets who speak against you from
witchcraft, freemasonry, islam, Hinduism,
Buddhism, the false church, etc. FORGIVE
every offense. DO NOT BE OFFENDED. You
don’t have the right to be offended !
You must OVERCOME being offended & forgive
those who have persecuted and raged against
you to be able to OVERCOME ! I will help you.
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I know you cannot do this on your own. But if
YOU ASK ME, I will give you the GRACE and
GLORY to overcome and to die to self. I can
GIVE YOU the LOVE to love your enemies with !
I will IMPART to you all that you need, as you
lay your life down.
Beloveds, I KNOW that the times are
frightening, and uncertainty fills the air, but
there is one thing that is ALWAYS CERTAIN,
and that is MY LOVE FOR YOU ! NOTHING
can steal that from you. NOTHING can change
it. I AM LOVE, and I WILL LOVE YOU
FOREVER. There is NOTHING that can keep
ME from loving you ! My LOVE will annhilate
every stronghold of the enemy in your life ! MY
LOVE will overpower the enemy on all fronts !
MY LOVE is as strong as death ! It is the
greatest gift in My arsenal of weaponry. If you
really want victory, then learn to LOVE YOUR
ENEMIES. Ask ME and I will give to you all
you need to overcome.
ASK and it shall be given you in abundance.
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In your heart you must LET GO of this world,
and keep your eyes on ME. For this world is
passing away, but you are strangers here, so
your life is hidden in ME. YOUR LIFE is to be
DEPENDENT ON ME for all you need. DO NOT
WORRY. DO NOT FRET. ALLOW ME to take
the burdens off your shoulders.
I AM BIG ENOUGH to change the church.
I am BIG ENOUGH to change your
circumstances.
I AM BIG ENOUGH to HELP YOU OVERCOME
all that has beset you.
I AM BIG ENOUGH to protect you and your
family.
I AM BIG ENOUGH to destroy ALL your
enemies. For your enemies are MY enemies.
YOU are My precious possession, and I will
always protect what is MINE. Just you as good
fathers and mothers seek to protect your
children, so I SEEK to protect MY CHILDREN !
YOU MUST THOUGH COME TO TERMS WITH
THE TRUTH ABOUT DEATH. For you will never
die ! Your body may pass away, but you will live
forever with ME ! So what is the worst that
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could happen ? If you die, you are with ME
forever, for to be absent in body is to be
present with ME. IF you are slain or beheaded
for the sake of the gospel, GREAT is your
reward in heaven, and you will rule with ME on
earth. DO NOT GIVE IN to the lies of the
enemy who wants you in anxiety and
apprehension. I WILL KEEP HIM IN PERFECT
PEACE WHOSE MIND IS STAYED ON ME !”
Luke 21:9 And when you hear of wars and
insurrections (disturbances, disorder, and
confusion), do not become alarmed and panicstricken and terrified; for all this must take
place first, but the end will not [come]
immediately. AMP
Zech 14:13 And in that day there shall be a
great confusion, discomfiture, and panic among
them from the Lord; and they shall seize each
his neighbor's hand, and the hand of the one
shall be raised against the hand of the other.
AMP
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Isa 19:14 The Lord has mingled a spirit of
perverseness, error, and confusion within her;
[her leaders] have caused Egypt to stagger in all
her doings, as a drunken man staggers in his
vomit. AMP
Isa 22:5 For it is a day of discomfiture and of
tumult, of treading down, of confusion and
perplexity from the Lord God of hosts in the
Valley of Vision, a day of breaking down the
walls and of crying to the mountains. AMP
Isa 44:9 All who make graven idols are
confusion, chaos, and worthlessness. Their
objects (idols) in which they delight do not
profit them, and their own witnesses
(worshipers) do not see or know, so that they
are put to shame. AMP
Isa 45:16 They shall be put to shame, yes,
confounded, all of them; they who are makers
of idols shall go off into confusion together.
AMP
Mic 7:4 The best of them is like a brier; the
most upright or the straightest is like a thorn
hedge. The day of your watchmen, even of
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[God's] judgment and your punishment, has
come; now shall be their perplexity and
confusion. AMP

A Rain of Mercy
April 4th, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
I was listening to music in the background and
the instrumental was “jour de pluie” by Luc
Gringas [
http://www.lucgingras.com/article.asp?
noid=1&categ=1&langue=e it’s on the album
Selah ] The notes sound like RAIN, and it is
very comforting soaking music.
Ps 68:9 AMP You, O God, did send a plentiful
rain; You did restore and confirm Your heritage
when it languished and was weary.
I heard the still small voice say:
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“To the merciful I will show Myself merciful !
To those who are concerned for justice, will I
show MY justice ! To those whose hearts cry
out for the lost and broken will I pour out
anointing to break the heavy yokes, so that My
people will go free. Who can dwell with
consuming FIRE ? For I tell you that MY FIREY
PRESENCE is at hand, and I will consume all
that cannot withstand the test !
Jer 23:29 Is not My word like fire [that
consumes all that cannot endure the test]? says
the Lord, and like a hammer that breaks in
pieces the rock [of most stubborn resistance]?
AMP
I am accelerating the fire of My presence
among you, beloveds, and you will notice a sharp
increase in conviction, in deliverance, in healing
among you, for I AM COMING TO MY CHURCH
and I will TRANSFORM her into what I WANT.
For many wolves have crept in, many enemies of
the Kingdom, and spoiled My pastures, but as
birds hovering will I surround you and deliver
you.
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Isa 31:5 Like birds hovering, so will the Lord of
hosts defend Jerusalem; He will protect and
deliver it, He will pass over and spare and
preserve it. AMP
I will cause MY RAIN to fall, MY REIGN OF
MERCY, the latter rains have only been a
dribble compared to what I bring now. GET
READY TO HARVEST BELOVEDS for THIS
RAIN is for a purpose. It is not only to dance
and revel in, it is for bringing GREAT
HARVEST. I am reigning and I AM RAINING
DOWN RIGHTEOUSNESS and HOLINESS, and
CONVICTION WILL BE STRONG. HEARTS will
be broken and REVIVED to MY PURPOSES over
those of man. HEARTS will be healed of all the
ravages of the enemy.
Don’t grow weary in well doing, for if you
persevere, you will REAP a great blessing ! For
this RAIN OF MERCY will transform the most
desperate SOUL. GREATER GRACE has come to
you. The DOUBLE PORTION of MY MERCY is
about to set upon you with a vengeance ! A
vengeance against ALL that opposes MY WILL,
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MY PURPOSES, and MY KINGDOM ! I WILL
FIGHT ALONG SIDE MY BRIDE, and she will
KNOW that I have loved her ! THE WORLD
WILL KNOW that there is a GOD in heaven who
is ABOVE ALL OTHER GODS !
Watch now as I uncover the skirts of the
wicked, and transform all warfare ! Who ever
heard of such a thing, as a nation that is
changed in a day ? I tell you if I make
pregnant, will I not bring to fruition ? Will I
NOT BIRTH THE KINGDOM WITHIN YOU ?
FALL ON THE ROCK OH PEOPLE or the ROCK
will fall on you ! CLING to ME and I will cling
to you. LAY DOWN all your ideas of what I
can and can’t do that have been taught to you
by mere men. NOTHING WILL EVER BE THE
SAME ! PRAY for the RAIN OF FIRE – MY
MERCY RAIN TO FALL !”
Mal 4:1-6 AMP
1 FOR BEHOLD, the day comes that shall burn
like an oven, and all the proud and arrogant,
yes, and all that do wickedly and are lawless,
shall be stubble; the day that comes shall burn
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them up, says the Lord of hosts, so that it will
leave them neither root nor branch. [Isa 5:2125; Matt 3:12.] 2 But unto you who revere and
worshipfully fear My name shall the Sun of
Righteousness arise with healing in His wings and
His beams, and you shall go forth and gambol
like calves [released] from the stall and leap for
joy. 3 And you shall tread down the lawless and
wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles
of your feet in the day that I shall do this,
says the Lord of hosts.
4 [Earnestly] remember the law of Moses, My
servant, the statutes and the ordinances which
I commanded him on [Mount] Horeb [to give] to
all Israel. 5 Behold, I will send you Elijah the
prophet before the great and terrible day of
the Lord comes. [Matt 11:14; 17:10-13.] 6
And he shall turn and reconcile the hearts of
the [estranged] fathers to the [ungodly]
children, and the hearts of the [rebellious]
children to [the piety of] their fathers [a
reconciliation produced by repentance of the
ungodly], lest I come and smite the land with a
curse and a ban of utter destruction. [Luke
1:17.]
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Job 5:8-11 AMP As for me, I would seek God
and inquire of and require Him, and to God
would I commit my cause — 9 Who does great
things and unsearchable, marvelous things
without number, 10 Who gives rain upon the
earth and sends waters upon the fields, 11 So
that He sets on high those who are lowly, and
those who mourn He lifts to safety.
Isa 60:10-11 AMP
10 Foreigners shall build up your walls, and
their kings shall minister to you; for in My
wrath I smote you, but in My favor, pleasure,
and goodwill I have had mercy, love, and pity
for you. 11 And your gates shall be open
continually, they shall not be shut day or night,
that men may bring to you the wealth of the
nations — and their kings led in procession [your
voluntary captives]. [Rev 21:24-27.]
Hos 2:19 And I will betroth you to Me forever;
yes, I will betroth you to Me in righteousness
and justice, in steadfast love, and in mercy.
AMP
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Hos 10:12 Sow for yourselves according to
righteousness (uprightness and right standing
with God); reap according to mercy and lovingkindness. Break up your uncultivated ground, for
it is time to seek the Lord, to inquire for and
of Him, and to require His favor, till He comes
and teaches you righteousness and rains His
righteous gift of salvation upon you. [2 Cor
9:10.] AMP

Mercury Rising
April 7th, 2008
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
priscilla@etpv.org
Isa 60:21-22 AMP Your people also shall all be
[uncompromisingly and consistently] righteous;
they shall possess the land forever, the branch
of My planting, the work of My hands, that I
may be glorified. The least one shall become a
thousand [a clan], and the small one a strong
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nation. I, the Lord, will hasten it in its
[appointed] time.
Isa 31:6-7 AMP Return, O children of Israel,
to Him against Whom you have so deeply plunged
into revolt. 7 For in that day every man of you
will cast away [in contempt and disgust] his idols
of silver and his idols of gold, which your own
hands have sinfully made for you.
Isa 30:32-33, Is 31:1 NKJV And in every
place where the staff of punishment passes,
which the Lord lays on him, It will be with
tambourines and harps; and in battles of
brandishing He will fight with it. 33 For Tophet
was established of old, Yes, for the king it is
prepared.
He has made it deep and large; Its pyre is fire
with much wood; The breath of the Lord, like a
stream of brimstone, Kindles it. Isa 31:1 Woe
to those who go down to Egypt for help, and
rely on horses, Who trust in chariots because
they are many, and in horsemen because they
are very strong, But who do not look to the
Holy One of Israel, Nor seek the Lord!
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“I am sending more of My angels to stoke the
fires, to turn up the heat - to accelerate the
purifying fires that bring forth GOLD in My
beloveds. You will find yourself in a place of
purifying, and the emotions will be difficult to
go through, but the end result will be increase
in My glory. The mercury is rising, the
temperature of My FIRE is being turned UP so
that what comes forth will not cause any self
destruction. So that YOU will walk in the
Spirit , that you will be holy as I AM HOLY !
I AM in what seems like “attacks” from the
enemy, but are actually ME, allowing you to go
through a season of intense purification of your
heart. For out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaks.
I want what comes FORTH FROM YOUR
MOUTH TO BE HOLY ! I want you to reflect
MY HEART, and My character. For the time is
coming, burning like an oven, when all the chaff
will be burned up.
Mal 4:1-2 NKJV - The Great Day of God
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4 "For behold, the day is coming, burning like an
oven, and all the proud, yes, all who do wickedly
will be stubble. And the day which is coming
shall burn them up, "Says the Lord of hosts,
"That will leave them neither root nor branch. 2
But to you who fear My name The Sun of
Righteousness shall arise with healing in His
wings;
I am accelerating this work for the time is
NOW. You have asked Me for MY HEART. You
have said that you want union with ME. Well,
then you must share in My suffering, and share
in what is on MY heart. You must have eyes to
see, and ears to hear all that is going on. So
few REALLY want to know what is going on.
Most people, are just concerned for
themselves. I tell you that I am annihilating all
SELFISHNESS and SELF CENTEREDNESS in
your heart, that you would have MY HEART for
the broken, MY HEART for the lonely, MY
HEART for those on the outside looking in who
need to KNOW MY LOVE.
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How can you know MY LOVE, if you still cannot
even forgive, if you still resent all your hurts
and losses ? You need to practice
THANKFULNESS instead of pride, and
appreciation instead of RESENTMENT ! Some
of you are still like those in the wilderness,
complaining and complaining, and complaining
about every little thing that goes wrong. You do
not know endurance nor persistence ! But you
will LEARN ! Some things have to be instilled in
your heart, not just your mind. It takes longer
for the heart to apprehend, all that it needs to
learn when it has been so BROKEN.
Do NOT give in to condemning yourself. DO
NOT give in to seeking relief without seeking
ME. I AM THE FIRST AND THE LAST, the
BEGINNING and the END. I AM your Resource
for all that you need. So instead of complaining
and spending time in negative resentment and
frustration. KNOW that I DIED, that you
would have all that you NEED. With these
things you should be content, and not resent
that you have been brought through some very
difficult times.
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The one who learns to appreciate rather than
depreciate their past will arise in VICTORY !
The one who PROCLAIMS instead of
COMPLAINS will find new resources in their
holding. I am looking for PRAISE, even in the
midst of adversity, the soul that can praise ME
will soar to new heights of joy and peace, love
and mercy with ME. YOU MUST LEARN TO
OVERCOME. What does overcoming mean to you
? What does it mean to you to be an overcomer ? You must OVERCOME Satan’s lies and
strongholds in your life.
Rev 12:11 AMP And they have overcome
(conquered) him by means of the blood of the
Lamb and by the utterance of their testimony,
for they did not love and cling to life even when
faced with death [holding their lives cheap till
they had to die for their witnessing].
Some of you still don’t understand spiritual
warfare. You think it’s all about rebuking
demons and fighting principalities in prayer. But
the KINGDOM comes not by hearing, but by MY
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PRESENCE. If you want the devil to flee, then
you must CLING TO ME !
If you want demons to flee, then call on ME.
Ask ME to come down, and watch what happens
when you WORSHIP instead of complain and
focus on the enemy.
Try focusing on ME. Try focusing on being in MY
PRESENCE, on worshipping ME, then I WILL
COME, for I inhabit the praises of My people,
not the complaining of My people !
The devil knows this so he tries to WEAR YOU
DOWN so that you will have no energy to seek
ME, no time to seek ME, or the wrong heart
for seeking ME. So I urge you beloveds to
COME AWAY WITH ME. ENTER IN to the
secret place with ME, and there you will find
REST for your soul from all his torments. The
secret is being QUIET with me. In quietness &
rest you will be RESTORED ! It is NOT IN
STRIVING. Just come to me beloveds. For
MY BURDEN IS EASY, My yoke is LIGHT.
Believe that I LOVE YOU and want you to know
how much you are loved !”
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Isa 30:15-16 NKJV For thus says the Lord
God, the Holy One of Israel:
"In returning and rest you shall be saved; In
quietness and confidence shall be your strength.
"But you would not, 16 And you said, "No, for
we will flee on horses" —
Flattery Will Get You NOWHERE
April 12th, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
Ezek 12:24-25 AMP For there shall be no more
any false, empty, and fruitless vision or
flattering divination in the house of Israel. 25
For I am the Lord; I will speak, and the word
that I shall speak shall be performed (come to
pass); it shall be no more delayed or prolonged,
for in your days, O rebellious house, I will
speak the word and will perform it, says the
Lord God.
Job 32:21-22 AMP I will not [I warn you] be
influenced by respect for any man's person and
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show partiality, neither will I flatter any man.
22 For I know not how to flatter, [wasting my
time in mere formalities, for then] my Maker
would soon take me away.
Rom 16:18-19 AMP For such persons do not
serve our Lord Christ but their own appetites
and base desires, and by ingratiating and
flattering speech, they beguile the hearts of
the unsuspecting and simpleminded [people]. 19
For while your loyalty and obedience is known to
all, so that I rejoice over you, I would have you
well versed and wise as to what is good and
innocent and guileless as to what is evil.
“ I am going to cut off all the flattering words
leading to destruction. I will no longer permit
the silver tongued flatterers to connive their
way into the hearts of the innocent. There has
been so much deceit, that it has reached putrid
levels of perversion. People are calling good
evil, and saying that evil is good. It should not
be so in the House of the LORD ! People have
been so vulnerable to this for too long. I am
going to OPEN THE EYES and open the ears to
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the truth that so easily evades those under the
spell of such charlatans in My house that is
called by My name.
People have twisted the word to their advantage
for way too long, and the outcry has come up to
my ears for too long now. NOW you will see
Me ARISE and NOW you will see ME speak
through My prophets with consequence. I will
increase authority for those who have not given
themselves over to bitterness , judging or
criticism, but those who have clung to humility
and wish to move in LOVE. You who want to
move in love, and know the balance of My
judgments, will now be given commissions to
reach into certain places and to speak what I
tell you to speak. I will give you the Spirit of
Might, and as you obey me to go, I will bring
confirming signs and wonders. People who were
closed and prideful will be reduced to
repentance. Those who choose to cling to their
OWN KINGDOMS will find themselves walking
on sandy ground.
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Those who choose the narrow road will find
GRACE and MERCY in their time of need, if
they will OBEY MY leading about making
restitution for their sins.
I am not going to allow PLAYING with the
hearts of My people, and delusion to continue.
Pray for the eyes of the blind to OPEN, and
for the ears of the DEAF to hear. And know
that if they don’t open and don’t respond, that
it is because they CHOOSE DEATH over life
and it is because of their OWN WILL.
I am raising the bar and only the humble, only
those who are willing to BOW to My WILL in
their lives will be able to cross into the land of
promise. THOSE who choose their life over MY
LIFE, will not enter into the REST I have for
them. There will be no safety from fear.
There will be no safety from what is coming.
There will only be desert like Nebuchadnezzar
until their wills yield to ME. The one who
HUMBLES themselves under My mighty hand will
save themselves. Those who wish to continue in
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deluding others will be filled with their own ways
and worse.
Life is precious, yet many have been so ignorant
of the damage they have done to others, and
will find themselves in turmoil from the
consequences of their own decisions. Watch
beloveds that you only help those I TELL YOU
TO HELP. BE discerning. I do not say be
suspicious. I say be DISCERNING. COME to ME
and ask ME about that person and ask Me what
you need to know. I will show you. Trust that
when you ask for bread I will not give you a
stone. THAT is NOT My way to punish you when
you humble yourself. I am forgiveness. I AM
LOVE. I AM PATIENCE. I AM FORBEARANCE.
But there is a limit with those who refuse to
humble themselves. To those who adamantly
refuse My counsel I will withdraw grace so they
will see that apart from ME, they can do
NOTHING. Trust the discernment I have given
you. But be sure your heart has no bitterness
blocking true discernment. Listen not to
flattering lips !
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Suspicion is a fruit of witchcraft control, not
love. Love is kind. Love is PATIENT. Love is
willing to YIELD. Love prevails over darkness
and brings a light that cannot be snuffed out !
It is the most powerful weapon in your arsenal.
WORSHIP is another that will quench all the
firey darts of the enemy. Be abundant in
thankfulness and gratefulness, and realize the
blessings you have been afforded in this land.
USE THEM NOW TO BLESS OTHERS. Do not
hoard them any longer and store up treasures
that you don’t need, or that will be destroyed in
coming judgments. Live frugally and BUILD UP
ONE ANOTHER. Love one another as I have
loved you and forgive others as I have forgiven
you much ! “

Ps 5:8-9 AMP Lead me, O Lord, in Your
righteousness because of my enemies; make
Your way level (straight and right) before my
face. 9 For there is nothing trustworthy or
steadfast or truthful in their talk; their heart
is destruction [or a destructive chasm, a
yawning gulf]; their throat is an open sepulcher;
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they flatter and make smooth with their tongue.
[Rom 3:13.]
Ps 12:2-4 AMP To his neighbor each one
speaks words without use or worth or truth;
with flattering lips and double heart
[deceitfully] they speak. 3 May the Lord cut off
all flattering lips and the tongues that speak
proud boasting, 4 Those who say, With our
tongues we prevail; our lips are our own [to
command at our will] — who is lord and master
over us?
Prov 26:28 AMP A lying tongue hates those it
wounds and crushes, and a flattering mouth
works ruin.
Jude 16-18 AMP These are inveterate
murmurers (grumblers) who complain [of their lot
in life], going after their own desires [controlled
by their passions]; their talk is boastful and
arrogant, [and they claim to] admire men's
persons and pay people flattering compliments to
gain advantage. 17 But you must remember,
beloved, the predictions which were made by
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the apostles (the special messengers) of our
Lord Jesus Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed
One). 18 They told you beforehand, In the last
days (in the end time) there will be scoffers
[who seek to gratify their own unholy desires],
following after their own ungodly passions.

Sleuths & Proofs
April 15th, 2008
Via Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
“ Do you really want to be guilty of speaking
untruths beloveds ? There are so many lies
being tauted now, that it is hard to discern for
most people what is really truth. This is making
many skeptical of anything said. So that truth
lies in the streets dead. Be sure that when you
bring information to light, that what you are
speaking is the ABSOLUTE TRUTH, and not
rumors or lies.
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It is rampant now to go sleuthing for
information on people in authority, and you are
so willing to believe what you do not know for
sure without coming to ME, and asking ME, “is
that true Abba ?” I tell you that you are
participating in SLANDER in many cases as the
world has gone mad with witchcraft and
suspicion. Bitterness fills many hearts and
makes people suspect anyone and everyone of
some malevolent deed.
Keep YOUR MINDS STAYED ON ME. I know
why you are trying to play detective, but you
can get any information you need from ME. I
know everything going on, and you won’t have to
rely on movies, and news, and articles. If you
come to Me, I can tell you what I WANT YOU
TO KNOW even before things happen. I AM
the ALL – KNOWING ONE. I AM the
ALMIGHTY.
So where is your proof for those things you
believe ? Do you know what is in the heart of a
man ? Have you walked in his or her shoes ?
Do you see their weeping and crying over things
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they’ve done and been through ? I tell you that
I see all. I see those whose hearts are black
and wicked, and I see those with good
intentions, but poor actions. I see those with
pure hearts, and those with immature hearts. I
ALONE KNOW THE CONDITION of each heart
! So before you go slandering and gossiping
about other of My children, I ask YOU to come
to ME. And when you share that information if I let you, then you are obligated to PRAY for
that situation or other person if I so lead.
I will NOT have you pray for the wicked who
will NOT turn. And I alone know who will or
won’t turn to ME. I don’t want you to waste
time on the truly malevolent, but to aim your
prayers like arrows for those things I PUT ON
YOUR HEART, and those persons I PUT ON
YOUR HEART. I give to each person different
ones to pray for. Just focus on YOUR part
beloveds. Stay in the realm I’ve ordained you
for.
So do not become the sleuth except for those
things I WANT YOU TO. Do not become the
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gossip-monger or slanderer. Do not give in to
watching all that is on TV and radio that is
nothing but gossip and slander, from angry and
unimaginative busy-bodies.
There are enough people out there to WITNESS
to. I want you to become more concerned with
SOULS. I want you to GO outside the four
walls and reach out to those who are broken and
LOST. Set your sights on HARVEST ! ASK ME
and I will give you the nations, I said. ASK
ME, and I will give you your neighborhoods, your
work places, your schools, and families. Spend
yourselves better in focusing your attentions on
ME, and asking ME, WHO can I witness to
today. WHOSE life can I CHANGE today by
showing Your love !
Beloveds, I have been so generous with you. I
have forgiven you SO much. You know there are
some things you have had trouble giving up –
little foxes that spoil the vine. So please think
first to ask ME about anyone else in your path
before saying anything.
Be quick to listen and slow to speak.
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There are some who still have loose tongues of
PREJUDICE towards those of other races and
ethnicities. You have done it so long you don’t
even hear yourself as I HEAR YOU. Your hearts
are darkened with hatred and judgments, and
criticism from personal experiences, and from
things taught to you as children that were
judgmental and untrue. If you don’t lay down
the AXE and cleanse your heart of these
murderous and hateful attitudes, you will also
be judged unmercifully ! For to those who show
no mercy, no mercy will be given.
Ask ME if that attitude or opinion you feel so
strong about is RIGHT !
For I will NOT hold you guiltless of murder
when you are hating your brothers and sisters.
LOVE is KIND. My love never fails towards you,
so what gives you the right to judge any other
man or woman, boy or girl ? Stop despising the
rebellious, and pray AS I SHOW YOU. Pray in
the Spirit. Pray YOU may be kept from the
wrath to come. Pray for Me to cleanse you from
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all unrighteousness, so that as My glory comes
you will still be able to stand.”
1 John 3:2-3 AMP Beloved, we are [even here
and] now God's children; it is not yet disclosed
(made clear) what we shall be [hereafter], but
we know that when He comes and is manifested,
we shall [as God's children] resemble and be like
Him, for we shall see Him just as He [really] is.
3 And everyone who has this hope [resting] on
Him cleanses (purifies) himself just as He is
pure (chaste, undefiled, guiltless).
1 John 3:11-12 AMP For this is the message
(the announcement) which you have heard from
the first, that we should love one another, 12
[And] not be like Cain who [took his nature and
got his motivation] from the evil one and slew
his brother. And why did he slay him? Because
his deeds (activities, works) were wicked and
malicious and his brother's were righteous
(virtuous).
1 John 3:14-22 AMP We know that we have
passed over out of death into Life by the fact
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that we love the brethren (our fellow
Christians). He who does not love abides
(remains, is held and kept continually) in
[spiritual] death. 15 Anyone who hates
(abominates, detests) his brother [in Christ] is
[at heart] a murderer, and you know that no
murderer has eternal life abiding ( persevering)
within him. 16 By this we come to know
(progressively to recognize, to perceive, to
understand) the [essential] love: that He laid
down His [own] life for us; and we ought to lay
[our] lives down for [those who are our]
brothers [in Him].
17 But if anyone has this world's goods
(resources for sustaining life) and sees his
brother and fellow believer in need, yet closes
his heart of compassion against him, how can
the love of God live and remain in him? 18 Little
children, let us not love [merely] in theory or in
speech but in deed and in truth (in practice and
in sincerity).
19 By this we shall come to know (perceive,
recognize, and understand) that we are of the
Truth, and can reassure (quiet, conciliate, and
pacify) our hearts in His presence,
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20 Whenever our hearts in [tormenting] selfaccusation make us feel guilty and condemn us.
[For we are in God's hands.] For He is above
and greater than our consciences (our hearts),
and He knows (perceives and understands)
everything [nothing is hidden from Him]. 21
And, beloved, if our consciences (our hearts) do
not accuse us [if they do not make us feel guilty
and condemn us], we have confidence (complete
assurance and boldness) before God, 22 And we
receive from Him whatever we ask, because we
[watchfully] obey His orders [observe His
suggestions and injunctions, follow His plan for
us] and [habitually] practice what is pleasing to
Him.
Strident Calls
April 22nd, 2008
through Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
Strident
: characterized by harsh, insistent, and
discordant sound <a strident voice>; also
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: commanding attention by a loud or obtrusive
quality <strident slogans>
synonyms see LOUD, VOCIFEROUS
“ I hear many of My children calling out loudly
for the Kingdom to come, for healing, for
justice. I tell you, that I will not ignore such
desperation ! I know all the details of the very
intricacies of your life. I am not a harsh
taskmaster. The one who is the harsh
taskmaster is the one trying to steal destinies.
I AM going to RESTORE many destinies and
advance many who have been held back. Many
of you have been in a “holding pattern” as an
airplane in the sky, waiting on My orders.
I tell you that I am releasing you soon. Destiny
is at the door. FIRES are being ignited across
the earth ! Glory is soon coming, and the fire
is preparing you for My glory. Look up for your
Redeemer draws nigh ! I am a God close at
hand ! Draw NEARER beloveds, and open your
hearts wide, for I am filling them ! Worship
ME in the beauty of holiness, and know that
your day to SHINE is at hand. Listen for My
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direction. OIL is being poured out, and NEW
WINE.
Though when the enemy sees what I am doing
there will be MORE warfare, KEEP YOUR EYES
ON ME. Though he hisses and snarls, he is a
crushed foe ! I will give you such a fire that
every yoke, and every chain will be broken. I’ve
told you it was coming. Now it will pour forth in
abundance upon the land. For I have heard My
intercessors in America ! I have heard their
sincere pleas and collected their tears in
bottles. I know that there is a remnant who
truly love ME, and I will not allow their prayers
to fall to the ground. Many need more healing,
and I am ARISING WITH HEALING IN MY
WINGS to subdue the enemy’s strongholds and
and remove the curse off the land.
Those who oppose Me will find themselves
overtaken by ME. The OIL of JOY will so flood
this nation, that people who have been so heavy
laden and burdened with sin will see such
marvelous deliverances, they will gladly pour
blessings on you. Where there has been greed
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and avarice in pulpits, there will be a new
company of leaders that will demonstrate the
opposite spirit, and give and give and give !
There will be no more merchandizing in My
temples !
TRUTH and LOVE will prevail. Justice will have
it’s satisfaction. SHAKINGS will be
extraordinary, but so will RESTORATIONS.
Witches & warlocks will repent, and turn
and see that the LORD is indeed GOOD ! As I
touch you, I will release more boldness, for it is
your TESTIMONY that will alter the course of
events. As you speak it forth and testify to
My goodness and the truth of My WORD, I will
do signs and wonders and release those
imprisoned by the enemy.
CRY out for your loved ones. BE BOLD and
COURAGEOUS ! BE STRONG in the power of
MY MIGHT ! Speak with CONFIDENCE about
Your LORD. I am releasing the treasury of
heaven upon the earth in this hour. You will be
kept by MY SPIRIT until I catch you up. Come
beloveds, away with ME, let me heal those last
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vestiges of darkness in your hearts and minds,
and quiet yourself to hear My voice. There is
so much busyness. You must rest in me and be
quiet to hear.
Isa 30:15 NKJV For thus says the Lord God,
the Holy One of Israel:
"In returning and rest you shall be saved;In
quietness and confidence shall
be your strength." But you would not,

Besieged
Apr 25th, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
Besieged 1: to surround with armed forces
2 a: to press with requests : IMPORTUNE
b: to cause worry or distress to : BESET
<doubts besieged him>
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Ps 31:21 AMP Blessed be the Lord! For He has
shown me His marvelous loving favor when I was
beset as in a besieged city.
Isa 1:8 AMP And the Daughter of Zion
[Jerusalem] is left like a [deserted] booth in a
vineyard, like a lodge in a garden of cucumbers,
like a besieged city [spared, but in the midst of
desolation].
Ezek 21:22 AMP In his right hand is the lot
marked for Jerusalem: to set battering rams,
to open the mouth calling for slaughter, to lift
up the voice with a war cry, to set battering
rams against the gates, to cast up siege
mounds, and to build siege towers.
Zech 12:1-4 NKJV "Behold, I will make
Jerusalem a cup of drunkenness to all the
surrounding peoples, when they lay siege against
Judah and Jerusalem. 3 And it shall happen in
that day that I will make Jerusalem a very
heavy stone for all peoples; all who would heave
it away will surely be cut in pieces, though all
nations of the earth are gathered against it. 4
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In that day," says the Lord, "I will strike every
horse with confusion, and its rider with
madness; I will open My eyes on the house of
Judah, and will strike every horse of the
peoples with blindness.
[ If Jerusalem and Israel are for a sign for us,
then consider what the Lord will do for us who
believe in HIM ]
“Zion is MY hill, and the earth is My footstool.
Where is the problem that is too big for Me to
solve ? Is there no balm in Gilead ? Is there
no recognition of the KING Who is in your midst
? Can you not see ? Can you not hear the sound
of the cadence of drums ? There are forces
amassing themselves against you. But I am with
you and I will lead you in the way everlasting.
I will fight along side of My beloveds in this
last battle. I am NOT a God Who is afar off.
Men have thought that I would do nothing, that
I would stand by and have become complacent
and apathetic towards ME. But they will soon
see that I am not absent, nor have I been
blind to all that has been going on. I have only
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been patient. I have waited to give many a
chance to repent of their wickedness. Instead
of repenting, many have grown more and more
deluded, and deceived in their ways. A
backslider will be filled with his own ways.
I told you I would pour out GREAT GRACE, and
that grace is at the door. You have only to
ask. There will be great grace for anyone who
truly repents. All who call on the name of the
Lord will be saved ! I warned you NOT to judge
by the exterior looks and not to judge the past
in a person, because I am bringing warlocks and
witches, new agers, and hindus, muslims and
buddhists into the camp, and you MUST NOT
THINK YOURSELVES BETTER THAN THEY ARE
! Do not be like the workers who griped
because they got the same reward as those who
came later in the day.
At least these will go out into the streets and
SHARE THE GOSPEL. They will not be pew
sitters, who boast in themselves, and ignore the
poor. They will be ACTIVISTS FOR ME. They
will take what they get with GRATITUDE and
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sow into the harvest ! Watch that you don’t
UNDERESTIMATE what I can do or how fast I
can do it !
Put on the garment of HUMILITY and you will
be used mightily ! But if you do not humble
yourself under My hand, you will find yourself
eating grass like Nebuchadnezzar.
Do not underestimate how I can CHANGE a
heart. Pray, pray, pray, for the days of
SUSTAINED GLORY ARE AT HAND, and life
will NEVER be the same, and the ways of doing
things will change. The church will change. How
church is done will change drastically. For I will
revolutionize the body of CHRIST in this hour,
and I will take the RADICAL ones, and those
who don’t mind HOW I DO THINGS, and I will
use them over the religious hypocrites and those
with critical spirits who have underestimated My
beloved prophets.
I will take those with mental illness and deliver
them in a MOMENT ! Then catapult them into
seer anointings, and deliverance & healing
anointings and use them to set others free, and
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to bring LIFE to My body ! WALK IN FAITH
BELOVEDS AND ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE !
STOP limiting ME. I AM THE MIGHTY ONE
OF ISRAEL, that there is NOTHING impossible
with ME. RISE TO FAITH. RISE UP and touch
the lost with CONFIDENCE in who you are in
ME. ARISE AND SHINE for YOUR LIGHT
HAS COME !
There is also a besieging by the enemy of MY
true children. It will come many times from
those in the church who think they are doing Me
a favor, pointing their finger at brothers and
sisters and identifying them as being false when
in fact they will be crucifying the innocent.
Watch that you are not on the side of the
Accuser. READ THE WORD, and stay IN ME.
Do not be given to saying anything of
OPINION, but
Wait on MY WORDS. AM I TOO SMALL TO
HANDLE DECEPTION ?”
Priscilla
tearsofthefather@att.net
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THE COMING GLORY NO ONE CAN STAND IN
WHO IS FALSE !

Ethnos vs Ethnos
April 26th, 2008
Via Pris Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
The Lord said, “Ethnos vs Ethnos”
Mark 13:8 NKJV For nation will rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom. And there
will be earthquakes in various places, and there
will be famines and troubles. These are the
beginnings of sorrows.
Nation:
NT:1484 ethnos (eth'-nos); probably from
NT:1486; a race (as of the same habit), i.e. a
tribe; specially, a foreign (non-Jewish) one
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(usually by implication, pagan): KJV - Gentile,
heathen, nation, people.
Ethnos is the word we get ETHNIC from so
tribe against tribe, as in what happened
recently in Kenya; it was mostly tribal rivalries.
“ Old ethnic rivalries are not dead, and in many
nations there are still unhealed old warring
tribes who have not forgiven nor who know the
LORD of Hosts. So you will see much fighting
between ethnicities. But you will also see
hostilities where those who have been oppressed
will rise up due to long oppression and take back
from those who conquered them, what they see
as their rights.
If you want to see more peace, there must be
more repentance for hatreds, and fear, pride
and malice that has been carried out in the
name of religion or “rights”. In this nation,
there will be antagonism unless you make
RESTITUTION where it is due. This is only
possible by the power of My Spirit ! So ask
what your part is, what YOU can do to bring
more LOVE to bear. Avoid defensiveness, when
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people express their anger and frustration, and
acknowledge their right to be upset, but also
show love & kindness so they will embrace
forgiveness. Repent for those who have hurt
them.
Unless you lay down your sword against your
brother, with the sword you will be consumed !
So on this “National Day of Prayer” I urge you
to set your heart right for any wrong done to
you, to repent for anger, bitterness, hatred
and malice towards others. I assure you it will
not be a waste of time, but will work towards
MORE FIRE being released upon your nation to
heal old wounds. Let the enemy find NOTHING
when he tests your heart towards your
brethren. Forgive any animosity shown you. Lay
down your RIGHTS. I bought and paid for you
with the blood of MY PRECIOUS SON.
I urge you also to pray for the children and
YOUTH, and young adults of America for many
of them, seeing all that is available to them
feel HOPELESS about this nation. They see all
the hypocrisy and greed, avarice, and perversion
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as normal. It has left many feeling useless to
believe the lies they have been taught through
humanism. BRING DOWN THAT STRONGHOLD
! FIGHT ON YOUR KNEES.
GLORY is on it’s way if you will continue to
repent for this nation, and not hold on to your
PRIDE. Repent for your leaders in the
government and in the church ! Do not continue
to see yourself as the only source to the
nations, for there is but ONE Source, and that
is the Most HIGH. ASK FOR GLORY. PRAY
FOR MORE GLORY. PRAY FOR AN EXPLOSION
OF GLORY!
These are not by any means thorough…just a small
representation:
The Lord began then to remind me of a show I’d
seen on PBS about the race riots in Tulsa in
1921
www.itsabouttimebpp.com/Events_In_Our_Time/
pdf/Tulsa_Oklahoma_Race_Riot_1921.pdf
You can go here to read about it. Or
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tulsa_Race_Riot
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Then another article I read about Native
Americans
http://www.iwchildren.org/calif.htm
“People are taught to stereotype other people.
Stereotyping is a learned form of classifying
and labeling others based on inaccurate
information or assumption rather than on factual
knowledge.”
From an article on racism…
It is not absent in the church of Jesus Christ.
Otherwise why would we have “black churches”
and “White churches”? Fear is often behind
such things and PRIDE.
There are other kinds of prejudice, i.e. Rich
against poor which is prevalent. Intelligent vs
those who are not so intelligent. Healthy
against the sick, thin who hate the fat. Let's
learn NOT to assume. We must learn to love
people with GOD’s LOVE, and love whom He
loves. Hate what He hates such as the enemy’s
strongholds over us, and not value our opinions
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which are assumptions not always based on
facts.
More information on our notoriety
http://www.thefurtrapper.com/indian_smallpox.h
tm
Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse introduced vaccination
to the United States in 1800. Due to
contamination and lack of preservation, the
vaccines were often infected with bacteria,
which sometimes resulted in sickness or death.
An article in the New York Times for June
19th, 1880, stated,
“A former surgeon of an immigrant steamer
informs me that it is the usual custom of
steamship surgeons to get a large supply of
vaccine virus at one time, and use it until it is
gone, however long. This will serve to account
for the serious and fatal cases of septic
poisoning following Vaccination, so common in the
United States, according to the information
communicated by correspondents, and also for
the various efforts now being made in several
States to get the Vaccination Laws abolished.”
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How effective was vaccination?:
...Not only had poor sanitation and nutrition lain
the foundation for disease, it was also
compulsory smallpox vaccination campaigns in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries that played
a major role in decimating the populations of:
Japan (48,000 deaths), England and Wales
(44,840 deaths, after 97 percent of the
population had been vaccinated), Scotland,
Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland, Holland, Italy,
India (3 million -- all vaccinated), Australia,
Germany (124,000 deaths), Prussia (69,000
deaths -- all re-vaccinated), and the
Philippines. The epidemics ended in cities where
smallpox vaccinations were either discontinued,
or never begun, and after sanitary reforms
were instituted (Smallpox Vaccination).
Some have stated on Oprah's show years ago
that AIDS entered Africa via vaccinations. I
don't know the truth of that, but given our
history...
.
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Racism against Chinese – Timeline for U.S.
http://www.childbook.com/Racism-AgainstChinese-in-the-United-States-s/158.htm
http://www.google.com/search?
hl=en&rlz=1G1GGLQ_ENUS273&q=racism+against
+chinese++++California
.
Black Racism
http://www.tabunka.org/newsletter/black_racis
m.html
.
Latino gangs target blacks
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa4441/is
_/ai_n16056821
.
Racism against Japanese
http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/Japanese_res
triction.htm
http://teacher.scholastic.com/ACTIVITIES/wwii
/ahf/mineta/background.htm
http://www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/Castro
/3242/writings/japanese.html
.
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A U Tube presentation on Racism – we have so
far to go http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vC9QyvdzY8w

Babel : LET US MAKE A NAME FOR
OURSELVES
April 27th, 2008
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
Today as I was listening to this part of Genesis
felt a nudging of the Lord that He wanted to
say something.
Gen 11:1-4 CJB (S: vii) 1 The whole earth
used the same language, the same words. 2 It
came about that as they traveled from the
east, they found a plain in the land of Shin‘ar
and lived there. 3 They said to one another,
“Come, let’s make bricks and bake them in the
fire.” So they had bricks for building-stone and
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clay for mortar. 4 Then they said, “Come, let’s
build ourselves a city with a tower that has its
top reaching up into heaven, so that we can
make a name for ourselves and not be scattered
all over the earth.”
Message Bible says it this way…
Gen 11:1-4 At one time, the whole Earth
spoke the same language. 2 It so happened that
as they moved out of the east, they came upon
a plain in the land of Shinar and settled down.
3 They said to one another, "Come, let's make
bricks and fire them well." They used brick for
stone and tar for mortar. 4 Then they said,
"Come, let's build ourselves a city and a tower
that reaches Heaven. Let's make ourselves
famous so we won't be scattered here and
there across the Earth."
“I AM the Lord Your GOD, and I will have no
other gods before ME. I AM the MIGHTY
ONE and there is no one mighty as I AM. I
AM the First and the Last, the Beginning and
the End. And what an end I am making to this
scenario ! I have saved the best wine for
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last ! I am pouring and pouring and pouring out
My most favored wine. I am making a feast on
the lees for all who are willing to come.
There are many who will or would not come, so I
will bring in those who WILL come, the broken
and lame, and I will seat them before princes
and kings. They will be healed and delivered
powerfully like the Gadarene demoniac, and they
will be used to bring in the sheaves. Many who
have paid a great price will be delivered
instantly from all kinds of afflictions and
torments, just as when I walked the earth. I
will break THROUGH all that has beset you and
stand you on the ROCK and you will do what I
called you to do.
There will be such a flood and outpouring that
no one will be able to contain it or take credit
for it. I tell you now that if you try to
reorganize it, and take credit for it, there will
be DIRE results. Florida was the root of
beginnings in this nation, and just as it was the
first place in many things, it has become the
first place, but certainly not the last, for it will
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spread like a wildfire to all parts of the land
where I HAVE ORDAINED FOR IT TO FLOW.
This is not man’s movement. It is MINE.
The Portion of Jacob is in your midst, but it is
just the beginning, and you will see even more
startling things as the days of this year pass.
I tell you this is NOT to be taken credit for.
For I am pouring out in response to the prayers
of MANY, not any one person. It is MY timing,
MY MOVE, MY WAVE OF GLORY THAT IS
COMING. IT does not belong to any man.
I am to be the PREEMINENT ONE, and I will
have My way. This is not for an elitist group of
people to “handle” I will take it so far above
any of man’s plans, and there will be a
HOLINESS that comes and defeats any attempt
of the enemy to gain a foothold.
I AM OF THE IMPRESSION THAT I AM HEAD
OF THE CHURCH THAT IS CALLED BY MY
NAME.
WATCH THAT IN YOUR EXCITEMENT AND
JOY THAT WILL BE SO FULL FROM WHAT I
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DO, THAT YOU DON’T ALLOW SELF IN THE
WAY !
For any man who takes credit will have to face
ME and the fullness of MY GLORY !
Watch your tongues ! Do NOT criticize nor
judge. PRAY.
Do not make the mistake of Babel to try and
make a name for yourself.
People WILL want to laud you, for they are in
much idolatry in this hour.
But out of your mouth, shall there not be any
bowing to anyone other than US. Father, Son &
Holy Spirit are ONE, but if you call unholy what
is HOLY, you will find yourself on sinking sand.
Take the “I” our of your language and remember
the LORD YOUR GOD Who saved you ! Get used
to HE did this, HE did that ! It’s not about
YOU.
It is about what I did on the cross ! It is
about the BLOOD I SHED !
I AM REVIVAL. I AM HEALING. I AM PEACE.
I AM JOY.
I AM THE RESOURCE, NOT ANY MAN.
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LAY DOWN YOUR IDOLATRY TO MAN SONS
OF GOD !
I am still on the throne. You are to lift up MY
NAMES, not make a name for yourselves ! If
you don’t wear the mantle of humility, what is
given will be taken away.
Many will come to the front in this move who
have been thought to be NOTHINGS. Then you
will see who the true shepherds are ! Then you
will see who are really wolves. Do not bow to
mammon. RELEASE YOURSELF from the greedy
and liars. Do NOT have anything to do with the
fruits of DARKNESS ! Awaken from your
slumber daughter of Zion, for the KING Who
loves you is in Your midst. Let me take you for
a dance ! Let me take you for a spin ! I AM
THE RESTORER ! I am restoring MY
HEADSHIP in the church & in the WORLD !”
Ex 29:43-45 AMP There I will meet with the
Israelites, and the Tent of Meeting shall be
sanctified by My glory [the Shekinah, God's
visible presence]. 44 And I will sanctify the
Tent of Meeting and the altar; I will sanctify
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also both Aaron and his sons to minister to Me
in the priest's office. 45 And I will dwell
among the Israelites and be their God.
Isa 48:10-11 AMP Behold, I have refined
you, but not as silver; I have tried and chosen
you in the furnace of affliction. 11 For My own
sake, for My own sake, I do it [I refrain and
do not utterly destroy you]; for why should I
permit My name to be polluted and profaned
[which it would be if the Lord completely
destroyed His chosen people]? And I will not
give My glory to another [by permitting the
worshipers of idols to triumph over you].
Ex 33:22-23 NKJV So it shall be, while My
glory passes by, that I will put you in the cleft
of the rock, and will cover you with My hand
while I pass by. 23 Then I will take away My
hand, and you shall see My back; but My face
shall not be seen."
John 15:12-17 NKJV This is My commandment,
that you love one another as I have loved you.
13 Greater love has no one than this, than to
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lay down one's life for his friends. 14 You are
My friends if you do whatever I command you.
15 No longer do I call you servants, for a
servant does not know what his master is doing;
but I have called you friends, for all things that
I heard from My Father I have made known to
you. 16 You did not choose Me, but I chose
you and appointed you that you should go and
bear fruit, and that your fruit should remain,
that whatever you ask the Father in My name
He may give you. 17 These things I command
you, that you love one another.
John 15:18-20 NKJV The World's Hatred "If
the world hates you, you know that it hated Me
before it hated you. 19 If you were of the
world, the world would love its own. Yet because
you are not of the world, but I chose you out
of the world, therefore the world hates you.
20 Remember the word that I said to you,'A
servant is not greater than his master.' If they
persecuted Me, they will also persecute you. If
they kept My word, they will keep yours also
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1 John 2:6 AMP Whoever says he abides in Him
ought [as a personal debt] to walk and conduct
himself in the same way in which He walked and
conducted Himself.
1 John 2:9-11 AMP Whoever says he is in the
Light and [yet] hates his brother [Christian,
born-again child of God his Father] is in
darkness even until now. 10 Whoever loves his
brother [believer] abides (lives) in the Light,
and in It or in him there is no occasion for
stumbling or cause for error or sin. 11 But he
who hates (detests, despises) his brother [in
Christ] is in darkness and walking (living) in the
dark; he is straying and does not perceive or
know where he is going, because the darkness
has blinded his eyes.

“Blood on the Altar”
May 5th, 2008
0222
www.upstreamca.org
Priscilla Van Sutphin
speaking to the Pharisees:
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Matt 23:31-36 NKJV "Therefore you are
witnesses against yourselves that you are sons
of those who murdered the prophets. 32 Fill
up, then, the measure of your fathers' guilt.
33 Serpents, brood of vipers! How can you
escape the condemnation of hell? 34
Therefore, indeed, I send you prophets, wise
men, and scribes: some of them you will kill and
crucify, and some of them you will scourge in
your synagogues and persecute from city to
city, 35 that on you may come all the righteous
blood shed on the earth, from the blood of
righteous Abel to the blood of Zechariah, son of
Berechiah, whom you murdered between the
temple and the altar. 36 Assuredly, I say to
you, all these things will come upon this
generation.
Matt 23:37-39 NKJV Jesus Laments over
Jerusalem
(Luke 13:34,35)
"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one who kills the
prophets and stones those who are sent to her!
How often I wanted to gather your children
together, as a hen gathers her chicks under her
wings, but you were not willing! 38 See! Your
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house is left to you desolate; 39 for I say to
you, you shall see Me no more till you say,
'Blessed is He who comes in the name of the
Lord!'"
Gal 2:21 AMP
[Therefore, I do not treat
God's gracious gift as something of minor
importance and defeat its very purpose]; I do
not set aside and invalidate and frustrate and
nullify the grace (unmerited favor) of God. For
if justification (righteousness, acquittal from
guilt) comes through [observing the ritual of]
the Law, then Christ (the Messiah) died
groundlessly and to no purpose and in vain. [His
death was then wholly superfluous.]
“ Pharisees, My beloveds trusted in themselves,
not in ME. Pharisees were not FAIR you see!
They loaded heavy burdens on others, but did
nothing to remove them themselves.
They burdened people under MAN MADE laws,
and did not follow those rules themselves that
were important to the Mosaic laws – the ten
commandments. They stole, they did not stand
for justice for those oppressed, but oppressed
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them MORE to make themselves richer. THAT
IS THE SAME THING THEY DO HERE IN
AMERICA BELOVEDS. I SPEAK OF THE
MODERN PHARISEES who do not unburden the
people as much as they do things to promote
their OWN SECURITY financially.
Am I blind as you are ? Am I a mere mortal
that I would turn my head and DO NOTHING ?
I have given much time for men & women to
repent of their phariseeism. And there will be
still a small window of repentance. I tell you
now, that anyone who mocks the Ruach Ha
Kodesh as HE comes to pour out POWER to
release the captives will be found greatly
wanting and in serious danger. There is much
that is wrong with My church. Note I said MY
CHURCH. And I AS HEAD OF THE CHURCH
have the plan to break the yoke of bondage to
the enemy within it. Do not be overly
concerned with separation of the goats and
sheep. It is to the angels that I have given
that task ! And to the prophets I will give
authority and power to confront, but ONLY AT
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MY LEADING. I know what each heart needs
to repent.
I know what is in the heart of a man. You must
PRAY for those who have given themselves over
to MIXTURE, to syncretism and bowing to other
gods than I. But I WILL EXPOSE and I WILL
REVEAL the dangers to you IF YOU ASK. So
many are blindly following leaders without any
discernment of the inherent dangers, because
Pharisees are so good at PRETENSE.
I WILL separate the goats from the sheep.
I WILL convict the stony hearts and give them
more chances to repent.
I WILL NOT delay for long My judgment on
those who choose their OWN path.
So I adjure you sons and daughters to choose
WHOM WILL YOU SERVE ?
MAN or I AM ?
There has been much blood on the altars just as
in the days of old. Many prophets have been
scorned and rejected for adhering to standards
of HOLINESS. They have been bruised and
broken, slighted and demeaned, insulted and
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ostracized. They have been prayed against with
ungodly words of men. They have been cursed
with death and poverty.
I urge you not to judge your brothers and
sisters without coming to ME to hear MY
OPINION. I AM THE SOURCE OF ALL
TRUTH. Anything man out of his own flesh
thinks is pride.”
Then the Lord reminded me of something on
watching the story of Moses today.
How when He gave him a sign, one was putting
his hand in his chest, under his robe,
And when he pulled it out, it was covered with
leprous white sores.
Then I felt HE was giving me an impression to
think on why He gave this sign.
The chest is the location of the HEART. Inside
the heart of man is nothing good apart from the
SPIRIT OF GOD. Anything that comes out
from the heart of man is tainted by his own
fleshly pride. Leprosy is an infection that
destroys the flesh literally. It was a judgment
on Miriam for acting in the FLESH to criticize
her brother, and to be envious of his position.
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So unless you walk IN THE SPIRIT, RELYING
ON Ruach instead of your own opinions, you will
be walking in PRIDE of the FLESH.
Contaminating everything you touch, thus it was
his ARM that was put inside his robe/chest.
Then I heard:
“ The fear of man is a snare. Much of what
man does is done out of fear of what others
think. Fear of hurting someone, fear of being
too harsh, or fear of losing one’s own reputation
taints much of man’s actions. So he or she
reacts in PRIDE and arrogance to defend their
position. Then some even will say erroneously
that it is GOD Who is telling them something or
to do something when I had nothing at all to do
with it, trying to justify their actions using ME.
There is no limit to the wickedness of the heart
when SELF is on the throne of it.
Surely I have been removing the stench of SELF
in exposing the refuse in the church. The self
life is in direct OPPOSITION to MY WILL for
your life. I am stirring up MY Ruach in this
hour to REMOVE ALL THE DROSS in your lives,
before the WIND OF MY KINGDOM COMES.
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When the greater wind of MY Kingdom comes
behind this one, THEN you will see many things
you do not want to see. So I TELL YOU TO
PRAY and PREPARE your own hearts by entering
into My glorious presence. I will meet with you
there and I will separate the chaff from the
wheat in your own life as YOU ALLOW ME TO
TOUCH YOU !”
ABBA

Wars & Rumors of Wars
May 6th, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
“ I told you a long time ago what would take
place in this hour. I told you that men would be
lovers of themselves, and wicked in every
possible way. Wicked not only in the world, but
in the church that is called by My name. They
will deliver you up thinking they are doing me a
favor. Do not be surprised at all the things you
are learning or that are being revealed.
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But I want you to keep your eyes upon ME, to
keep YOUR HEARTS free from the love of the
world and the pride of your flesh ! If you focus
on ME, then your hearts will be fed with the
Bread of Life. If you hold ME away from you
and do not CLING to ME, then you will find
yourself feeling very alone and afraid. But the
one who KNOWS MY LOVE, knows that I am
very near, even when I seem afar. That one
knows that no matter what happens to them,
they will be in the palm of MY HAND.
You cannot believe many of you, the things that
have been uncovered. Nor will it be easy to
believe all that is YET TO BE uncovered ! Yet
you must cling to ME, to know what is truth,
and what is a lie. For this is the hour when the
enemy has arisen and He is the FATHER of
LIES. You cannot HEAR what I say unless you
stop talking and quiet yourself before ME. So
many are running around and scurrying here and
there, busy, busy, busy, but not sitting at My
feet for very long to get the impressions and
words from ABOVE.
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The enemy has much information but NO
REVELATION. His techniques don’t change.
He also is the same, over and over. He moves
by doubt, unbelief, planting all kinds of
discouragement and lies. But YOU are about to
be changed by MY GLORY forever.
YOU will find yourself experiencing a taste of
heaven on this earth while it yet remains for a
time.
Do not underestimate MY POWER !!!
Do not underestimate MY LOVE for mankind and
MY CHURCH !!!!
Do not underestimate MY KINDNESS.
DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE MY WRATH AT
WICKEDNESS !!!
I AM HOLY. And I told you to be holy as I AM
holy !
What does that mean to you ?
I said foxes have holes, and birds have nests,
but the Son of Man has no place to lay His head
! I said that what does it profit a man to gain
the whole world, and LOSE HIS SOUL ! You
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are not discerning truth from a lie, because you
are not reading and digesting the TRUTH.
You go to church, and that is good. You are
honoring My command to gather together. But
you are not discerning what you are listening to
at times. You are not discerning FRUIT of the
lives you honor. Some of you honor the life of
pastors and prophets above ME ! You have
fallen to idolatry to man. I tell you the truth,
there is no LIFE in any man that does not come
from ME.
I AM DISTURBED by all the criticism and
accusations among My own.
I am disturbed at all the warring within My
church.
I AM disturbed by all the grasping for fame and
glory.
I AM disturbed also at all the sin and
defilement in the church leaders and body.
THAT IS WHY I HAVE COME.
THAT IS WHAT I WILL FIX.
THAT IS WHAT I WILL DEAL WITH MYSELF
THROUGH THE POWER OF MY GLORIOUS
RUACH ELOHIM.
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I’M NOT JUST COMING IN ONE WAVE, OR
THE “THIRD WAVE’.
I AM COMING IN WAVE AFTER WAVE AFTER
WAVE.
EACH WAVE PREPARING YOU FOR THE NEXT
ONE.
EACH WAVE DESTROYING THE YOKE OF THE
ENEMY ON YOUR LIVES.
I WILL HAVE A GLORIOUS BRIDE !!!
Am I not the WISE ONE ? Am I NOT the
GLORIOUS ONE ?
Is anything too difficult for ME ? Are you
GOD oh man, that you can judge ?
Have you found perfection in yourself ? Have
you removed all the motes from your eyes ?
Do you think ME too small to do anything to
correct those who
abuse My sheep and mislead them ?
Where in My WORD do you see witches healing
anyone ?
Where in MY WORD do you see demons healing
anyone ?
Where in My WORD do you see people asking
for MY HOLY SPIRIT TO COME, and I send
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them demons ? Am I not the Father Who said,
“If you ask for bread will I give you a stone ?”
If you want to know the truth about lying signs
and wonders, read again about Moses.
Look at who the perpetrators were ! They were
warlocks – priests of Egyptian gods.
The great deception is yet to come. It will come
with great UNBELIEF in anything to do with MY
SON. There will be NO MENTION of MY SON.
It will blaspheme the name of My Son and deny
His existence. It will come with lying signs and
wonders, but they will not be miraculous
healings. They will be healing through trickery
of demons. Wearing of bracelets that heal you.
Selling amulets that heal you. Rings that you
can wear that are cursed, and when you put
them on, they will bring healing from pain, but
bondage to Satan. You have to BUY THEM to
get healing. You have to pay to get healing !
There is much greed in My church, and I am
coming to DRIVE OUT THE
MONEYCHANGERS ! They have forgotten their
first love. There is also much compromise
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through witchcraft & divination that I WILL
EXPOSE. Not all is as it seems beloveds. You
have been so duped by a system that reeks of
idolatry and is putrid with sin. It is a stench in
My nostrils, and I WILL PURGE MY
THRESHING FLOOR ! I WILL DO IT. MY
GLORY WILL FILL MY HOUSE. The latter glory
is greater than the former. So am I NOT BIG
ENOUGH TO HANDLE ALL THE PERVERSION
THAT IS IN MY HOUSE ? AM I not great
enough to handle all the FREEMASONRY in MY
CHURCH ? Who of your leaders has spoken
against it ?
Who of your leaders have taught you how to
avoid witchcraft & divination ?
PRAY FOR ALL THAT IS UNHOLY TO BE
UNCOVERED !
Those who are REAL will be elevated and then
you will see MORE STARTLING signs and
wonders ! There will be CONVICTION OF
HEARTS, and repentance that works
righteousness, peace and JOY in the Spirit. But
do not discount what I am pouring out through
weaker vessels. Wait and see that the LORD IS
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GOOD. I am giving many a chance to change
and repent in this WAVE of MY LOVE. But
greater and greater waves are coming.
GREATER GLORY IS COMING ! I told you I
would not leave you nor forsake you…that I
would be with you until the end of all time !
These waves will turn into a TSUNAMI that
floods the land with My GLORY ! ”
Mark 13:7-13 NKJV But when you hear of
wars and rumors of wars, do not be troubled;
for such things must happen, but the end is not
yet. 8 For nation will rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom. And there will be
earthquakes in various places, and there will be
famines and troubles. These are the beginnings
of sorrows. 9 "But watch out for yourselves,
for they will deliver you up to councils, and you
will be beaten in the synagogues. You will be
brought before rulers and kings for My sake,
for a testimony to them.
10 And the gospel must first be preached to all
the nations. 11 But when they arrest you and
deliver you up, do not worry beforehand, or
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premeditate what you will speak. But whatever
is given you in that hour, speak that; for it is
not you who speak, but the Holy Spirit. 12
Now brother will betray brother to death, and a
father his child; and children will rise up against
parents and cause them to be put to death. 13
And you will be hated by all for My name's
sake. But he who endures to the end shall be
saved.
Rev 4 AFTER THIS I looked, and behold, a
door standing open in heaven! And the first
voice which I had heard addressing me like [the
calling of] a war trumpet said, Come up here,
and I will show you what must take place in the
future. 2 At once I came under the [Holy]
Spirit's power, and behold, a throne stood in
heaven, with One seated on the throne! [Ezek
1:26.] 3 And He Who sat there appeared like
[the crystalline brightness of] jasper and [the
fiery] sardius, and encircling the throne there
was a halo that looked like [a rainbow of]
emerald. [Ezek 1:28.]
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4 Twenty-four other thrones surrounded the
throne, and seated on these thrones were
twenty-four elders ( the members of the
heavenly Sanhedrin), arrayed in white clothing,
with crowns of gold upon their heads. 5 Out
from the throne came flashes of lightning and
rumblings and peals of thunder, and in front of
the throne seven blazing torches burned, which
are the seven Spirits of God [the sevenfold Holy
Spirit]; 6 And in front of the throne there was
also what looked like a transparent glassy sea,
as if of crystal. And around the throne, in the
center at each side of the throne, were four
living creatures (beings) who were full of eyes in
front and behind [with intelligence as to what is
before and at the rear of them]. [Ezek
1:5,18.]
7 The first living creature (being) was like a
lion, the second living creature like an ox, the
third living creature had the face of a man, and
the fourth living creature [was] like a flying
eagle. [Ezek 1:10.] 8 And the four living
creatures, individually having six wings, were full
of eyes all over and within [underneath their
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wings]; and day and night they never stop
saying, Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God
Almighty (Omnipotent), Who was and Who is and
Who is to come. [Isa 6:1-3.]
9 And whenever the living creatures offer glory
and honor and thanksgiving to Him Who sits on
the throne, Who lives forever and ever (through
the eternities of the eternities), [Ps 47:8.] 10
The twenty-four elders ( the members of the
heavenly Sanhedrin) fall prostrate before Him
Who is sitting on the throne, and they worship
Him Who lives forever and ever; and they throw
down their crowns before the throne, crying
out, 11 Worthy are You, our Lord and God, to
receive the glory and the honor and dominion,
for You created all things; by Your will they
were [brought into being] and were created. [Ps
19:1.]
through Priscilla Van Sutphin
“What is Success?”
May 10th, 2008
Thru Priscilla Van Sutphin
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Mark 8:36-38 NKJV
36 For what will it profit a man if he gains the
whole world, and loses his own soul? 37 Or
what will a man give in exchange for his soul?
38 For whoever is ashamed of Me and My words
in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him
the Son of Man also will be ashamed when He
comes in the glory of His Father with the holy
angels."
The trouble with a pharisaical spirit is it doesn’t
allow the person to believe
In the full grace of God, nor the fullness of His
love. It’s too unbelievable to them.
So they try in their own strength, which is
futile, to keep the law, and strive to please
Me. The person who lives in GRACE and knows
that I have redeemed them, and doesn’t strive
understands that I am the guide for their life,
and that all they have to do is LEAN on ME.
And because they can FEEL MY LOVE FOR
THEM, and EXPERIENCE IT, they love Me so
much they don’t WANT to sin, even though they
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may fail over and over. They know that like a
good Father, I am willing to take them in,
because their HEART wants to love Me, and
walk IN ME.
Once you walk away from GRACE, you are
walking in WITCHCRAFT.
That leads to walking as YOU try and trying to
meet some code of law you have set up in your
mind to obey. It may be man’s rules, your rules
& my rules, but it is tainted with lack of
understanding of what I did at the cross. You
are walking in YOUR ABILITY instead of MY
ABILITY to keep you. You are trusting in YOU
instead of in ME. That is what makes it
witchcraft.
And that leads to not being able to do anything
fully right because you are trusting in yourself.
Then that person feels condemned and guilty all
the time. Life is SO serious and weighty. The
enemy is able to attack you more because you’ve
opened your soul up to deception, and delusion is
the next step. So it is KEY to walk in GRACE,
knowing that apart from ME, you can do NO
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THING, NOTHING, NOTHING ! As a leader
walks in this, they are led further and further
down a path of striving to succeed, and trying
out MAN’s WAYS of doing things to attain a
goal of SUCCESS which is worldly, and not MY
WAYS of success. Success in My Kingdom is
walking in MY WILL for your life. Period !
Not everyone called to MY KINGDOM is going to
be successful in the world’s perception of
“success”. Today in the U.S. and Europe,&
many, many places in the world, there is a
perception of ME that is SO distorted and
thinking that success in this world has to do
with NUMBERS of people saved, or largeness of
your ministry or church. SUCCESS in MY
KINGDOM HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THAT
!
Not everyone is called to BUILD a huge edifice,
or building. This is not a measurement of
KINGDOM SUCCESS, though men have said
that, to build their OWN KINGDOMS !
TO KNOW ME is the greatest success. TO
LOVE ME with all of your heart, all of your
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soul, all of your mind, emotions and strength is
success. To learn what LOVING ME is all about,
& to learn how much I LOVE YOU, and to love
others with that love is what life is all about. I
told you the commandments were contained in
these two…
Mark 12:29-33 NKJV
29 Jesus answered him, "The first of all the
commandments is: 'Hear, O Israel, the Lord our
God, the Lord is one. 30 And you shall love the
Lord your God with all your heart, with all your
soul, with all your mind, and with all your
strength.' This is the first commandment. 31
And the second, like it, is this: 'You shall love
your neighbor as yourself.' There is no other
commandment greater than these."
32 So the scribe said to Him, "Well said,
Teacher. You have spoken the truth, for there
is one God, and there is no other but He. 33
And to love Him with all the heart, with all the
understanding, with all the soul, and with all the
strength, and to love one's neighbor as oneself,
is more than all the whole burnt offerings and
sacrifices."
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If you love your neighbor, you won’t steal from
them. You won’t gossip about them. You won’t
murder them. You won’t entice their wife to
adultery with you. You won’t try to cheat them,
nor will you dishonor them. You wont’ do
anything that you wouldn’t want done to you ! If
you love them, you won’t cheat the people in
your congregation to get money for a bigger
home or car for yourself. If you LOVE you
won’t take advantage of the weak, the humble
and the merciful, nor trample on My prophets to
make money for yourself. If you love ME, you
will trust ME to provide all you need without
stealing from others. If you love ME, you will
live simply and humbly as I did. You won’t give
in to SELF INDULGENCE at the expense of
others. If you love others, you won’t be selfish
with this worlds’ goods when others are in need.
My grace is sufficient for you. That means in
ANY situation that you need ME, I am there
for you with all that I AM. So if you are being
tempted, CALL ON MY GRACE. ASK and it will
be given you. When you go YOUR OWN WAY,
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and ignore ME, then you are going to struggle.
If you get prideful and judge other’s walks with
ME, then I will withdraw MY GRACE, and let
you see how it is to do things APART FROM ME
and MY POWER TO HELP YOU. Then you will
LEARN that apart from Me, YOU can do
NOTHING.
Sometimes I allow FAILURE for the same
reason. When you get too prideful and thinking
you are better than someone else who is
TRYING to walk with ME, then you will find
yourself struggling because you have denied MY
GRACE is what has kept you.
You can’t ACHIEVE ANYTHING APART FROM
ME.
I gave you that job. I gave you that wife, or
husband if you relied on ME.
I gave you the brains to get through college or
grad school.
I gave you the physical stamina to make it
through hard things.
I gave you the emotional stamina to survive
abuse.
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I gave you the grace to confront lies with love,
and to forgive those who’ve mistreated you. Do
you really think you could have done all you’ve
done without MY HAND on your life ? THAT IS
PRIDE. Leviathan is alive and well in the
Western church. But I HAVE COME TO
ANNHILATE IT. I HAVE COME TO BRING
DOWN THE PRIDE OF THE HAUGHTY.
Isa 10:33 NKJV Behold, the Lord, The Lord of
hosts, Will lop off the bough with terror; Those
of high stature will be hewn down, And the
haughty will be humbled.
Dan 4:37 AMP Now I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise
and extol and honor the King of heaven, Whose
works are all faithful and right and Whose ways
are just. And those who walk in pride He is able
to abase and humble.
Money schemes to get more were never a part
of MY PLAN for religious leaders. Giving in to
taking money from ungodly sources, was never
MY PLAN. Living selfishly & extravagantly when
others are starving was never MY PLAN. The
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early church helped each other, and never went
without helping one another in every kind of
difficult situation. Building large empires, or
palatial mansions was not MY WILL.
Walking with one foot in MY Kingdom, and one
foot in Satan’s kingdom was never MY PLAN
FOR YOU. I will tell you what My will is. My
will is that all men get to hear the plan of
salvation. My plan is that they all also get
FREEDOM from oppression. I am more
concerned with their souls than your comforts.
I am more concerned with feeding the hungry
and housing the homeless, than with conferences
to make more money. I am more concerned
with PEOPLE than with THINGS.
Let me ask you sons and daughters, WHAT ARE
YOU WILLING TO GIVE UP THAT OTHERS
MIGHT HAVE THEIR NEEDS MET ????
JUDAS was one who thought more about his own
gain, than the needs of others. That is why he
continued to fall into perdition. Look around you
and see, how many there are now who think
more of themselves than the common men and
women they are supposed to SERVE and ask
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yourself, are you any different ? And HAVE
YOU CONFRONTED their selfishness with your
own kindness and demonstration of the gospel ?
A laid down life will urge others to follow in
your footsteps. Others will want to know how
you do it. Even the sinners know when church is
commercialized. So they avoid such hideous
demonstrations and refuse what is presented
because they see the selfishness.
It is only a laid down life that will attract the
REAL hungry and thirsty. Demonstrations of MY
KINDNESS is what is needed. THAT is why I
have come with HEALING in MY WINGS.”
Mal 4:2-5 AMP But unto you who revere and
worshipfully fear My name shall the Sun of
Righteousness arise with healing in His wings and
His beams, and you shall go forth and gambol
like calves [released] from the stall and leap for
joy. 3 And you shall tread down the lawless and
wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles
of your feet in the day that I shall do this,
says the Lord of hosts. 4 [Earnestly] remember
the law of Moses, My servant, the statutes and
the ordinances which I commanded him on
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[Mount] Horeb [to give] to all Israel. 5 Behold,
I will send you Elijah the prophet before the
great and terrible day of the Lord comes. [Matt
11:14; 17:10-13.]
Angels, Demons and Paraphernalia - Word
May 22nd, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
©Priscilla Van Sutphin
Paraphernalia: Etymology: Medieval Latin,
ultimately from Greek parapherna bride's
property beyond her dowry, from para- +
phernē dowry, from pherein to bear — more at
BEAR 1: the separate real or personal property
of a married woman that she can dispose of by
will and sometimes according to common law
during her life 2: personal belonging 3 a:
articles of equipment : FURNISHINGS b:
accessory items: APPURTENANCES = 1: an
incidental right (as a right-of-way) attached to
a principal property right and passing in
possession with it
Bartleby’s
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(used with a sing. or pl. verb) 1. Personal
belongings. 2. The articles used in a particular
activity; equipment: a photographer's
paraphernalia. See synonyms at equipment. 3. A
married woman's personal property exclusive of
her dowry, according to common law.
Rom 8:29-39 AMP
29 For those whom He foreknew [of whom He
was aware and loved beforehand], He also
destined from the beginning [foreordaining them]
to be molded into the image of His Son [and
share inwardly His likeness], that He might
become the firstborn among many brethren.
30 And those whom He thus foreordained, He
also called; and those whom He called, He also
justified (acquitted, made righteous, putting
them into right standing with Himself). And
those whom He justified, He also glorified
[raising them to a heavenly dignity and condition
or state of being]. 31 What then shall we say
to [all] this? If God is for us, who [can be]
against us? [Who can be our foe, if God is on
our side?] [Ps 118:6.] 32 He who did not
withhold or spare [even] His own Son but gave
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Him up for us all, will He not also with Him
freely and graciously give us all [other] things?
33 Who shall bring any charge against God's
elect [when it is] God Who justifies [that is,
Who puts us in right relation to Himself? Who
shall come forward and accuse or impeach those
whom God has chosen? Will God, Who acquits
us?] 34 Who is there to condemn [us]? Will
Christ Jesus (the Messiah), Who died, or rather
Who was raised from the dead, Who is at the
right hand of God actually pleading as He
intercedes for us? 35 Who shall ever separate
us from Christ's love? Shall suffering and
affliction and tribulation? Or calamity and
distress? Or persecution or hunger or
destitution or peril or sword?
36 Even as it is written, For Thy sake we are
put to death all the day long; we are regarded
and counted as sheep for the slaughter. [Ps
44:22.] 37 Yet amid all these things we are
more than conquerors and gain a surpassing
victory through Him Who loved us. 38 For I am
persuaded beyond doubt (am sure) that neither
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death nor life, nor angels nor principalities, nor
things impending and threatening nor things to
come, nor powers, 39 Nor height nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation will be able to
separate us from the love of God which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.
Song came to mind: Nothing shall separate us
from the Love of God. By Noel Richards
Then I heard…
“NOTHING, NOTHING, NOTHING can
separate those who follow ME from MY LOVE.
NOTHING ! There is nothing in heaven or on
earth, or under the earth that will be able to
keep My beloveds from My love and defense. I
said I would break every chain that encumbers.
I said I would destroy the yoke of the enemy in
your lives and I will.
I said I would pour out MY GLORY and I WILL.
Why do the nations rage and the people plot
vain things ?”
Ps 2:1-5 NKJV Why do the nations rage, And
the people plot a vain thing? 2 The kings of the
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earth set themselves, And the rulers take
counsel together, Against the Lord and against
His Anointed, saying, 3 "Let us break Their
bonds in pieces And cast away Their cords from
us." 4 He who sits in the heavens shall laugh;
The Lord shall hold them in derision. 5 Then He
shall speak to them in His wrath, And distress
them in His deep displeasure:
“The deception of the enemy is believed only
when you do not yield to the desire for
obedience and righteousness. But those who
hunger and thirst for righteousness WILL BE
FILLED. So many have wandered away from
the truth, thus they are prone to fall into
deception and delusion, because they want the
easy life, the slippery path that is wide. But
those who WANT TRUTH, and those who
WANT righteousness, will not be fooled. I will
not allow them to be fooled for long. For they
will SEE the fruits and judge by the fruit
exhibited in others. So don’t worry about who
is blind and who is seeing. Let me sort it out
for them as each person has their unique
abilities and backgrounds, and all who HEAR will
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HEAR. Those who don’t WANT to hear will stay
deaf. Just speak the truth that I TELL YOU,
when I tell you.”
2 Thess 2:7-12 NKJV For the mystery of
lawlessness is already at work; only He who now
restrains will do so until he is taken out of the
way. 8 And then the lawless one will be
revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the
breath of His mouth and destroy with the
brightness of His coming.
2 Thess 2:9-10 AMP The coming [of the lawless
one, the antichrist] is through the activity and
working of Satan and will be attended by great
power and with all sorts of [pretended] miracles
and signs and delusive marvels — [all of them]
lying wonders — 10 And by unlimited seduction
to evil and with all wicked deception for those
who are perishing (going to perdition) because
they did not welcome the Truth but refused to
love it that they might be saved.
Word for wonder here is: NT:5059 te/ra$
teras (ter'-as); of uncertain affinity; a prodigy
or omen: KJV - wonder.
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“Beloveds, KEEP YOUR EYES ON ME ! KEEP
PRAISING in the midst of dark times !
Remember Paul and Barnabas singing in jail ?
Keep in THANKFULNESS even when you see
people falling away into deception and given over
to the enemy. Yes, it breaks your heart that
many will even be good friends or family.
Strengthen yourself in My LOVE, and the
WORD. PRAY for all you love. MY BLOOD is
stronger than any weapon of the enemy. MY
LOVE is as strong as death ! There will be
much confusion with the delusion. So keep in
praise, in worship, in prayer and communion with
ME. For there will also be GREAT HARVEST in
this hour and I need you focused on ME. FOR I
AM POURING OUT MY GLORY, and soon it will
escalate into greater strength and the FEAR OF
THE LORD will descend on whole congregations,
on whole cities and regions.”
Acts 16:22-26 NKJV And when they had laid
many stripes on them, they threw them into
prison, commanding the jailer to keep them
securely. 24 Having received such a charge, he
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put them into the inner prison and fastened
their feet in the stocks.
The Philippian Jailer Saved - 25 But at midnight
Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to
God, and the prisoners were listening to them.
26 Suddenly there was a great earthquake, so
that the foundations of the prison were shaken;
and immediately all the doors were opened and
everyone's chains were loosed.
“Do not fear ~ and do not accuse things which
you know nothing about first hand. Instead,
come to ME and ask of ME for TRUTH. LOOK
TO ME FOR YOUR HEALING AND
SALVATION, NOT TO MEN. Have FAITH
enough to know that I’m in control of all things
in heaven and on earth. WAIT, WAIT on ME
for direction and guidance for there is much
confusion now as men relate their revelations,
but the timing and the execution is in MY
HANDS. I will show you what direction to go or
not go if you ask !”
Prov 17:14-15 NKJV
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14 The beginning of strife is like releasing
water; Therefore stop contention before a
quarrel starts. 15 He who justifies the wicked,
and he who condemns the just, Both of them
alike are an abomination to the Lord.
Isa 40:28-31 AMP
28 Have you not known? Have you not heard?
The everlasting God, the Lord, the Creator of
the ends of the earth, does not faint or grow
weary; there is no searching of His
understanding. 29 He gives power to the faint
and weary, and to him who has no might He
increases strength [causing it to multiply and
making it to abound]. [2 Cor 12:9.] 30 Even
youths shall faint and be weary, and [selected]
young men shall feebly stumble and fall
exhausted; 31 But those who wait for the
Lord [who expect, look for, and hope in Him]
shall change and renew their strength and
power; they shall lift their wings and mount up
[close to God] as eagles [mount up to the sun];
they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk
and not faint or become tired. [Heb 12:1-3.]
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“I RIDE ON THE WINGS OF THE WIND, AND
I AM THE GOD OF JESHURUN WHO
WAS,WHO IS, AND WHO IS TO COME.
THERE IS NOONE LIKE ME. THERE IS NO
THING LIKE ME. THERE IS NO CREATED
THING THAT CAN HEAL AS I HEAL, THAT
CAN REVEAL AS I REVEAL. MY
UNDERSTANDING IS BEYOND MAN’S
COMPREHENSION. MY WISDOM IS ABOVE
ALL MAN’S WISDOM. SO COME TO ME. SIT
WITH ME. LET ME SHOW YOU THE GREAT
AND MARVELOUS THINGS I HAVE SAVED
FOR YOU IN THIS GENERATION TO
REVEAL ! KEEP YOUR FOCUS ON ME AND I
WILL NOT DISAPPOINT YOU.”
Jer 33:3 AMP Call to Me and I will answer you
and show you great and mighty things, fenced in
and hidden, which you do not know (do not
distinguish and recognize, have knowledge of and
understand).
Deut 32:15-16 NKJV "But Jeshurun grew fat
and kicked; You grew fat, you grew thick, You
are obese! Then he forsook God who made him,
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And scornfully esteemed the Rock of his
salvation. 16 They provoked Him to jealousy
with foreign gods; with abominations they
provoked Him to anger.
Deut 33:26-27 NKJV "There is no one like the
God of Jeshurun, Who rides the heavens to help
you, and in His excellency on the clouds. 27 The
eternal God is your refuge, and underneath are
the everlasting arms; He will thrust out the
enemy from before you, and will say, 'Destroy!'
“There are many who have great PRIDE in their
revelations and the gifts I’ve given them who
will be corrected by ME and those I’VE SENT.
So again, PRAY, and be swift to HEAR, and
SLOW to speak ! WAIT on ME ! I am pouring
out My Spirit on ALL FLESH. REMEMBER MY
WORD ! I WILL HAVE A GLORIOUS BRIDE.
She cannot be glorious without MY GLORY. For
the glory of man is fading away and the
knowledge of MY GLORY will fill the earth like
the water covers the sea. I will invade every
household, every institution, every city, every
government office, every secret meeting! I will
leave NO STONE unturned because I have
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promised to reveal Myself to all before the
great and terrible day of the LORD which is at
hand ! I am not willing that any perish.
Judgments have started for some time now, and
will escalate. So PREACH THE TRUTH seasoned
with MY LOVE and PEACE, JOY and KINDNESS
! How will they know if you sit in your house
and touch no one ? NOW people are talking
aren’t they ? They are amazed by what they
see, yet they do not know the fullness yet of
what I will do. Some think this healing move is
something, when the fullness is not yet come.
For I said that in REPENTANCE there is JOY.
I have promised to break every CHAIN on MY
PEOPLE, and to bring in a great harvest ! As
the judgments increase there will be a
destruction to all paraphernalia people hang on
to ! You will only have ME to hold on to.
Remember that each man has his own will with
which to decide for good or for evil. Remember
that I said My glory would arise upon you in this
hour and be SEEN upon you.
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Remember that I AM THE LORD AND THERE
IS NO OTHER.
Remember that I told you to walk in the light as
I AM IN THE LIGHT !
Remember that I am the LORD and that I live
in you that you may TRAMPLE on serpents and
scorpions and all the power of the evil one !
Remember that nothing can separate you from
ME, for I will fight along side of you and will
never leave you nor forsake you !
Remember that MY GRACE will endure forever
for all who call upon the name of the Lord WILL
be saved !”
Luke 15:7 AMP Thus, I tell you, there will be
more joy in heaven over one [especially] wicked
person who repents ( changes his mind,
abhorring his errors and misdeeds, and
determines to enter upon a better course of
life) than over ninety-nine righteous persons who
have no need of repentance.
Acts 20:21 AMP But constantly and earnestly I
bore testimony both to Jews and Greeks, urging
them to turn in repentance [that is due] to God
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and to have faith in our Lord Jesus Christ [that
is due Him].
2 Peter 3:9 AMP
The Lord does not delay
and is not tardy or slow about what He
promises, according to some people's conception
of slowness, but He is long-suffering
(extraordinarily patient) toward you, not
desiring that any should perish, but that all
should turn to repentance.
2 Peter 3:11-12 AMP Since all these things
are thus in the process of being dissolved, what
kind of person ought [each of] you to be [in the
meanwhile] in consecrated and holy behavior and
devout and godly qualities, 12 While you wait
and earnestly long for (expect and hasten) the
coming of the day of God by reason of which
the flaming heavens will be dissolved, and the
[material] elements [of the universe] will flare
and melt with fire? [Isa 34:4.]
Joel 2:28-32 AMP
28 And afterward I will pour out My Spirit upon
all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall
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prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams,
your young men shall see visions. 29 Even upon
the menservants and upon the maidservants in
those days will I pour out My Spirit. 30 And I
will show signs and wonders in the heavens, and
on the earth, blood and fire and columns of
smoke.
31 The sun shall be turned to darkness and the
moon to blood before the great and terrible day
of the Lord comes. [Isa 13:6,9-11; 24:21-23;
Ezek 32:7-10; Matt 24:29,30; Rev 6:12-17.]
32 And whoever shall call on the name of the
Lord shall be delivered and saved, for in Mount
Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be those who
escape, as the Lord has said, and among the
remnant [of survivors] shall be those whom the
Lord calls. [Acts 2:17-21; Rom 10:13.]
India Oh India
May 24th, 2008
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
To the Christian Church in India:
The Lord says,
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India beloved, My neglected, My abused
daughter, how I love you and adore you !
The day of your deliverance is at hand ! I know
the pain and suffering you have greatly
endured. I know the condition of the body of
Christ which has been so divided and
competitive. But I am bringing changes to you
that will compel you to support one another, for
there will be no solace from your enemies
within. There will be only a need to CLING TO
ME in the midst of the darkness.
You have much history of clinging, yet so much
fear has filled the heart of My Indian church,
and too many western ways. I have called you
out of darkness, into My glorious, glorious
LIGHT. I AM THE WAY, THE TRUTH, and
the LIFE ! I AM THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.
Your guru’s have penetrated other nations with
their abominable lies and destruction. Thus I
will send some of you to heal up the wounds
incurred by My western bride, to bring them
GOOD FOOD that they will know that they must
suffer with ME to share in My glory !
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Your managers and handlers are not happy, nor
are they mindful of the things of God. Yet I
will have MY WAY in your nation ! There is
nothing that is impossible for ME. Hyderabad,
know that I have watched and weighed you in
the balances, and strange worship is lifted up
within your gates, but I will heal your wounds of
the past and bring you deliverers who will also
teach you TRUTH.
Bangalore, friend with the west, I will also
bring down the vain philosophies of men and
show you that you are NOTHING before MY
POWER AND GLORY ! You are walking in
western ways, but this does not please me.
Your business men, and your pride is lifted up,
and I will SHAKE your foundations. Those who
are faithful to ME there will STAND in the
midst of shakings and I will pour out great
POWER & GLORY upon your people that they
may heal the wounds of your people.
Delhi, you have stood as a beacon of paganism
and profit, and though you have advanced in
some western ways, I will allow changes that will
benefit MY KINGDOM above YOURS. Watch
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from the NORTH, for you will not find
friendship with kings of the desert nations.
They have another motive to help you. For they
seek to expand THEIR kingdom, and that of
their pagan god. Those who stand within you,
who are MINE will be safe in My arms. But the
violence of the past and of the political parties
who oppose ME, will be destroyed. They will
WANT to know the TRUTH, Who is MY SON,
when I get through with them. I will shake your
foundations ! I will startle you with what I
do ! I will shake you loose from the ancient
paths you’ve taken and those who have come to
ME will heal your wounds and
Show you the TRUTH of My existence with
their LOVE with which I am anointing them.
Chennai, city of chambers, I will pour out My
glory upon believers there, to such a degree,
that every knee will bow. Startling miracles are
coming to you, but not just in bodies that are
broken, but in SIGNS and WONDERS that will
shame all the false gods they worship. Guru’s
cannot do what I can do ! THINK BIG for
heaven is My throne and earth is My
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footstool ! The house I wish to dwell in is the
HEARTS OF MEN, WOMEN, boys and girls !
Tsunami’s have come, and more judgment will
ensue, and people will be in grief over all I do
to chastise the lost, but they will understand by
YOUR LOVE for them, the truth of MY WORD.
Goa, by the sea, I will bring great tumult to
thee ! One if by land, two if by sea,
Tremendous change will cause you to tremble
before ME, and I will shake you loose of all
ancient warring and slaveries. I will WASH away
the sins of generations, and I will crush
worldliness and establish godliness instead of
wantonness.
BOMBAY, another city by the sea, in whose
hand is great poverty and great wealth. I will
WASH away your abominations. I will destroy
the ancient foundations of paganism, and theft,
murder and idolatry, and I will bring NEW
freedom as MY people have sown and sown, and
sown into righteousness and healing there, thus
I will bring a powerful wave of HEALING GRACE
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and wash away all your wounds, and exorcise all
the greed and avarice.
Mountain cities of the north, I will usher a wave
of shakings that will loosen all the unbelief and
I will use My people there to break the power
of BITTERNESS and hatred from centuries of
enslavement. I will heal the generational
wounds, and you will receive and outpouring of
GLORY that will RESTORE MY KINGDOM within
your midst. Miracles and more miracles, signs
and wonders will explode upon the scene, and
those who have mocked you will be humbled and
abased before your eyes.
Visak by the sea, I have great intentions and
expectations for you beloveds. You have sown in
worship and now I will sow to you in BLESSINGS
& GLORY that you may establish MY KINGDOM
among the heathen. I have not forgotten you.
I have seen your longing for MORE, and it is AT
HAND. LIFT UP YOUR EYES and see, the
KING OF GLORY IS COMING IN. WHO IS
THE KING OF GLORY ? THE LORD MIGHTY IN
BATTLE. I will establish MY OWN CHILDREN,
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and I will take the wealth of the wicked and
give it to the righteous, for millions will bow to
ME as I pour out MY GLORY and you will see
the longing of your hearts.
I warn you all that brother must not take up
sword against brother. Though they imprison you
and report lies against you. Yet I WILL BRING
YOU OUT. I AM YOUR SALVATION and the
LIFTER OF YOUR HEAD. Do NOT fight except
against the ENEMY of your soul. Remember
who your real enemy is. And it is not flesh and
blood, but powers and principalities, and
spiritual wickedness in heavenly places.
WORSHIP ME with abandonment. IN HEAVEN
EVERYTHING WORSHIPS ME. Do not be too
busy to spend time with the LOVER OF YOUR
SOUL ! I AM the LOVER of your soul. I want
communion with My BRIDE. Come to ME. Spend
time with ME, and I will show you great and
marvelous things you do not know. [Jer 33:3]
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DREAMS of the EMACIATED & APOSTATE
CHURCH
5/22/08
anonymous / interpretation & comments in red
by Priscilla Van Sutphin
tearsofthefather@att.net

The below dream is not mine. The person who
got it wishes to remain anonymous. I have
added my interpretation/comments as related to
her.
Dream#1....I was a teacher in a school. It was
of mixed ages and races. The ages varried from
kindergarten to High School, and they were all
in the same building.
(It was a primary school I was in when I was a
little girl.)
As a teacher, I was very upset with the
behavior of the students. They were all (without
exception) Nasty, and rude. Some were
immoral right in the hallway. They wouldn't
listen to instruction. One teenage girl was with
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two boys in the hall. I picked her up, and
slammed her against the lockers, yelling; "You
ought to know better."!! Then we seemed to
move into a huge 'multi-purpose' room
Teacher in a school. The church is a place of
learning about Christ Jesus. This represents the
overall church as it is mixed ages and races.
WE are the children of God, represented by the
students here - rude, nasty, many immoral,
unteachable. Reminds me of 2 Tim 3 in the way
Paul described it would be in this hour.
The person having the dream, frustrated with
the condition of the sinful church slams someone
against the wall saying YOU OUGHT TO KNOW
BETTER. Indeed we have such advantages the
rest of the world doesn't have, yet we take
advantage of the grace of the Lord Jesus
Christ. Many of us are fed up with the system
of the false religious church.
Suddenly, i heard the voice of the Lord . He
was deeply grieved at the 'children'. He was
standing in the hallway . He did not enter into
the room we were in. He stood at the doorway,
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and shouted in a deeply grieved tone of voice;
(I cannot remember all of what He said, but
this is it paraphrased); "You have twisted my
words and my sacrifice to suit your own life and
selfish needs .I died for you all, and you have
slammed my death right back in my face." ...
(Something like that, it was like He was saying
they were putting Him to death all over
again...)
Her exact words were that what Jesus said was
much like Glywn's word on the 8 bells posted at
bottom of this page again...Jesus is standing in
the hallway, not willing to enter in, grieved in
His heart over the condition/behavior of His
children.
reminds me of:
Heb 6:4-6 NKJV
4 For it is impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted the heavenly gift,
and have become partakers of the Holy Spirit,
5 and have tasted the good word of God and
the powers of the age to come, 6 if they fall
away, to renew them again to repentance, since
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they crucify again for themselves the Son of
God, and put Him to an open shame.
Heb 10:28-31 AMP
28 Any person who has violated and [thus]
rejected and set at naught the Law of Moses is
put to death without pity or mercy on the
evidence of two or three witnesses. [Deut 17:26.]
29 How much worse (sterner and heavier)
punishment do you suppose he will be judged to
deserve who has spurned and [thus] trampled
underfoot the Son of God, and who has
considered the covenant blood by which he was
consecrated common and unhallowed, thus
profaning it and insulting and outraging the
[Holy] Spirit [Who imparts] grace (the
unmerited favor and blessing of God)? [Ex
24:8.]
30 For we know Him Who said, Vengeance is
Mine [retribution and the meting out of full
justice rest with Me]; I will repay [I will exact
the compensation], says the Lord. And again,
The Lord will judge and determine and solve and
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settle the cause and the cases of His people.
[Deut 32:35,36.]
31 It is a fearful (formidable and terrible)
thing to incur the divine penalties and be cast
into the hands of the living God!
He then suddenly turned and left, walking
rapidly down the hallway as if to say; 'I'm out
of here". I ran after Him, "Please stop! Don't
go!" I shouted after Him. I caught up with
HIm, and grabbed hold of His garment, while
kneeling on the floor. When I said stop, He
stopped. When I said "please don't go", He
turned then turned around and faced me.
This represents the intercession she has gone
through pleading with Jesus not to leave, to
come down. She represents the remnant church
pleading for His coming back to His church and
restoring it !
This is how He looked;
While He had His back to me, it appeared that
someone had taken a whack at His hair. It was
cut short and blunt.(It didn't look good).
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In what follows, some of which is shocking,
Jesus stands for the BODY OF CHRIST. Thus
this hack haircut represents the destruction of
the covering on the head of the body of Christ,
rent by traditions of men, and sinfulness in the
body.
I also noticed that His robe was abnormally
short. Above the knees...Both of these things
made Him appear undignified.
This also allows for exposure of his legs [ legs
represent our WALK with Jesus which is being
exposed in this hour to reveal our sinfulness.
We indeed are very undignified in the way we
act without respect for one another.
He then turned to face me, and I was shocked
at what I saw;
His robe was open in the front, exposing all of
His flesh.
His skin hung in loose folds- He was so
emaciated. He looked like a victim of a
concentration camp.
This is the starvation in the body of true
apostolic teaching that glorifies Christ and which
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teaches us to suffer WITH HIM. [ see Col.
1:24 amp.]
Weak/starved - lacking in our immune system
which is the true Word of God.
As I was kneeling there, I noticed huge wounds
in His right side.There were three of them.
They were inches in diameter, and jagged. I
was horrified, and touched them.
In addition, the weakness in the Word has made
the body vulnerable to the attacks of the enemy
who has shot us through causing great damage
to the body. Like someone shot with shot gun.
I also noted , as I was kneeling before Him,
that He had no male parts... NOTHING. In its
place was a huge incision...it was as if somone
surgically removed all of His male parts and
then stitched up the incision.
(He looked awful!)
This in the body represents the castration of
JEZEBEL in the church who has destroyed the
capability for intimacy with Christ Jesus, and
castrated the body's ability to be EFFECTIVE
in reaching out to others with the love of God.
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Jez is known for her emasculating men. But in
this case the body of Christ removing all
reproductive capability.
His face had the mixture of; grief and anger.
He didn't say anything to me.
Even when He stood in the Hallway, children
were pushing passed Him, not even aknowledging
He was there. They either didn't see Him, or
didn't care.
As long as I had hold of Him, He stayed. As
soon as I let go, He took off again down the
hallway. End of dream #1
This is an extremely bad commentary on the
church TOO BUSY to notice even that Christ is
there in their midst. They are too busy
commiting spiritual masturbation, [ as the Lord
once spoke to me ] doing their OWN THING
rather than having intimacy with Him.
DREAM #2; This happened the next night after
I asked the lord for some confirmation about
the last dream.
In my dream, I entered a room, it looked like a
'room that was in an old church. It was empty
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of people. I noticed something strange. There
was a life size, life like crucifix stuffed up a
chimney. He was facing outward, but was upside
down. As if someone wanted to put Him out of
the way.
His legs and feet which were nailed to the
cross,were stuffed up into the chimney. I went
to take a closer look.
Being stuffed up the chimney....gotten rid of,
denying His headship.
Empty of people, as people are leaving because
HE is not made preeminent, instead MAN has
become preeminent, and the Lord's manifest
presence is missing ! And she notes...AS IF
SOMEONE wanted to put Him out of the way.
Indeed this is true in many cases because MAN
wants to be first and idolatry to self [ jezebel]
has reigned. Traditions of men, and men's plans
have become preemptive. Also NO preaching of
the CROSS. Only prosperity, greasy grace, love
that is not balanced. And persecuting those
who walk in truth, makes for empty churches
too. The thought also came of how witchcraft
has infiltrated the church also because an
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upside down cross would indicate that, some
moving in witchcraft and witchcraft control have
stuffed the LORD OF GLORY out of the way.
There have been some dreams lately about that.
I thought to myself; "Is this real?. (It sure
looked real)
I poked His side very gently with a pin, and
there gushed out blood and water..It was
literally a flood. I panicked..."Oh no...what did
I do??"..........end of second dream
The seer, wondering if this was real, pokes him
with a pin...
PUSHING for the reality of JESUS, wanting
TRUTH. Perhaps representing the body of the
remnant, pursuing after the reality of Christ,
and wanting to test, like Gideon, what is real,
presses in, poking with a pin....praying for
break through ? And suddenly a FLOOD. I
believe there will be a FLOOD as the REMNANT
keeps pressing in, PRAYING, & PRAYING &
INTERCEDING which in the past has been what
led to real revival and awakening.
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Years ago the Lord told me the third awakening
in America would come like a FLOOD such that
the churches would not even be able to HOLD
THE numbers trying to get in. Fear would try to
take hold of leaders but He admonished not to
FEAR, but to follow HIS LEAD.
_____________________________________
THE SIGN HAS BEEN GIVEN !
' Eight Bells ' - end of the watch ! Glywn
McInnes, New Zealand
kgbatpeace@xtra.co.nz
9-5-2008
The sign has been given !
The bells have been sounded !
The favour and the 'watch' of the Lord is
ended,- there is now no escape from the wrath
of God !
We have been given many centuries to turn
wholly to Him who created us for His pleasure,but instead, we have sought for, and wearied
ourselves in, the pursuit of our own pleasure
without Him !
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Our 'ankles' have been broken through our
running back and forth in search of knowledge,while we insist on living our way, and we lie at
the end of the track we ourselves have made,
but unable to enjoy the fruit of our labour !
We, the nations of this world have ignored the
sacrifice of our Lord Jesus,- and have shunned
the wonderful promises of eternal-bliss inherent
in those same promises !
Forging belief-systems by our own mental
prowess,- our own cleverness has destroyed us,
turning us from our Maker,- our eyes becoming
blind to the obvious right way to run,- our hope
based only in the work of our hands and the
'human-wisdom' that our erroeous cultures have
produced for our 'itching ears' !
We have not remained as God has ordained,through cleverly rewriting His Word it becomes
as a soft blanket, comfortable and allembracing,- instead of the 'two-edged sword'
of it's reality,- separating,- opening, and
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cutting away our skilfully wrought defences
against His righteous and holy leading !
We have reversed the meaning of 'sin' as we
hurry to walk in the false-freedom that our evil
hearts allow,- placing our feet on the wrong
paths, we fall into the ditch at the side of the
course !
Thinking that we have run well, we find that all
the effort put into the perceived race, produces
only a lower-grade finish, and the reward for
sin,- death !
Unable to stand on our damaged feet, we lie
down, and await our fate,- we hope once more
for the blessing of grace,- we look up into the
face of our Lord who will stand in the gap for
us !
The sign has been given !
The bells denoting the watch's end have rung
out !
The High and Holy Watchman has declared an
end to all things !
" For I have heard from the Lord God of hosts,
a destruction determined even upon the whole
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earth.- Does the plowman keep plowing all day
to sow ?" Isaiah 28 : 22b, 24. Nkj

Facing Forward
8-8-08
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
Gen 13:1-8 AMP
1 SO ABRAM went up out of Egypt, he and his
wife and all that he had, and Lot with him, into
the South [country of Judah, the Negeb]. 2
Now Abram was extremely rich in livestock and
in silver and in gold. 3 And he journeyed on
from the South [country of Judah, the Negeb]
as far as Bethel, to the place where his tent
had been at the beginning, between Bethel and
Ai, 4 Where he had built an altar at first; and
there Abram called on the name of the Lord.
[Gal 3:6-9.]
5 But Lot, who went with
Abram, also had flocks and herds and tents. 6
Now the land was not able to nourish and
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support them so they could dwell together, for
their possessions were too great for them to
live together. 7 And there was strife between
the herdsmen of Abram's cattle and the
herdsmen of Lot's cattle. And the Canaanite
and the Perizzite were dwelling then in the land
[making fodder more difficult to obtain]. 8 So
Abram said to Lot, Let there be no strife, I
beg of you, between you and me, or between
your herdsmen and my herdsmen, for we are
relatives.
The Lord told me to go to Genesis 13, then
spoke:
“ Just like Lot and Abraham, I have endowed
the Christians in America with much wealth in
many circles. And just like Lot became
dissatisfied with his lot, and there was fighting
over the land because they both had so many
sheep, etc…so My people fight over the land
they have, the sheep they have in their corral,
and want more. And just as Lot fell into
difficulty and lived in perversion because of his
choices, so the American church has fallen into
deception and delusion because of the choices
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she has made. She chose wealth and money
over relationship with ME, just as Lot chose
wealth and riches over relationship with
Abraham. And just as Abraham fought for
Lot’s sake with me, so I have appointed many
who have fought in various ways to bring justice
to MY people in your land. People have fasted,
and prayed, have sacrificed family and
belongings. People have sown seeds of
generosity when others were blessed and
withheld. People gave and ministered to the
poor and needy while others accrued wealth for
their kingdom building.
And just as I brought judgment on Sodom and
Gomorrah, I am bringing judgment here on
America. Your hearts will melt when you see
with your eyes the pain in the eyes of the lost
when they are judged. So I am urging you to
REACH OUT with what you can do, with what
you can say, and tell them about the LOVE that
I HAVE FOR THEM. I only ask you to do what
I GIVE YOU TO DO. And my asking is never
beyond your ability if I AM ENABLING YOU is
it ?
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Right now I have begun my loving judgment on
your sons and daughters, who have moved away
and out of MY ARMS, and I AM RETURNING
them to MY ARMS, and to yours. I am wooing
and I am judging. It will painful for many have
been stubborn, but in the end, they will be
delivered, and their chains will be broken. I am
coming with MY VENGEANCE on the enemy of
your souls. IT IS MY HOUR, and I will take
out MY WRATH first on the enemy of your
soul. He knows his time is short, and he is
lashing out against whomever he can to destroy
them. So plead the blood of JESUS over them
daily. PRAY against the strongholds over their
mind. NOW IS THE TIME.
IT IS NOW I SAY ! BELIEVE ME WHEN I
SAY THAT I AM JEALOUS FOR THEM more
than your heart has ached over them.
I will keep them in the palm of MY HAND, and
I WILL RESTORE what the enemy has stolen.
DECLARE IT ! DECLARE IT ! DECLARE THEIR
FREEDOM !
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DESPERATELY CRY OUT FOR YOUR OWN
CHAINS TO BE BROKEN !
FOR I WILL RELEASE THE PRISONERS !
FACE FORWARD and MARCH FORWARD with
CONFIDENCE IN YOUR STEPS ! THE LION
OF JUDAH IS ON THE PROWL, AND HIS
BANNER OVER YOU IS LOVE ! HE IS
ROARING OVER HIS PEOPLE !
HE WILL PERFORM HIS WORD IF YOU SPEAK
IT OUT AND MEAN IT !
WATCH AS I CAPTURE MANY OF THE
HEARTS YOU THOUGHT WOULD NEVER
CHANGE, FOR NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
WITH ME, AND I WILL HONOR THE PRAYERS
OF MY SAINTS ! I WILL HONOR THOSE
WHO HAVE SOWN OUT OF THEIR POVERTY
INTO THE LIVES OF THE POOR AND
BROKEN.
Cringing and Fawning
Aug 23rd, 2008
Scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
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The Lord reminded me of a book by Hannah
Hurnard I read years ago called Hinds Feet on
High Places. The character in the book had the
name “much afraid”. He had spoke the above
words so listening, I felt Him say…
“ The enemy has set up the world for the
appearance of the antichrist’s domination and
control through all kinds of FEAR tactics, and
threats, rumors and has made advancements to
implement the end time scenario I have warned
you of. But FEAR is NOT supposed to be in
your language beloveds. I am to be who you
fear or dread. It is the FEAR of the LORD
that is the beginning of WISDOM.
I am not intimidated by the works of the
antichrist and his friends at all. I AM the
ALMIGHTY ONE, and there is nothing that
intimidates Me. And because you have your life
in Me, and I in you, there is nothing you need
to fear either. The worst thing that could
happen is your martyrdom or death. Why are
you worried by anything when you know I AM on
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your side, and I said I would be with you till
the end of all time ?
Fear is an ENEMY ! It is through much fear
that many will give in to the plans of the
enemy, and turn over many brothers and sisters
to the antichrist. It is through fear that
many will fall to deception and compromise, as
has ALREADY happened in the lives of many in
the church. It will surprise you when you learn
that many of your leaders have already pledged
themselves to the antichrist system through
their actions and received finances to support
their ministries through such actions.
If you ask, I will show you who you can trust
and who you need to avoid. For brother will turn
against brother and people’s enemy’s will be
those of their own household I told you.
Do not walk in presumption but pray in the Holy
Spirit and I will give you all you need to walk in
the call that I have for you. Do not be swayed
easily by corporate, worldly love that appears
as genuine but which has at it’s root, antichrist. Wisdom from above is pure, genuine,
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peaceful, kind, and it is not generated by
HUMANISTIC ideals, but LOVE for the Son of
GOD. Humanistic love does not bow to the
CROSS OF CHRIST JESUS. But it appears
generous and good, kind and is a great
counterfeit for the TRUTH.
2 Tim 3 AMPLIFIED
1 BUT UNDERSTAND this, that in the last
days will come (set in) perilous times of great
stress and trouble [hard to deal with and hard
to bear]. 2 For people will be lovers of self and
[utterly] self-centered, lovers of money and
aroused by an inordinate [greedy] desire for
wealth, proud and arrogant and contemptuous
boasters. They will be abusive (blasphemous,
scoffing), disobedient to parents, ungrateful,
unholy and profane. 3 [They will be] without
natural [human] affection (callous and inhuman),
relentless (admitting of no truce or
appeasement); [they will be] slanderers (false
accusers, troublemakers), intemperate and loose
in morals and conduct, uncontrolled and fierce,
haters of good.
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4 [They will be] treacherous [betrayers], rash,
[and] inflated with self-conceit. [They will be]
lovers of sensual pleasures and vain amusements
more than and rather than lovers of God. 5
For [although] they hold a form of piety (true
religion), they deny and reject and are
strangers to the power of it [their conduct
belies the genuineness of their profession].
Avoid [all] such people [turn away from them].
6 For among them are those who worm their
way into homes and captivate silly and weaknatured and spiritually dwarfed women, loaded
down with [the burden of their] sins [and easily]
swayed and led away by various evil desires and
seductive impulses.
7 [These weak women will listen to anybody who
will teach them]; they are forever inquiring and
getting information, but are never able to arrive
at a recognition and knowledge of the Truth. 8
Now just as Jannes and Jambres were hostile to
and resisted Moses, so these men also are
hostile to and oppose the Truth. They have
depraved and distorted minds, and are
reprobate and counterfeit and to be rejected as
far as the faith is concerned. [Ex 7:11.]
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9 But they will not get very far, for their rash
folly will become obvious to everybody, as was
that of those [magicians mentioned]. 10 Now
you have closely observed and diligently followed
my teaching, conduct, purpose in life, faith,
patience, love, steadfastness, 11 Persecutions,
sufferings — such as occurred to me at Antioch,
at Iconium, and at Lystra, persecutions I
endured, but out of them all the Lord delivered
me. 12 Indeed all who delight in piety and are
determined to live a devoted and godly life in
Christ Jesus will meet with persecution [will be
made to suffer because of their religious
stand].
13 But wicked men and imposters will go on from
bad to worse, deceiving and leading astray
others and being deceived and led astray
themselves. 14 But as for you, continue to hold
to the things that you have learned and of
which you are convinced, knowing from whom you
learned [them], 15 And how from your
childhood you have had a knowledge of and been
acquainted with the sacred Writings, which are
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able to instruct you and give you the
understanding for salvation which comes through
faith in Christ Jesus [through the leaning of the
entire human personality on God in Christ Jesus
in absolute trust and confidence in His power,
wisdom, and goodness].
16 Every Scripture is God-breathed (given by
His inspiration) and profitable for instruction,
for reproof and conviction of sin, for correction
of error and discipline in obedience, [and] for
training in righteousness (in holy living, in
conformity to God's will in thought, purpose,
and action), 17 So that the man of God may be
complete and proficient, well fitted and
thoroughly equipped for every good work.

One Heart, One Mind
Aug 29th, 2008
Scribe: Priscilla Van Sutphin
tearsofthefather@att.net
www.upstreamca.org
“ Beloveds, I have one heart and one mind
towards you. I am not wishy-washy in My love
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for you, nor am I One Who changes My mind
easily like many men do. I am head over heels in
love for you. I have a love commitment ! What
does commitment mean to you beloveds ? Are
you good at commitments and keeping your word
to others ? I AM ! I am FAITHFUL and
TRUE. I am truly committed. My love never
fails, remember ?
There is nothing I don’t know about you. How
much do you know about your earthly wife or
husband, boyfriend or girlfriend, daughter,
mother, or son ? Well I even know every hair
on your head. I’ve counted them. Of course
that’s not as tedious for Me as it would be for
you. [ little joke of the Lord : ) ]
I am single eyed towards you. Yes, I have eyes
that see differently than you, and I can keep
them on everyone in the world. And I have
eyes that see for me, in angels and watchers.
So yes, I have the advantage. But I want you
to know how much I love you and adore you. I
want you to know that like a good FATHER, I
am excited when I get to spend time with you.
I love just holding you in my arms, and watching
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you sleep like an earthly dad would. I speak to
your spirit while you are sleeping. I pray for
you while you’re sleeping and others are sleeping
! I watch over you day and night.
I am NOT a neglectful Father. If My eyes are
on the sparrows so that not one of them falls to
the ground unless I know about it. How much
more are My eyes fixed on you and all that
happens to you. The more you know Me, the
more you will realize that because I know what
the enemy is about to do…I’ve already planned
for the relief ! I watch to see if you trust
that truth. I know that trust takes time to
develop, especially for those who are more
wounded than others.
I’m not out there beating on your door, forcing
Myself in, but I do knock. I do expect you to
ASK ME IN. You know what ? I’m not only
standing, but like an eager child at times, when
he can’t wait to do something, I often am like
that in My heart, eager to see if you will let me
in, and how desirous you are to have ME as your
company ! What breaks My heart is that so
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few of you really understand how eager I am to
spend time with you ~!
I want to share My heart, to share My
thoughts and opinions with you. I want to teach
you things, more than you want to learn them !
When love dials down in a marriage, and you
find yourself in patterns that leave it less than
exciting, you start waning in consideration for
the other, and often people take advantage of
each other. I want to daily renew the
excitement in our relationship, because I know
what you are made of. I know that flesh gets
bored easily. I know that distractions abound.
So I woo you with all kinds of signs or wonders,
or speak to you parabolically, so that you will
search a thing out.
I know how to woo a heart to ME. I am an
expert on LOVE. So if you want to know more
about love and how to be loving, you just have
to come to ME, and I will teach you all you need
to know. I can show you how to win the love of
that man you sleep with. I know how to endear
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you to that woman you live with. I know what
pleases your children more than toys.
I know how to win back the heart of a
backslidden child. And I want you to RELAX in
My arms of love as you go through each day,
knowing that I HAVE YOUR BEST INTERESTS
in My heart !
If you want to hear from ME, just come to ME,
and sit or walk with ME, and I WILL show you
great and mighty things you do not know. {Jer
33:3} I WILL LOVE on you and impart My
peace to you. Just come into My arms with
thanksgiving and praise, and I will help you with
EVERYTHING you need to know. So flee
anxiety by running into MY arms. Rest in My
love and ALLOW ME to touch you. I love you !
And My love is FOREVER !”
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A Radiant Glory
Oct 24th, 2008
Priscilla van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
tearsofthefather@att.net
Psalms 34:5 NKJV They looked to Him and
were radiant, And their faces were not ashamed
Isaiah 60:5 Then you shall see and become
radiant, and your heart shall swell with joy;
Because the abundance of the sea shall be
turned to you, The wealth of the Gentiles shall
come to you. NKJV
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Jude 24-25 NKJV
Glory to God Now to
Him who is able to keep you from stumbling,
And to present you faultless Before the
presence of His glory with exceeding joy, 25
To God our Savior, Who alone is wise, Be glory
and majesty, Dominion and power, Both now and
forever. Amen.
Revelation 4:9-11 NKJV Whenever the living
creatures give glory and honor and thanks to
Him who sits on the throne, who lives forever
and ever, 10 the twenty-four elders fall down
before Him who sits on the throne and worship
Him who lives forever and ever, and cast their
crowns before the throne, saying: 11 "You are
worthy, O Lord, To receive glory and honor and
power;For You created all things, And by Your
will they exist and were created."
Radiant = 1. Emitting or proceeding as from a
center; [U.S.] rays; radiating; radiate.2.
Especially, emitting or darting rays of light or
heat; issuing in beams or rays; beaming with
brightness; emitting a vivid light or splendor;
as, the radiant sun. .3. Beaming with vivacity
and happiness; as, a radiant face. 4. (Her.)
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Giving off rays; -- said of a bearing; as, the
sun radiant; a crown radiant.

“ I am the Radiant ONE, and when you are
filled with Me, you will radiate My glory, and
MY love and joy, happiness, peace, and all that
is in Me. I am remarkably bright and glorious
in My appearance to the sons of men. There is
NOTHING that can compare with My glory. I
am sufficient in Myself. I have no need for
anything, but I desire to have love from those I
have created, for I love YOU immensely, and I
want us to be ONE. I am the Bridegroom and
you are the Bride. You are My beloved and I
am yours. That is something that NO ONE can
take away. They may take away the things of
the world, but they cannot remove My love from
your hearts.
Generations hoped for what you are going to
experience and see. The heavenly armies are
increasing all around those that are My own,
and those who are called to be Mine. It’s not
like I didn’t know what would happen beloveds.
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Unlike you, I saw the end from the beginning.
Nothing is a surprise to Me. What wicked men
plot and try to accomplish is not a surprise to
Me. I’ve had a plan all along, and it is woven
throughout the pages of the Book. As you
explore to see more of all that is coming, I will
release My glory that you can see more of My
plan.
I keep nothing hidden of what I will do from My
true prophets. There are prophets though with
many different functions and roles. Not one
prophet is the same as Another exactly. I have
prophets like Amos who was a farmer before I
called him. He knew about farming and growing
things. I had prophets who were set apart for
ME in many other ways, or in lives of quietness,
and reflection. I had prophets that confronted
great leaders and men in positions of authority,
kings and priests. I had prophets that
confronted evil leaders throughout history.
Did not PAUL of Tarsus confront leaders in
chains and fetters?
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Did not Aurelius confront wickedness ? Did he
not put his life on the line for the Kingdom of
God ? Throughout church history men and women
have nobly stood against the waves of adversity
to stand for truth and justice, and have laid
their lives down as did My Son.”
[At this point I’m wondering who the heck is
Aurelius and found this …
http://thriceholy.net/Texts/Millenium.html I
did not know that St. Augustine’s first name
was Aurelius…Aurelius Augustine - BOOK 20 of
the City of God
ARGUMENT: Concerning the last judgment, and
the declarations regarding it in
the Old and New Testaments
At Bottom is what I found out about his
confrontations with evil in his day. Some of this
seems strikingly similar to some of the issues we
are dealing with.]
Asking the Lord to speak anything else He
wanted to say…
“Many people were martyred in the early days
of the church and many will be martyred as the
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church enters it’s final hour. But there will also
be great deliverances as you saw with the
Apostle John and many others. Some people
who are martyred will not feel the pain of their
attackers because of My grace and protection.
Some will be killed and come back alive to
preach the gospel. Some will be translated to
other areas of the world to preach without
their attackers even being able to catch them.
My church is a living organism. It has many
parts, which have many functions. The head
cannot say to the heart that “I have no need of
you.” The hand cannot say to the mouth, “we
don’t need you !” All are necessary, even the
weak, remember ? Do not lie nor pretend, for I
will shine My light on all that is hidden.
Mark 4:22-25 NKJV For there is nothing hidden
which will not be revealed, nor has anything
been kept secret but that it should come to
light. 23 If anyone has ears to hear, let him
hear." 24 Then He said to them, "Take heed
what you hear. With the same measure you use,
it will be measured to you; and to you who hear,
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more will be given. 25 For whoever has, to him
more will be given; but whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him."
Prepare for battle beloveds but do it MY WAY.
Come into MY PRESENCE and imbibe in My
glory, and I will make you radiant. I will make
you into all I want you to be…all you want to be.
Only I can do that. Man cannot impart that to
you. Only I can. Seek the anointing that is
from ABOVE. Seek MY FACE. Ask and you
shall receive. Knock and the door will be opened
to you. I am waiting for you. Come into My
chambers beloved. For the days will grow
heavier, and they will go faster. You need to be
prepared with My glory.
Remember always that My love will never be
taken from you, no matter how the enemy
taunts you. He is trying to get you into
unbelief, doubt and skepticism, that he can
steal and rob from you. But I AM FAITHFUL.
I am the TRUE VINE, and you are My
branches. Abide in ME, and I will abide in
you. I love you forever and ever. NOTHING,
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NOTHING, NOTHING can steal My love for
you.”
Some notes on the life of St. Augustine of
Hippo – the North African prophet
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/jod/augustine.html
[ Donatism is the movement Augustine opposed,
named after a bishop at Carthage some eighty
years before Augustine's time to Hippo.[[9]] In
those days the church had just recovered from
the last bitter wave of persecution begun in 303
by the emperors Galerius and Diocletian. When
fear subsided, Christians could breathe again
and indulge in recriminations over the lapses of
some of their number in time of trial.
The official position of the church was that
those Christians who had compromised their
religion in time of persecution could, with due
repentance and atonement, be readmitted to full
membership in the religious community. But
there was a minority faction of enthusiasts who
insisted that cooperation with the authorities in
time of persecution was tantamount to total
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apostasy and that if any traitors wanted to
reenter the church they had to start all over
again, undergoing rebaptism. Evaluation of the
credentials of those who sought reentry would
be in the hands of those who had not betrayed
the church.
The logical result of the Donatist position was
to make the church into an outwardly pure and
formally righteous body of redeemed souls. The
orthodox party resisted this pharisaism, seeing
in it a rigorism inimical to the spirit of the
gospels. But Africa was known for its religious
zealots and the new Donatist movement proved a
resilient one. Even after official imperial
disapproval had been expressed, the schismatic
church continued to grow and prosper. By the
time of Augustine's consecration as bishop, in
fact, it looked as if the "orthodox" party was
on the wane. In Hippo itself the larger church
and the more populous congregation belonged to
the Donatists in the early 390s. A constant
state of half-repressed internecine warfare
persisted between the communities. Popular
songs and wall posters were pressed into service
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in the cause of sectarian propaganda. In the
countryside, Donatist brigands ambushed
orthodox travelers in bloody assaults
Augustine began his anti-Donatist campaign with
tact and caution. His first letters to Donatist
prelates are courteous and emphasize his faith
in their good will. He assumed that reasonable
men could settle this controversy peaceably. But
Augustine quickly discovered that reason and
good manners would get him nowhere. In the
late 390s, then, Augustine resigned himself to a
course of action others in the church had long
been urging: the invocation of government
intervention to repress the Donatists. Augustine
was dismayed at coercion in matters of religion,
but consented to the new policy when he became
convinced that the perversity and obtuseness of
the Donatists were complete.[[10]] Even charity
itself demanded that the Donatists be compelled
to enter the true church in the hope that at
least some would genuinely benefit from the
change. They could not be worse off than they
were.
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Even when this policy had been settled upon,
another decade of instability remained. Finally,
in 411, an imperial commissioner conducted a
detailed hearing into the facts of the matter,
attended by hundreds of bishops from both
orthodox and Donatist factions, and decided in
favor of the orthodox party. From this time on
Donatism was illegal and, though the schismatic
community apparently showed some signs of life
in remote parts of Africa until the Moslem
invasions centuries later, the back of the
movement had been broken, and at least the
security and position of the orthodox party had
been guaranteed.
The principle for which Augustine fought
deserves emphasis. Christianity was not, he
claimed, something external and visible; it was
not to be found in obedience to certain clearlydefined laws.
Christianity was a matter of spirit rather than
law, something inside people rather than
outside. Most important, the church had room
within itself for sinners as well as saints, for
the imperfections of those in whom God's grace
was still working as well as for the holiness of
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the blessed. Augustine drew the boundary of
the church not between one group of people and
another but rather straight through the middle
of the hearts of all those who belonged to it.
The visible church contained the visible
Christians, sins and all; the invisible church,
whose true home lay in heaven, held only those
who were redeemed. Charity dictated that the
visible church be open to all, not lorded over by
a few self-appointed paragons choosing to admit
only their own kind.
In A.D. 410, the city of Rome, with all its
glories, was taken by barbarians under the
leadership of the Visigoth Alaric. It is
customary to say that shock waves ran
throughout the Roman world at this event, but
it is more correct to say that shock waves ran
through those citizens of the Roman world
prosperous enough to care about expensive
symbols of Roman grandeur. A fair number of
wealthy Romans fled the city to country estates
in Campania, in Sicily, and in north Africa.
Enough of them showed up in Hippo for
Augustine to warn his flock that they should
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receive the refugees with open arms and
charity.
Not long after the refugees settled on their
African estates and began to frequent the
salons of Carthage, the more intellectual among
them began to wonder aloud whether their new
religion might not be to blame for the disaster
they had suffered. After all, the argument ran,
Rome had been immune from capture for fully
eight hundred years; but now, just two decades
after the formal end of public worship of the
pagan gods (commanded by the emperor
Theodosius in 391), the city fell to the
barbarians. Perhaps it was true what pagans had
said, that the new Christian god with ideas
about turning the other cheek and holding
worldly empires in low esteem was not an
efficient guardian of the best interests of the
ruling class. Most of the people who indulged in
these idle speculations were themselves
Christian. The "paganism" of these people was
no revival of ancient religion, but only the
persistence of the ancient notion of religion as a
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bargain you struck with the gods in order to
preserve your health, wealth, and complacency.
Augustine was invited by a friend, the imperial
commissioner Marcellinus, who was in Africa to
look into the Donatist quarrel for the emperor,
to respond to these charges. He knew that it
was more than a question of why Rome fell;
here were Christians who still did not know what
Christianity was about, how it differed from the
Roman religions it had replaced. His response
was a masterpiece of Christian apologetics, City
of God, whose composition stretched over
fifteen years. The first books, consoling those
the Visigoths had frightened, were published
quickly and seem to have done their job. But
the work as a whole continued to come forth in
installments, revealing a broad vision of history
and Christianity.
Marcellinus, a devout layman, also played a part
in the the last great controversy of Augustine's
life. One of the refugees from Rome had been
an unassuming preacher named Pelagius, who had
stirred up a moral rearmament movement at
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Rome.[[11]] Pelagius seems to have appealed
particularly to affluent ladies whom he urged to
set an example through works of virtue and
ascetic living. He apparently had a considerable
effect for the good on the conduct of those
with whom he came in contact. But Augustine
saw in Pelagius and his followers an extreme
position exactly opposite to the one he had just
rebuked in the cultured critics of Christianity,
but one no less dangerous. Pelagianism, as we
shall see in more detail later on, was
theologically rather similar to Donatism, in that
it assumed that people could, by their own
virtue, set themselves apart as the ones on
whom God particularly smiled.
Augustine never met Pelagius, though the latter
had passed through Hippo in late 410. Instead,
he had to deal at all times with the "Pelagians,"
the most notorious of whom, Caelestius, was
apparently a good deal more tactful and
restrained than his teacher had been. While
Pelagius went off to the Holy Land, where he
became an unwilling center of controversy as he
visited the sacred sites, Caelestius and others
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back in Africa waded into the fray with
Augustine. Whatever the merits of the case,
Augustine's side prevailed in the ensuing
controversy. The authority of the papacy was
invoked eventually--not without difficulty--and
later that of the ecumenical council of Ephesus
in 431. Pelagius and his disciples were clearly
and soundly defeated.
But the controversy did not end with the defeat
of Pelagius. Augustine had to face further
questions, as the logical consequences of the
positions he took against Pelagius were examined
by friend and foe alike. Both in Africa and in
Gaul, monks and their leaders protested that
the Augustinian theology of grace undermined
their own ascetic efforts in the cloister. In
Italy, the young bishop of Eclanum, Julian,
engaged Augustine in a bitter debate that
tainted the last decade of the old bishop's life.
A deep poignancy marks the old man's dogged
defense of himself and his belief against a
young, resourceful, and resilient foe.
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Old age and pressing concerns at home
eventually delivered Augustine from the
necessity of answering Julian. By 430, a band
of barbarians had found its way even to Africa.
The Vandals, who had first come from Germany
into Roman Gaul in 406 and later passed through
Gaul into Spain, had been invited into Africa by
a Roman governor in rebellion against the
emperor. The Vandals, like the Saxons later in
the same century, proved to be deadly allies. In
the summer of 430 they were besieging the city
of Hippo as the aged bishop lay dying within.
Shortly after his death they captured the city.
Not long after, they captured Carthage and
established a kingdom that lasted a century. ]

Ode to a “Ho”
10/29/08
Holy Spirit through Priscilla Van Sutphin
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www.upstreamca.org
© priscilla van sutphin
I see you winding your way down the street,
half filled with dread, and the other with
excitement mixed with lust and a feeling of
necessity.“I’m nothing, I will never be anything.
I’m just a whore my daddy said. But at least I
can do this. Maybe THIS will please some man
and he will love me for who I really am.”
I see you looking for love in all the wrong faces,
so here I am drawing you and pleading with you
to come to ME, the Author of LIFE. I won’t
abuse you. I saw you when you were just a little
girl, trusting in those around you…trusting them
not to hurt you, or use you. I was there.
I saw him. I saw him when he violated that
trust. I also saw the one who just never had
time for you. I saw how you took on the
thoughts that you weren’t worth the time, or
that this was the only way you could please a
man. Well at least maybe now, you’ve got
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attention. But my darling girl, that’s not the
attention I want to give you !
I LOVE YOU with a love that’s pure. I love you
even in your unworthiness and self hatred. I
love you even though you are so angry and
raging on the inside at those who treated you
wrong. I know what pain is.
I suffered for you. I suffered with you. I know
ask you to step into MY ARMS OF LOVE, and
be healed. KNOW your worth to ME child of
Mine.
I am Your Daddy ! I love you and I will never
abuse you or neglect you.
I know all those men are not raging. Some are
looking for love just like you. I know the pain
in their hearts too. I know the emptiness and
the futility of things in life that wear you down.
I know. I know it’s hard to stop, now that
you’ve started. But I have more respect and
love for you than anyone can !
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I won’t treat you badly, and I’m a good provider
for you. I CAN TAKE CARE OF YOU My
darling. You are MY treasure, not their’s.
You are My BELOVED and I AM YOURS, if you
will but believe.
I want to shower you with perfumed soaps and
oils, and with all kinds of gifts too ! I have ALL
you need ! I AM the LOVER of your soul !
I will be with you till the end of time, if you
will but come and be Mine!

Why ?
Priscilla Van Sutphin
11/4/08
You wonder oh church why I wouldn't hear your
prayers? You wonder at the apathy towards
sin? Could it be because of your own apathy
towards the poor and broken? The poor cry out
to Me and I answer. You won't care for them
willingly even after I have been so generous
with you. Now you who have not cared will feel
My apathy towards your needs because you
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would not remember the poor. You were more
interested in building your own kingdoms.
So those who build your own kingdoms will fall.
The apathy I allowed in you due to
prayerlessness & comfortability, pride and
greed, selfish ambition and all your idolatries.
You have mixed idolatry with other gods while
pretending to worship Me. You refuse to
eradicate your idols. You are just like Israel in
Jeremiah's time - full of mixture, idolatry and
perversions. But yet will I restore those who
REPENT !
I will move mightily among those who have cared
for the broken hearted and not forgotten the
poor. Judgment will fall on the compromising till
transformation is accomplished. Prepare your
hearts by coming to Me My bride and REJOICE
in Me, for I AM Your Everlasting Hope !
Harvest comes, Glory comes. Oppression comes
but I will stand with you My bride and you will
see great and mighty things amidst turmoil &
confusion, violence and distress. Remember the
early church had My power, but also
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experienced the wrath of the enemy ! It will be
no different in this hour in that he will pursue,
but I will be with you. I will hold you in the
palm of My hand, and I will lift you up with My
righteous right hand. Be not afraid of what
man can do to you.
Let ME be your dread and fear ! Be light in
the growing darkness for I will make you the
jewels in My crown ! I WILL sustain you. I
AM with you always.
Then had an impression of a loaf of bread fresh
out of the oven and how it greatly expands when
baked...heat multiplying volume.
Exodus 1:12 NIV But the more they were
oppressed, the more they multiplied and spread;
so the Egyptians came to dread the Israelites
Exodus 1:12 NKJV But the more they afflicted
them, the more they multiplied and grew. And
they were in dread of the children of Israel.
Isaiah 8:13 NKJV The Lord of hosts, Him you
shall hallow; Let Him be your fear, And let Him
be your dread.
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Isaiah 2:5-11 NKJV
The Day of the Lord
5 O house of Jacob, come and let us walkIn the
light of the Lord.
6 For You have forsaken Your people, the house
of Jacob,Because they are filled with eastern
ways; They are soothsayers like the Philistines,
And they are pleased with the children of
foreigners. 7 Their land is also full of silver and
gold,And there is no end to their treasures;
Their land is also full of horses, And there is no
end to their chariots. 8 Their land is also full
of idols; They worship the work of their own
hands, That which their own fingers have made.
9 People bow down, And each man humbles
himself; Therefore do not forgive them. 10
Enter into the rock, and hide in the dust, From
the terror of the Lord And the glory of His
majesty. 11 The lofty looks of man shall be
humbled, The haughtiness of men shall be bowed
down, And the Lord alone shall be exalted in
that day.

God brought something to mind last
night....Schindlers' list - How if Schindler had
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not lied and played the Nazi game, many Jews
would have died rather than made it through.
There are some called in this hour to help
protect and save Jews & others, just as in
WWII. We need to be wise as serpents and
innocent as doves, so don't judge others who
may have this call. We don't know what God will
do through many. There were just as many
political prisoners murdered by Hitler as there
were Jews ! Those who stood up against the
evil also went to concentration camps like Corrie
Ten Boom and her family. The early christians
led hidden lives IN ORDER TO CONTINUE
SAVING SOULS. In Russia when bibles were
outlawed, many were aided by angels to find
christian underground meetings to provide
bibles.
BE WISE AND NOT PRESUMPTUOUS about
what you do. The Lord told me at least 20
years ago, that one day we would have to meet
in homes, but in hiddeness like the early
christians, and would even have to change where
we meet week to week. That it would be like
Nazi Germany in this hour when they were after
Jews. God will do many amazing and
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supernatural things, but don't PRESUME to know
without His telling you what to do.

Lessons From Cappadocia
Nov 12th, 2008
Priscilla Van Sutphin
See photos at:
http://www.cappadociaturkey.net/undergroundcitie
s.htm
Http://cappadociatraveltours.com/sf-articles-ofKown_Underground_Cities-to-4_8.htm
On two nights in a row [ Nov 1st & 2nd ] God
led me to watch shows, one on TBN - And one
secular and the first one was on Cappadocia ,
Turkey and the drive through History guy was
showing the churches carved into the rock,
underground cities, and caves.
There was an underground city carved originally
by Hittites, that was used for early christians
to hide from Romans and later Muslims there
that held 10,000 people. It had an air shaft
that was used to carry out waste and rocks,
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etc...There had to be people who helped them,
just like in Corrie Ten Boom's day. They
received supplies through that shaft as well as
needed air.
Then next night, I turned on the TV and to PBS
channel and there was a travelogue on the same
city in Turkey. It is a fascinating place this
place of caves and the hiding places some of the
early church used. There was an early church
there, but it seems unknown who established it.
Gezelhurt I think was the name of another town
where Muslims, & Christians live in peace
together, and enough off the beaten path to be
a great place to visit without all the tourists.
Again he showed cave homes. Homes carved in
rock.
I kept thinking of the scriptures in revelation
about how they will hide in the caves and rocks
from the terror of the Lord.
http://www.geocities.com/intrepidberkeleyexplor
er/Page15I.html
[Cappadocia was traditionally a Christian land.
But Turkey and Greece traded population groups
to reduce the numbers of religious minorities.
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Today Moslems, live here. The fairy chimneys
are not suitable for residences. But cave
housing is still commonplace in modern
Cappadocia.]
Well, I kept thinking there was something
prophetic about why on two nights in a row I
was drawn to watch this, and tonight I looked
up in the Bible encyclopedia to see if they had
anything on Cappadocia.
What I found is that it covered an area from
the Hildys river to the upper Euphrates, not
just the city and the upper portion was called
Pontus.
THAT then brought what God was pointing to,
which was 1 Peter.
In first Peter, he addresses the message to the
Dispersion of saints in the regions of Pontus,
Galatia, Cappadocia, Bythinia, Asia.
Peter talks of many things in this letter, of
Hope for the future, of Trials they were going
through, anticipation in the past, urging them
to be HOLY, ...
1 Peter 1:13-21 NKJV
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13 Therefore gird up the loins of your mind, be
sober, and rest your hope fully upon the grace
that is to be brought to you at the revelation of
Jesus Christ; 14 as obedient children, not
conforming yourselves to the former lusts, as in
your ignorance; 15 but as He who called you is
holy, you also be holy in all your conduct, 16
because it is written, "Be holy, for I am holy."
17 And if you call on the Father, who without
partiality judges according to each one's work,
conduct yourselves throughout the time of your
stay here in fear; 18 knowing that you were not
redeemed with corruptible things, like silver or
gold, from your aimless conduct received by
tradition from your fathers,
19 but with the precious blood of Christ, as of
a lamb without blemish and without spot. 20 He
indeed was foreordained before the foundation
of the world, but was manifest in these last
times for you 21 who through Him believe in
God, who raised Him from the dead and gave
Him glory, so that your faith and hope are in
God.
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He then urges them to LOVE ONE ANOTHER,
To desire the WORD of God, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices, ..
1 Peter 2:7-10 NKJV
7 Therefore, to you who believe, He is
precious; but to those who are disobedient,
"The stone which the builders rejected has
become the chief cornerstone," 8 and "A stone
of stumbling and a rock of offense."
They stumble, being disobedient to the word, to
which they also were appointed. 9 But you are
a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy
nation, His own special people, that you may
proclaim the praises of Him who called you out
of darkness into His marvelous light; 10 who
once were not a people but are now the people
of God, who had not obtained mercy but now
have obtained mercy.
He then urges them to abstain from fleshly
lusts...It was no different then than now.
There were pagans all around, and much
temptation. He then urges SUBMISSION to the
GOVERNMENT...business & marriage.
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1 Peter 2:13-17 NKJV Submission to
Government
(cf. Romans 13:1-5)
13 Therefore submit yourselves to every
ordinance of man for the Lord's sake, whether
to the king as supreme, 14 or to governors, as
to those who are sent by him for the
punishment of evildoers and for the praise of
those who do good. 15 For this is the will of
God, that by doing good you may put to silence
the ignorance of foolish men — 16 as free, yet
not using liberty as a cloak for vice, but as
bondservants of God.
17 Honor all people.
Love the brotherhood.
Fear God.
Honor the king.
.
1 Peter 3:8-12 NKJV Called to Blessing
8 Finally, all of you be of one mind, having
compassion for one another; love as brothers,
be tenderhearted, be courteous; 9 not
returning evil for evil or reviling for reviling, but
on the contrary blessing, knowing that you were
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called to this, that you may inherit a blessing.
10 For
"He who would love life And see good days, Let
him refrain his tongue from evil, And his lips
from speaking deceit.
11 Let him turn away from evil and do good; Let
him seek peace and pursue it. 12 For the eyes
of the Lord are on the righteous, And His ears
are open to their prayers; But the face of the
Lord is against those who do evil."
.
Suffering for Right and Wrong
13 And who is he who will harm you if you
become followers of what is good? 14 But even
if you should suffer for righteousness' sake,
you are blessed. "And do not be afraid of their
threats, nor be troubled." 15 But sanctify the
Lord God in your hearts, and always be ready to
give a defense to everyone who asks you a
reason for the hope that is in you, with
meekness and fear; 16 having a good
conscience, that when they defame you as
evildoers, those who revile your good conduct in
Christ may be ashamed. 17 For it is better, if
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it is the will of God, to suffer for doing good
than for doing evil.
.
Yesterday in the news was a woman who was not
doing anything but wearing a cross, attacked by
homosexual militants. She was seriously
suffering while not doing anything wrong.
Christ's Suffering and Ours
18 For Christ also suffered once for sins, the
just for the unjust, that He might bring us to
God, being put to death in the flesh but made
alive by the Spirit, 19 by whom also He went
and preached to the spirits in prison, 20 who
formerly were disobedient, when once the Divine
longsuffering waited in the days of Noah, while
the ark was being prepared, in which a few,
that is, eight souls, were saved through water.
21 There is also an antitype which now saves us
— baptism (not the removal of the filth of the
flesh, but the answer of a good conscience
toward God), through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, 22 who has gone into heaven and is at
the right hand of God, angels and authorities
and powers having been made subject to Him.
.
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Christ suffered for the unjust stuck out to
me...thus we also suffer for the unjust whether
in the church, or the lost. How many have seen
the transformations movie ? How in Calli,
Columbia, one pastor died, having been shot by
drug dealers, and it brought the whole city's
pastors together, and then all the saints
together to worship and pray ! The weekend
they did it there were NO MURDERS in that
city that usually has 15-17 every weekend.
1 Peter 4 NKJV

Christ's Example to Be
Followed
4 Therefore, since Christ suffered for us in the
flesh, arm yourselves also with the same mind,
for he who has suffered in the flesh has ceased
from sin, 2 that he no longer should live the
rest of his time in the flesh for the lusts of
men, but for the will of God. 3 For we have
spent enough of our past lifetime in doing the
will of the Gentiles — when we walked in
lewdness, lusts, drunkenness, revelries, drinking
parties, and abominable idolatries.
4 In regard to these, they think it strange that
you do not run with them in the same flood of
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dissipation, speaking evil of you. 5 They will
give an account to Him who is ready to judge
the living and the dead. 6 For this reason the
gospel was preached also to those who are
dead, that they might be judged according to
men in the flesh, but live according to God in
the spirit.
.
Serving for God's Glory
7 But the end of all things is at hand;
therefore be serious and watchful in your
prayers. 8 And above all things have fervent
love for one another, for "love will cover a
multitude of sins." 9 Be hospitable to one
another without grumbling. 10 As each one has
received a gift, minister it to one another, as
good stewards of the manifold grace of God. 11
If anyone speaks, let him speak as the oracles
of God. If anyone ministers, let him do it as
with the ability which God supplies, that in all
things God may be glorified through Jesus
Christ, to whom belong the glory and the
dominion forever and ever. Amen.
.
Love here is CHARITY:
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NT:26 agape (ag-ah'-pay); from NT:25; love,
i.e. affection or benevolence; specially (plural) a
love-feast: KJV - (feast of) charity ([-ably]),
dear, love.
NT:25 agapao (ag-ap-ah'-o); perhaps from
agan (much) [or compare OT:5689]; to love (in a
social or moral sense): KJV - (be-) love (-ed).
Compare NT:5368.
.
Suffering for God's Glory
12 Beloved, do not think it strange concerning
the fiery trial which is to try you, as though
some strange thing happened to you; 13 but
rejoice to the extent that you partake of
Christ's sufferings, that when His glory is
revealed, you may also be glad with exceeding
joy. 14 If you are reproached for the name of
Christ, blessed are you, for the Spirit of glory
and of God rests upon you. On their part He is
blasphemed, but on your part He is glorified. 15
But let none of you suffer as a murderer, a
thief, an evildoer, or as a busybody in other
people's matters. 16 Yet if anyone suffers as a
Christian, let him not be ashamed, but let him
glorify God in this matter.
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17 For the time has come for judgment to begin
at the house of God; and if it begins with us
first, what will be the end of those who do not
obey the gospel of God? 18 Now "If the
righteous one is scarcely saved,
Where will the ungodly and the sinner appear?"
19 Therefore let those who suffer according to
the will of God commit their souls to Him in
doing good, as to a faithful Creator.
He then goes on to “submit to God and resist
the devil.”
All in all this seems quite on for our times. It
is not an easy thing to do given all the
corruption in the world, and governments of this
world.
Submission to government is often spoken of in
the New Testament.
.
But defiance to government that is evil is often
supported by the Lord, as it was with Corrie
Ten Boom, and others who hid Jews in WWII.
We may have no choice in some arenas to obey.
Think about if some satanist had you and told
you to plunge a knife through a baby on an altar
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or you would likewise be killed. Let's say he was
a CIA agent. Would you do it ?
.
We are not blind guides, nor guided by our
fears, but rather the fear of the LORD. As
much as possible we are to obey the laws of the
land, but, the HIGHER LAW IS THE LAW OF
GOD.
.
When Hitler came to power, there were many in
the church who compromised and did not speak
truth in love, nor did they cower in the fear of
the LORD, but they bent to the fear of MAN.
God urges us vigilantly to not fear what man can
do to you, or what Satan can do to you, but to
fear HIM - for Him to be our DREAD.
The bottom line is always
1. Do WHAT GOD SAYS to do.
2. Pray always without ceasing
3. Suffer as a good soldier in Christ - Carry
our cross for others.
4. Rejoice in our suffering - Worship
5. Those who live by the sword, die by the
sword.
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6. Study the Word...keep in the word, while we
still can.
.
John was no doubt pushed around and abused by
soldiers on Patmos.
He was so close to the Lord, that he received
such precious revelation due to the intimacy he
had with Jesus, and Holy Spirit. We also need
to be laying our heads on His chest right now
and getting His orders, His perspective on
things. Not all is as it appears. Many things
He told me many times would be turned around,
but many things would not. He can't erase
what He's written. We need to rejoice that
the time of His coming is NIGH.
from Daisy Osborn’s End Times Vision:
(Daisy Osborn (now with the Lord) was the wife
of Brother T.L. Osborn.)
I lay sleepless and horrified, greatly vexed in
the spirit. The Lord visited and showed me
things that will shortly come to pass. The
JUDGMENT and WRATH of God will soon bring
disaster and havoc to the world we live in. The
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DIE is CAST. God's clock is set. TIME is
running out.
In a vision I saw the face of the earth and the
changing of the shape of America. It was
drastically altered and reduced in size through
terrible disasters. Hunger and suffering were
everywhere. The devastation caused by volcanic
eruptions and fires were widespread and
horrifying during this terrible holocaust.
I saw Christians clustering together from all
walks of life and many church affiliations. They
did not care about their sectarian doctrines.
The tie that bound them in their desperate
hour, was their common faith in Christ. They
clung together as though their survival depended
upon each other.
After these terrifying cataclysmic events which
the Lord showed me, all the evils of
sectarianism and apostasy vanished among the
Christians desperate struggle to draw strength
from one another. Those who had been
lukewarm, cast aside besetting sins, and sought
identity with the true believers. Cigarettes,
pills, social drinkers, marital cheaters; were
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repented of and amends were made. A new
sense of values gripped the conscience of
Believers. The new morality standard and
modern license for laxity was like a remorseful
hangover. Most of the Christians in the
"visitation" were amazed that WE were
witnessing His WRATH and JUDGMENT!!!
Many social Christians were ill-prepared. Their
frivolous, unwatchful, imprudent lives had
GAMBLED on Mercy and Grace, which they had
thought required NO RECKONING “ EVER!!!
I saw hordes (Believers) lost among the religious
and Christ Jesus rejecters. As I looked, I saw
where mountains were flattened. Believers were
FLEEING to the desert to take shelter in caves
and rocks. The DESOLATION was so terrible
that it seemed NO ONE would be spared (Luke
21:34-37 KJV; Matthew 24:20-22).
All but a few were full of remorse.
Lamentations could be heard everywhere. It was
heartening to observe that during the
FEARSOME DISASTERS “ UNSHAKABLE
FAITH held like an ANCHOR among the
Christians. They knew they would SOON see the
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SON coming in the clouds of heaven and with
Power and Glory!!!

Fighting Fire with Fire
11/16/08
Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
I had the impression today, watching and
praying about the fires, that that’s what God is
doing inside of our hearts, burning off the
chaff, our idols, etc.
[ When winds are NOT a problem, the firemen
will light a back fire to burn off the brush so
that a fire will not keep going , to prevent
further devastation. It is a foolish thing to do
with winds whipping around, but when the winds
died down more today they were able to do it,
and as I watched, I heard the Lord speak the
above . ]
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“ I want you to fight fire with fire ! Light a
fire in your neighborhood ! [spiritually] Light a
fire in your workplace, in your school, college, in
a park, at the post office, at the coffee
shop…!! Light a fire that draws My attention
and My glory and I will fight FOR you !
The enemy has put many on restriction through
affliction and torment, through complacency,
apathy and a slumbering spirit. But I will
AWAKEN the hearts that belong to Me !
Sing to Me in the open and I WILL FIGHT FOR
YOU in the open. Pray to me without fear !
Pray for others without fear of retaliation and
I will retaliate against the enemy who tries to
touch My own !
I am the All Consuming Fire and My fire will
burn the dross and burn up the plans of the
enemy. I AM the Almighty. When you are
weak, then I AM strong FOR YOU ! I WILL
FIGHT for you when you have no strength. I
will fight with you if you have a little strength
– I will even resuscitate you in the battle.
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I will soon give you new weapons to fight with
and strengthen the old ones. There will be an
everlasting supply of what you need for the
work I have called you to.
All the wisdom you need is IN ME. And if you
stay IN ME, it is available to you. I tell you
that people will KNOW that I AM GOD through
what I do in and through you ! I AM more
concerned now with what is IN you than you
DOING anything. I am bringing a great
deliverance and greater revelation of Who I AM
– that you may be set FREE from all that has
hindered you. Apart from ME, you can do
NOTHING ! I AM the KING of heaven and
earth and no one can replace Me in your hearts
as I put the finishing touches on My Bride.
I AM tearing down idols and strongholds in your
heart – even of self protection, and unbelief,
that you may know that I AM your Resource. I
AM to be your ALL IN ALL. There is nothing
to stand between Me and My Bride. I am a
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JEALOUS HUSBAND. I want obedience to MY
WILL.
Do not look at what is on someone else’s plate
and think that you are better than they are.
Do not think that they are to do what I tell you
to do. Each man or woman has their OWN
CALL. Do not judge what I do with others.
There are many different types of vessels in
My house and each has their own use.
What I give to one, I don’t always give to
another. Put away your envy and jealousies !
Put away your pride in thinking you know more
than they do ! I give GRACE to the HUMBLE,
and I lift up those who HUMBLE themselves !
The enemy lifts up the proud. Do you know how
to tell the difference ?
Men who are arrogant take the credit for
themselves and insist on laud and support. Those
who are truly Mine do NOT DEMAND their own
way ! They persist in telling what I say, but the
glory they give to ME. Those who seek PROFIT
without extending themselves for the poor and
needy will indeed reap what they have sown.
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I AM the ONLY One Who has the right to
DEMAND laud, praise, honor or glory, or even
obedience, YET I AM NOT DEMANDING
anything. I don’t manipulate or coerce. Those
who love ME, obey me. Those who are like Me,
share in My suffering and demand nothing.
They carry their cross and give grace, as
they’ve received it.”

Vermillion
Priscilla Van Sutphin
Dec 5th, 2008
www.upstreamca.org
The Lord spoke to me Vermillion.
Ecclesiastes 3:11 NKJV He has made everything
beautiful in its time. Also He has put eternity in
their hearts, except that no one can find out
the work that God does from beginning to end.
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Isaiah 57:15 NKJV For thus says the High and
Lofty One Who inhabits eternity, whose name is
Holy: "I dwell in the high and holy place, With
him who has a contrite and humble spirit, To
revive the spirit of the humble, And to revive
the heart of the contrite ones.
God has put eternity in the hearts of all
mankind. The Chinese language is partly based
on biblical things. There is a site you can look
at to see that.
http://www.dare2design.nl/genesissite/genesis.p
hp?item=chinese_intro . God also had someone
give me some books and among them was a tiny
book from a missionary who was in Peking [ now
Bejing ] and in that city was a temple, I
believe it was called the blue temple. And inside
it was an altar to the one and only God. There
is some controversy about the language origins
of the Genesis site on some other pages saying
it is not correct interpretation, but skeptics
abound in the cyber world.
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“ My blood paid for the sins of the WHOLE
WORLD, not just for yours, not just for those
who already know Me, but for those who are
yet to come to know Me. There is nothing I
cannot do. There is no one I cannot save. As
the violence increases, do not think in terms of
retaliation and rage. I have taught you to love
your enemies, and to pray for those who
spitefully use you. I did also say, be wise as
serpents and innocent as doves. Wisdom is to
get MY opinion before you make yours.
The news confirms My time table, so you are
not to go ignorant, but know that I can let you
know what’s going on without you’re watching the
news, if you will just spend time with Me,
waiting on Me. I am looking for those who
WANT INTIMACY with ME. I want to pour out
My Spirit. I have all power in heaven and earth
and under the earth, so nothing is impossible
for me.
I can convert the muslim as easy as the pagan
who thinks Lucifer is god. But I AM AN
EXPERIENCE. That is why I send you out to
make disciples of men. PREACH the Good
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NEWS and I will follow it with signs and
wonders. Unless the water is poured out, it
does not become wine. You pour out what I
have given to you, and I will increase it as you
use it more. Each day ask MY WILL for your
life that day. Is there someone I can touch
today LORD ? you may ask. Maybe not that
day, maybe another day. But if you ASK you
will receive all you need to go forth. Do NOT be
afraid of their faces. ONLY GO WHEN AND
WHERE I TELL YOU TO GO. Do not move in
presumption in this hour beloveds. Do not throw
your pearls before swine, lest they trample you
and grind you to dust. I will show you who to
approach.
As you REACH OUT YOUR ARMS in LOVE, I
will meet you in that place and pour out faith
and power through you. I AM the VINE, you
are the branches. Every branch who does not
bear fruit, is cut off and trimmed so it can
bear good fruit. Sow in tears and you will reap
in JOY. Pray for those around you and watch
what I do. STAND in the gap for them,
bearing their burden with them, and I will come
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through. If any two agree as touching
anything, IT WILL BE DONE, I said. BELIEVE
and you will receive.
I WILL make your JOY complete as the days
unfold before you. MUCH tribulation is at
hand, but I AM WITH YOU, FIGHTING
ALONG SIDE YOU. YOU WILL NEVER WALK
ALONE. There are armies you can’t see
fighting with you, awaiting your prayers, waiting
for the orders to act. BELIEVE and RECEIVE.
The page has been turned, and there is no
turning back now. Time is in acceleration.
LOOK TO ME, THE AUTHOR and the
FINISHER of your faith. KEEP YOUR EYES
ON HOW GREAT I AM. I AM THE ALMIGHTY
ONE OF ISRAEL. I AM EMMANUEL, God with
you. I AM the All SUFFICIENT ONE. There is
nothing I cannot do. BELIEVE and RECEIVE.
Unbelief is STRONG and being pervaded in all
the media, but I will reverse that.
As MY SPIRIT is poured out, there will be a
change in the news. Many mockers will be
turned to believers. Your sons and daughters
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who have not believed you, and not believed
fully in ME, will turn and BOW BEFORE ME. I
WILL CHANGE THEIR HEARTS when they see
what I do in YOU !!! So draw into ME, come
away with ME. Be intimate with ME beloved, for
I am drawing you closer to My heart, that you
may be fully healed and delivered, and
empowered with My GLORY !
Now I call on you whom I’ve given a heart for
CHINA, that nation with the red flag of
vermillion. I WILL CALL THOSE FROM SINON
I SAID, and I AM CALLING TO THEM NOW.
I ask you to pray for them. They represent
1/6th also of the world’s population and I am
calling you to PRAY for their leaders, the
women and children, the men and boys. Pray
down the latter rain to INCREASE, for
thousands are coming weekly, but more will come
as you answer My call to pray. DANCE on the
injustice done to your brothers and sisters
there. Many have suffered greatly at the
hands of tyrants. LOVE them as you love
yourself.
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Cry out for that nation to arise to it’s calling,
and cry out for THIS NATION to ARISE to
IT’S CALLING as well.
Pray for REVERSALS in this nation. REPENT for
the sins YOU KNOW OF. REPENT FOR THE
DAMAGE THIS NATION has done to other
nations. REPENT OF THE PRIDE of this nation.
HUMBLE YOURSELVES and pray for an
explosion in your government of the MOST
HOLY SPIRIT. PRAY HE will enter into the
secret places, the secret meetings, the public
meetings, the House, the Senate in each state,
the JUSTICE system. PRAY FOR AN
EXPLOSION OF MY SPIRIT IN MY PEOPLE.
CRY OUT FOR THEIR EYES TO BE OPENED!
CRY OUT and SHOUT ALOUD TO THE ROCK
OF YOUR SALVATION! For I am not deaf or
dumb as some think. I AM NOT like statues
made of wood and stone. I WILL HAVE MY
WAY IN MY PEOPLE!”
__________
Vermilion, sometimes spelled vermillion, when
found naturally-occurring, is an opaque orangish
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red pigment, used since antiquity, originally
derived from the powdered mineral cinnabar.
Chemically, the pigment is mercuric sulfide,
HgS, and like all mercury compounds it is toxic.
Its name is derived from the French vermeil
which was used to mean any red dye, and which
itself comes from vermiculum, a red dye made
from the insect Kermes vermilio.[1] The words
for the color red in Portuguese (vermelho) and
Catalan (vermell) derive from this term.
Today, vermilion is most commonly artificially
produced by reacting mercury with molten
sulfur. Most naturally produced vermilion comes
from cinnabar mined in China, giving rise to its
alternative name of China red.
There is evidence of the use of cinnabar
pigment in India and China since prehistory. It
was known to the Romans as minium and was
their most valuable pigment, being used to
colour the faces of triumphant generals in
imitation of the vermilion visage of the image of
Jupiter Capitolinus in the Temple on the
Capitoline Hill where the triumphant processions
would conclude; Pliny the Elder records that it
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became so expensive that the price had to be
fixed by the Roman government at 70 sesterces
per pound[2], ten times more expensive than red
ochre, due to the rarity of sources of pure
cinnabar.
The synthesis of vermilion from mercury and
sulfur may have been invented by the Chinese;
the earliest known description of the process
dates from the 8th century.
The synthetically-produced pigment was used
throughout Europe from the 12th century,
mostly for illuminated manuscripts, although it
remained prohibitively expensive, often costing
as much as gilding, until the 14th century when
the technique for synthesizing vermilion became
more widely known in Europe. Synthetic vermilion
was regarded early on as superior to the
pigment derived from natural cinnabar. In the
Dutch method of manufacturing vermilion used
from the 17th century, which was a modified
version of the Chinese method, mercury and
melted sulfur were mashed together to make
black mercury sulfide, which was heated in a
retort. This caused it to give off vapor which
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condensed as the bright red crystalline form of
mercury sulphide, which was then scraped off
and treated with a strong alkali solution to
remove sulfur, then washed and ground under
water.[4]
The names "cinnabar" and "vermilion" were used
interchangeably to describe either the natural
or manufactured pigment until the 17th century
when vermilion became the more common name.
By the late 18th century the name cinnabar was
applied only to the unground natural mineral.
"Chinese vermilion" was described in 1835 as a
cinnabar so pure that it only had to be ground
into powder to become a perfect vermilion.
Chinese vermilion was considered of a more
crimson tone than the vermilion manufactured in
Europe from less pure cinnabar. European
vermilion of the time was often cut with various
materials due to its high cost; adulterants
included brick dust, orpiment, iron oxide,
Persian red, iodine scarlet, and red lead, an
inexpensive bright lead oxide pigment that was
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too reactive to be trustworthy enough for use in
art.[2]
Modern day
Vermilion has largely been replaced in painting
by the pigment cadmium red, a pigment that is
less reactive due to the replacement of mercury
with cadmium, especially in certain applications
such as watercolors. The last mainstream
commercial source in watercolors was from the
Belgian artist's materials company Blockx,
although the pigment can still be obtained in
oils, where it is considered more stable. Unlike
mercuric sulfide, cadmium sulfide is available in
a large range of warm hues, including hues
obtained by the addition of selenium or zinc.
The range is from lemon yellow to a dull deep
red, sometimes referred to as "cadmium
purple".
Vermilion is also the name of the typical color
of the natural ground pigment, which is a bright
red tinged with orange. It is somewhat similar
to the color scarlet. Vermilion is not on the
color wheel since the color is mixed with a slight
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amount of grey. As with cadmium sulfide,
mercuric sulfide can be found in a range from a
bright orange-toned red to a duller slightly
bluish red. The differences in hue are due to
the range in the size of the ground particles.
The larger the average crystal is, the duller
and less orange-toned it appears. It has been
theorized that the more coarsely ground
"Chinese" form of vermilion is more permanent
than the more orange "French" variety. It is
also theorized that purification leads to
increased stability, as with many other
pigments.
Hindu women use vermilion along the hair parting
line known as Sindoor, to signify that they are
married. Hindu men often wear the vermilion on
their forehead during religious ceremonies.
Vermilion is part of all religious ceremonies and
festivals.
No More Drudgery
12/13/08
thru Priscilla Van Sutphin
www.upstreamca.org
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“I’m going to take all the drudgery out of
healing and deliverance, and all the work that
you do ! I’m going to pour out My Spirit like
never before. I am increasing the glory and
you will go from glory to glory in a moment of
time. I have many surprises coming,
Just as there is much change going on in this
nation right now, it will catapult into even
greater changes. There will be much turmoil as
I uncover all that can be uncovered. There will
be much change, and repentance will start to
flow like a roaring river.
My LOVE is from everlasting to everlasting. It
is NEVER ENDING. I am not an ogre waiting
for you to make a mistake, then pouncing on
each mistake or fault. That is the function of
the devil. He is the harsh taskmaster. So when
the great conviction comes for some people that
you know, do not be harsh in your reactions, nor
rejoice with the wicked, but have compassion on
your brothers and sisters. Have compassion for
the lost who will turn to Me in great throngs.
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It has always been in the midst of great
darkness that My light shines the brightest. So
put away your fears, and put away all your
anxieties within you. Know that I am still on
the throne, and that even though it rains on the
just and the unjust, that My love remains
constant, and My ability to restore anything you
lose, is greater than the enemy’s ability to
destroy, or steal and rob. I AM the
ALMIGHTY am I not ? Did I not create the
heavens and the earth ? Did I not establish
the stars and the orbit of the planets ? Is
there anything too hard for Me ?
1 Chronicles 16:36 NKJV
Blessed be the
Lord God of Israel from everlasting to
everlasting!
Lions roar to announce their prowess, and I am
the LION of JUDAH, and I am about to ROAR
loudly in & through My people, and in the
church. I will roar and set the enemy to
flight. He will turn and run in 7 directions the demons will flee. I AM the LORD and
there is no other like Me. Look a people arises
like a lioness, and will devour the prey.
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Numbers 23:24 NKJV Look, a people rises like
a lioness, And lifts itself up like a lion; It shall
not lie down until it devours the prey, and
drinks the blood of the slain."
Isaiah 33:14-16 NKJV
The sinners in Zion
are afraid; Fearfulness has seized the
hypocrites: "Who among us shall dwell with the
devouring fire? Who among us shall dwell with
everlasting burnings?" 15 He who walks
righteously and speaks uprightly, He who
despises the gain of oppressions, Who gestures
with his hands, refusing bribes, Who stops his
ears from hearing of bloodshed, And shuts his
eyes from seeing evil: 16 He will dwell on high;
His place of defense will be the fortress of
rocks; Bread will be given him, His water will be
sure.
My FIRE will be poured out, and there will be
tremendous healing and deliverances as I arise
with healing in My wings. Remember the words
of Malachi. Remember whose you are !
Remember Who loves you ! Remember the
power of the cross – the power of My blood.
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There is NOTHING I cannot do beloveds. Do
not yield to fear and worry, anxiety and doubt.
Faith comes by hearing and hearing by the
Word of God. Establish your faith by keeping
in the WORD. I will lead you again by the pillar
of fire, and the cloud by day. There is salvation
and deliverance for all who call upon the name
of the LORD ! WORSHIP ME in the beauty of
holiness. WORSHIP ME and as you worship, I
will rain down GLORY ! I will intervene in your
circumstances.
WORSHIP and show everyone including the
enemy of your soul,that you are unafraid !!
You will be established in strength and power as
you do this. You will see the desire of your
hearts that is pure and holy. Those who have
hungered and thirsted after righteousness will
be satisfied. For I will break every chain.
Speak the truth in LOVE, not in cringing fear.
As you preach the gospel, I will follow it with
signs and wonders. As you pour out My love to
others, there will be astounding miracles if you
will but BELIEVE !
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I am FAITHFUL AND TRUE and there is no
other like ME, so walk in CONFIDENCE in your
God ! Know that I will do what is in My heart
to do, as you walk in faith and fully trust in My
love. Loving the unloveable takes MY LOVE
poured into you, so I have called you aside to
rest in Me, that I might pour it into you and
remove all that stands in the way of perfect
FREEDOM !”

Dynasty
Dec 29th, 2008 1:11 am
www.upstreamca.org
Priscilla Van Sutphin tearsofthefather@att.net
1 Samuel 25:28-29 NIV [ Abigail to David ]
Please forgive your servant's offense, for the
Lord will certainly make a lasting dynasty for
my master, because he fights the Lord's
battles. Let no wrongdoing be found in you as
long as you live.
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Words of Solomon
1 Kings 2:24-25 NIV And now, as surely as the
Lord lives — he who has established me securely
on the throne of my father David and has
founded a dynasty for me as he promised —
Adonijah shall be put to death today!" 25 So
King Solomon gave orders to Benaiah son of
Jehoiada, and he struck down Adonijah and he
died.
2 Peter 1:10-11 NKJV Therefore, brethren,
be even more diligent to make your call and
election sure, for if you do these things you will
never stumble; 11 for so an entrance will be
supplied to you abundantly into the everlasting
kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
1 Peter 2:4-6 NKJV Coming to Him as to a
living stone, rejected indeed by men, but chosen
by God and precious, 5 you also, as living
stones, are being built up a spiritual house, a
holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices
acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.
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Holy Spirit spoke:
“While men are building their dynasties, I also
am building a Dynasty- a dynasty of hope, love
and mercy of which I am the KING and
Supreme Ruler. I am not slack concerning My
promises beloveds. I am TRUTH. I don’t just
speak truth, I AM TRUTH. I AM LOVE. I AM
FAITH. I AM JOY. I AM everything you need,
and I rule and reign, not only in heaven but on
the earth and under the earth. My dynasty will
live forever. Those who choose their own
dynasties will lose all they have. For every
kingdom will become the kingdom of our Lord
and Christ, it is written. All the vain works of
men & women will be destroyed.
Proverbs 26:12 NKJV Do you see a man wise in
his own eyes? There is more hope for a fool
than for him.
I am not rash nor hasty as man is. I AM
wisdom. And the fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom. Do not put your trust in
institutions, or what you can do with your own
hands. Ask My advice, and I will show you what
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you should do. But you must come aside, and be
with Me a while, and spend yourselves on ME. I
will lead you in the way that is right. I will be
light in the darkness. I AM the Light of the
World am I not ? When you bathe in My light
some more, you will have the answers that you
need.
Jeremiah 29:11-14 NKJV For I know the
thoughts that I think toward you, says the
Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give
you a future and a hope. 12 Then you will call
upon Me and go and pray to Me, and I will
listen to you. 13 And you will seek Me and find
Me, when you search for Me with all your
heart. 14 I will be found by you, says the
Lord, and I will bring you back from your
captivity;
I am increasing the intensity with which I am
purging and cleansing My people. I am
increasing glory, but as glory comes, it exposes
all that is not of ME. Do not become
overwhelmed with the state of your heart, with
your unbelief, doubts, or the level of wickedness
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of what I show you in your own heart. Just
come to ME , repent and ask me to remove it.
I AM the FATHER OF LIGHTS, and every good
and perfect gift comes from ME. I will light up
your darkness and remove the chains. Just
don’t be afraid when you see what is still there
in your heart. COME TO ME. Come and let me
heal you, and love you and do the surgery
required. I LOVE YOU MY beloveds, and there
is nothing I won’t do for you. But you must
remove all the unbelief from your hearts.
There are many chambers in the heart and some
hide away things that you’ve never addressed,
and have forgotten. I can bring all to memory
if you are willing and WANTING freedom. You
cannot sweep dirt under a rug and call the floor
clean. So it is with emotions. You cannot
sweep it all from your mind by just ignoring it.
Let ME be the Divine Physician with you. Let me
show you the roots of sin and pain in your heart
that keep you from being able to obey fully My
commands. Let me touch you with My love.
Come into My arms, it is safe here. There is no
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condemnation here. There is no judging or
punishment here. There is love and healing here
for you. There is understanding and wisdom for
you here in My heart. It only takes putting
away your fear & pride, and asking. Ask and
you shall receive. Knock and the door will be
opened. Come aside, for there is little time
before it gets really busy for you.”
Song of Solomon 2:10 NKJV 0 My beloved
spoke, and said to me: "Rise up, my love, my
fair one, And come away.
OT:1980 halak (haw-lak'); akin to OT:3212; a
primitive root; to walk (in a great variety of
applications, literally and figuratively): KJV (all) along, apace, behave (self), come, (on)
continually, be conversant, depart, be eased,
enter, exercise…etc.
From Wikipedia:
A dynasty is a succession of rulers who belong
to the same family for generations. A dynasty
is also often called a "house", e.g. the House of
Saud or House of Habsburg.
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